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ABSTRACT 
The present thesis attempts to make a Linguistic analysis of the basic 
vocabulary of Urdu speaking children of class V in Aligarh. The data is 
collected from five reputed English and Urdu medium schools of Aligarh.   
Chapter I deals with the theoretical background of the present 
study. It gives various definition and concepts related to language 
acquisition. It also gives an insight of various approaches to language 
acquisition. Such as behaviorist approach. It further discusses the process 
of language acquisition and language learning at different Linguistic 
levels such as phonology, grammar, vocabulary etc and highlights the 
shift from grammar translation method and also the social determininants 
in the Language acquisition. 
This chapter further discusses the research procedure used for the 
present study the information about the selection of the informants based 
on schools, income groups to which they belong and education level of 
their parents. A lists of tools used in the collection of data for the present 
study is also provided in this chapter. Also it describes the aims and scope 
of the study.  
Chapter II of the thesis covers the word- hoard of low – income 
group children studying at Urdu medium schools. The low – income 
group parent’s children have the smallest vocabulary. In the speech of 
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these children we have found phonological variant forms. The low 
income group children freely substitute the five perso – Arabic 
consonants | ∫ z q x ɤ | with | s j k kh g |. Their speech also contains 
substitution of v, with b and b with v. Instances of contraction of longer 
words to shorter forms and breaking consonants clusters are pervasive in 
their speech. Low – income group children’s vocabulary shows 384 perso 
– Arabic and Indic words and 319 English loans. Interestingly enough 
their vocabulary also shows some typical words which are entirely 
different in meaning and pronunciations from the standard words. Such 
words are exclusively used by them and their vocabulary contains 45 – 
class – specific terms such as ‘sikaṛ’, ‘shrink’, pi:lak’, ‘egg yolk’ etc.  
       Chapter III analyses the vocabulary items belonging to children of 
middle – income groups studying at Urdu and English medium schools. 
The middle – income group children display the total number of 972 
word of these 972 these are 660 perso – Arabic and Indic words and 331 
English loans. An imperceptible difference is noted between English 
medium and Urdu medium school children with regard to the use of 
English loan – words. English medium school children like to use more 
and more English word in their day to day conversation. As almost no 
difference found between the two groups. Some middle income group 
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children of Urdu medium schools coming from the localities mostly 
peopled by laborers, factory workers have phonological variant forms in 
their speech. Such as the substitutions of  ∫ z q kh with s j k kh  and 
breaking of consonant clusters. It is important to note that the speech of 
middle income group children shows fewer phonological variant forms 
compared to lower – income group children.  
Chapter IV of the thesis focuses attention on the word – hoard of 
children of high – income groups studying at English medium schools. 
An attempt is made to assess the impact of social factors such as home 
atmosphere, good income and good schooling etc on children’s 
vocabulary the total number of words used by the high income group 
children’s is 1080. Out of 1080 words there are 520 English loan words 
that comes approximately 50% of the total words, which is clear 
manifestation of the fact that half of their (basic) vocabulary consists of 
English words that the high income group children’s word hoard is 1080, 
whereas the middle income group and lower income group children’s 
stock of words is 972 and 741 respectively. This comparative study of the 
word hoard of Urdu speaking children studying in Urdu and English 
medium schools belonging to different social classes is confined to only 
class V students in Aligarh. 
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The analysis is based on extensively collected data. Our analysis 
leads us to conclude that there is wide disparity between different groups 
of children’s vocabulary.  
It is found out that phonological variables tend to show find 
stratification and there is more socially significant variation in the 
pronunciation of perso – Arabic consonants e.g.  ∫ z x  ɤ q. 
It is observed that variations are more marked between lower 
income group and income group children than between middle income 
and higher income group children.  
The last chapter i.e. V, covers up the summary and conclusions of 
the present thesis.  
The thesis is based on the analysis of variations in children’s 
vocabulary and focuses on several factors that account for differences 
between children’s word hoard. Since the thesis uses words that operate 
in real life of children and are concerned with their day to day experience, 
it gives us a fascinating insight into children’s vocabulary. The work has 
great possibilities of further work on vocabulary expansion by virtue of 
scrutinizing many words that do not belong to books and some of them 
are not frequently used. It is concluded that such and analysis of words, 
used by children in their conversation may be of great assistance to 
teachers for developing new paradigms and tools for enriching children’s 
repertoire of words. 
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CHAPTER-1  
INTRODUCTION 
 The present thesis attempts to make a linguistic analysis of the 
basic vocabulary of Urdu speaking children of class V in Aligarh. This 
analysis is based upon the data extensively collected from class V 
students selected from five reputed English and Urdu medium schools of 
Aligarh. 
 With a view to providing proper perspective on the present work, 
this chapter has been divided into five sections. Section A contains 
theoretical background, while section B deals with Acquisition of 
vocabulary. Social determinants of the process of acquisition of 
vocabulary are taken up in section C. 
 Sections D and E deal with research procedures and scope of the 
study respectively. 
Section A: - Theoretical Background 
 Language acquisition or first language acquisition is the term most 
commonly used to describe the process whereby children become 
speakers of their native language although some linguists like Halliday 
prefers to use the term language learning for process of learning. 
 According to Campbell and Wales (1970), the earliest studies of 
children‟s development were carried out by Darwin (1877) and Taine 
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(1877). However, it was a physiologist namely Preyer (1882), who made 
detailed daily notes through out the first three years of his son‟s 
development and thus contributed a lot to the study of child language 
learning.  
 To Ingram, Preyer‟s study belongs to the period of diary studies 
(1876-1926). As the name suggests, the preferred data collection method 
during this period was the parental diary in which a linguist or a 
psychologist used to record their own child‟s linguistic development. 
Preyers, notes on child‟s linguistic development are important in as much 
as they describe child‟s language very minutely.  
 The first published book devoted to the study of a child‟s language 
alone was Stern‟s Die Kindersprache (1907) (not available in English) 
and it is from this work that the notion of stages of language acquisition is 
derived. (Ingram 1989). The diarists chiefly aimed to describe the child‟s 
language and other developments. Some of them regarded the child‟s 
„genius‟ (Taine, 1877) as an inbuilt language faculty which, according to 
Taine, enabled the child to adapt to its native Language.  Though their 
popularity waned in the wake of First World War they came to be 
considered insufficient to give a full account of children‟s normal 
behaviour. Since diaries accounts were rather inexplicit and different 
diaries described children at different intervals and concentrated on 
different features of the children‟s behaviors, so that it was impossible to 
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draw a clear comparison between children being studied. Instead, large 
sample studies were favored. Studies of large number of children all of 
the same age, being observed for the same length of time engaged in the 
same kind of behaviour. Many of such studies, concentrating on several 
age groups, would provide a better evidence of what normal research 
aimed primarily at using data in support of hypothesis concerning the 
nature of language, that is, research based on a prior linguistic theory. 
Wasaw (1983) calls the former research in child language, and the latter 
research in language acquisition. It is stressed that linguists working in 
the chomskian tradition have tended to be interested primarily in 
language acquisition, while psychologists are greatly concerned to be 
interested with child language.  
 Ingram (1989) however, proposes a unified field of child language 
acquisition which studies children‟s language and examines it against the 
background of well-defined theories of grammar. Child‟s linguistic 
behaviour is rule-based.  Such studies provide a theory of acquisition as 
well as a testing ground for theories of grammar. The theory of 
acquisition has two distinct components. One comprises the set of 
principles that lead to the construction of the grammar i.e. those that 
concern the child‟s grammar of linguistic competence. These principles 
explain how the child constructs a rule of grammar and changes it over 
time. The focus is on the nature of the child‟s rule system, which is 
concerned with competence factors. 
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The second component takes note of psychological processes that 
the child uses in learning the language. In comprehension, performance 
factors indicate how the child establishes meaning in the language input, 
as well as the cognitive restrictions that temporarily retard development. 
In production, these factors describe the reasons why the child‟s spoken 
language does not reflect its linguistic competence. They also describe 
mechanisms the child uses to achieve the expression of their 
comprehension. 
As examples of competence factors, Ingram mentions three 
principles – generalizations lexical and uniqueness, which will enter into 
the explanation of morphological acquisition. 
According to Dresher‟s (1981) generalization principle, learners 
will prefer a rule which requires few features to one which requires many. 
They will therefore prefer a rule which allows them to form the plural 
foots to one which compels them to form feet, since the latter rule must 
contains, the plural forms that are irregular. This principle explains why 
children often use regular inflections on irregular words, even though 
doing so conflicts with what they hear, adults doing. Finally, we need to 
posit a uniqueness principle (Wexler and Culicover, 1980) to account for 
the fact that the child finally selects only the plural form that it hears used 
around it, rather than supposing that there are two possible plurals, foots 
and feet. 
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Performance factors include, for example Slobin‟s (1973) Principle 
A: „Pay attention to the ends of words‟ which might explain why it 
appears to be easier to acquire suffixes than prefixes. Ingram (1989) also 
proposes a principles that instructs children to pay attention to stressed 
words and syllables and suggests that factors of memory and planning 
might explain why children who appear to understand full sentences only 
produce, for instance, two-word utterance. If the study of child language 
acquisition is to provide evidence for or against theories of adults 
grammar as well as insights into child‟s progression towards it, the 
relationship between the child‟s grammar and that of the adult needs 
careful examination (Ingram, 1989) specially, we want to develop theory 
which defines the extent to which the child may change or restructure its 
language system. Ingram (ibid P. 73) proposes that the child‟s 
progression is subject to the constructivist assumption that the form of the 
child‟s grammar at any point of change which we shall call stage will 
consist of everything at stage plus the new feature (s) of stage. A 
principle can also be proposed to account for the change.                      
Language acquisition is contrasted with 'language learning' which 
is used with reference to a "Second Language' which a person learns 
"Deliberately", particularly in formal settings like school etc. Krashen 
(1978, 1981) distinguishes between the two experiences and treats   
language   learning as a "Conscious process" or "Conscious Language 
development" and   language acquisition as "Less Conscious" or "More 
sub conscious process", 
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The researches like Elisabeth. Ingram (1975) and David Ingram 
(1988) William Littlewood (1989) also distinguish language acquisition 
from language learning and use the expression "First language 
acquisition" in contrast with "Second language learning" but many 
researches and theorists do not distinguish between the two. Stern (1983: 
19), for instance, treats language acquisition a purely stylistic alternative 
to language learning. First language or mother tongue acquisition is also 
called "Child language acquisition" (Crystal, 1985).  
According to crystal (1985) language acquisition refers to "learning 
of linguistic rule" i.e. the rule of grammar, phonology of semantics, and 
language development implies the "further use of this rule in an 
increasingly wide range of linguistic and social situations. It may be 
mentioned that the term "Development" has a psychological connotation. 
A developmental psychologist studies the "changes that occur as a result 
of the growth and development of the organism, in particular the 
relationship between early and later behavior. (Hilgard et al. 1979). Many 
theorists view the process of language acquisition in the child "as a 
biological process of growth and maturation rather than as one of social 
(through experience, environmental influence) or deliberate teaching 
(Stern 1983). 
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The study of language acquisition or child language in a strict 
manner-began at the end of the nineteenth century i.e. about well over 
one hundred years ago, and those who carried out the studies were mostly 
parents observing the language development of their children and 
maintaining "diaries" of their utterances. In the meantime, psychologist, 
especially the child psychologists showed their interest in the study of 
the- process of language acquisition. Psychologists studied the 
phenomenon of language acquisition as part of their investigation of the 
child's total growth and development. Language acquisition attracted the 
attention of psychologists not only because it is one of the developmental 
activities of the child, but also of its intimate relationship to thought and 
the process of thinking.  Besides, language is considered by many of 
psychologists as an important mode of behaviour and they feel that "the 
study of the process whereby children learn to speak and understand 
language holds the key to many fundamental problems of "behavior" 
(Carroll 1961). The acquisition of language by children has also attracted 
the attention of linguists and psychologists who have made great 
contribution to the field. There have been two distinct approaches to the 
study of how children acquire language. 
The Empiricists (behaviourists) believe that the language 
acquisition is the result of "experience" and environmental influence. 
According to them, a child acquires language through his experience and 
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environment affects and helps him in the acquisition of language. From 
an empirical (behaviorist) point of view, "the child comes into the world 
with no innate predisposition, he is a piece of raw material which is 
moulded or shaped by the experiences he undergoes into some sort of 
bundle of reactions, which then constitute his individuality and skills" 
(Ingram 1975; 211). The rationalists (mentalists), on the other hand, 
believe that the process of language acquisition is an "innate endowment" 
or an "in-born mechanism." According to this view, "children are born 
with knowledge of the basic grammatical relations and categories, for 
example subject, object, noun, verbs, determiner and auxiliary elements. 
This   knowledge   is   universal,   that   is,   these   categories   and 
relations exist in all human languages and all human infants are born   
with knowledge of them. (Ingram 1975). For behaviorists language 
acquisitions is not a mental phenomenon", it is a "behaviour". Like other 
forms of human behaviour, it is learnt by process of "habit-formation," 
whereas mentalists believe that language is not a behaviour like other 
behaviours but a "species, Specific" and "Species Unique Possession". 
According to behaviorists, children learn a language by imitation." They 
imitate the sounds and patterns of the language which they hear around 
them. They also repeat these items so that these become "habits". 
The Naturalistic approach observes and records children's 
spontaneous verbal behaviour. One type of naturalistic investigation is the 
so called diary study, which involves a trained, researcher who visits 
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individual children on a regular basis and records a sample of utterances. 
(Perhaps one hour every second week over a period of five months). In all 
cases, notes are taken about the context in which children's speech occurs, 
the toys they are playing with the pictures they are looking at, and the 
like. Children are exposed to a variety of noises in their environment. 
Before they can begin to acquire language, they must first separate non- 
speech noises from speech sounds. 
At about the same age, children also develop the ability to 
distinguish among certain speech sounds. In one experiment, infants were 
presented with a series of identical syllables consisting of the string [ba]. 
These were followed by an occurrence of the syllable [Pa], a change in 
the children's sucking rate (the normal reaction to a new stimulus) 
indicated that they perceived the difference between the two syllables and 
therefore were able to distinguish between [p] and [b]. The emergence of 
this ability has been examined in a task in which children are presented 
with two toy animals named bok and pok and are asked to respond to 
sentences such as show me pok. To respond correctly, children must not 
only hear the difference between [P] and [b] but also recognize that this 
difference is linguistically significant that it is used to distinguish 
between words in their language. Children under eighteen months have 
little success in this type of task. 
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SECTION – A1  
Language acquisition and language learning:- 
Language acquisition and language learning as differentiated by 
different scholars, refer to first language learning and second language 
learning respectively.  First language learning is unconscious and an 
automatic process i.e. after birth a child automatically acquires his mother 
tongue but learning of second or third language is called language 
learning by many scholars  because  learning  a language other than the 
mother tongue is a conscious process. 
According to Krashen (1977a), two distinct processes are involved 
in language learning which he terms as "acquisition" and "learning". 
Acquisition takes place spontaneously and subconsciously in natural 
settings, and leads to fluent use of language, "Learning is a conscious 
process, resulting from formal study and has a very minor role to play, 
i.e. that of a "Monitor" to play in correcting or editing one's output. 
Inevitably, learning as a conscious process would have very little to 
contribute to acquisition according to Krashen's model. 
Krashen (1977a) has drawn a distinction between acquisition and 
learning. Acquisition arises as the result of the processes of the creative 
construction by which the learner internalizes the rules of the second 
language subconsciously. It takes place naturally and is not amenable to 
instruction; though acquisition can be imparted in the classroom too, by 
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creating opportunities for natural and spontaneous communication. In 
contrast, learning is a conscious process that results from formal study 
and which can be influenced, by formal instruction. The knowledge that 
is derived from acquisition is used differently from that derived from 
learning The use of the second language spoken or written is initiated by 
means of acquiring knowledge, but in some contexts, learnt knowledge 
may be called upon to monitor the utterances that are initiated from the 
store of acquired knowledge. 
Language acquisition means acquiring a language as a mother 
tongue or as a first language. According to corder, "Language acquisition 
takes place during the period when the infant is maturing physically and 
mentally." 
Language learning, on the other hand refers to learning a second 
language which "normally starts at the later stage, when language 
performance has already become established and processes of 
maturations are complete or near completion.” 
The process of learning a second language is therefore, different 
from that of language acquisition. Various difficulties arise when 
someone learns a second language from the point of view of contrastive 
linguistics, “These differences between the first language and the second 
language learning are mainly caused by difference between the two 
languages and also by conditions under which the learning takes place. 
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Acquisition takes place in childhood when the child grows physically and 
mentally and language learning occurs at a later stage. Further, the 
motivation for acquisition and learning is also different. Language 
acquisition comes quite “naturally”, whereas language learning takes 
place “as a result of the discovery of its practical utility.” 
Language acquisition and second language learning also differ in 
that language learning normally takes place after language acquisition is 
largely complete. In other words, the language teacher is not teaching 
language as such, but a new manifestation of language. The language 
learner has already developed considerable communicative competence 
in his mother tongue, he already knows what he can and cannot do with 
it.  
First and second language learning are different, because the 
circumstances (learner, teacher and linguistic data) in which learning 
takes place are different.  
Language learning and language acquisition are quite different 
processes in that the language learner is a different sort of person from 
the infant; that there has been some qualitative change in his physiology 
and psychology at some point in his maturation process; and that these 
changes in some way inhibit him from using the same learning strategies 
that he used as an infant or make available to him some whole new range 
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of strategies which he did not posses earlier. These notions are all within 
what has been called the critical period‟ for language acquisition. 
'Learning a second language', after we have acquired verbal 
behavior (in its mother tongue manifestation) is a matter of adaptation or 
extension of existing skills and knowledge rather, than the relearning of a 
completely new set of skills. We can conclude from the above note that 
the process of acquiring language and learning a second language must be 
different, but rather than that there are some fundamental properties 
which all languages, have in common (linguistic universals) and that it is 
only their outward and perhaps relatively superficial characteristics that 
differ and that when these fundamental properties have once been learned 
(through their mother tongue manifestations) the learning of a second 
manifestation of language (the second language) is relatively a much 
easier and simple task. 
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SECTION A2 
Stages of Language Acquisition: 
Children do not wake up one morning with a fully formed grammar 
in their heads or with all the "rules" of social and communicative 
intercourse. The language is acquired by stages
 
and it is suggested, each 
stage more closely approximates the grammar of the adult language. 
Observations of children in different language areas of the world reveal 
that the stages are very similar, possibly universal. Some of the stages last 
for a short time, others remain longer. Some stages may overlap for a 
short period, though the transition between stages has often been 
observed to be quite sudden. 
The earliest studies of child language acquisition come from diaries 
kept by parents. More recent studies include the use of tape recordings, 
videotapes, and planned experiments. Spontaneous utterances of children 
are recorded and in addition to various elicitations, techniques have been 
developed so that the child's production and comprehension can be 
studied under controlled condition. Some linguists divide the stages of 
language acquisition into paralinguistic stages. There continues to be 
disagreement as to what should be included in these periods. Perhaps 
some day when we know more about this complex phenomenon we will 
be able to resolve these questions. But most scholars agree that the 
earliest cries and whimpers of the newborn cannot be considered as early 
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language. Such noises are completely stimulus-controlled, they are the 
child's involuntary responses to hunger, discomfort, the desire to be 
cuddled, or the feeling of well being. 
The Babbling Stage: 
In the first few months, the infant begins to babble, the sounds   
produced in this period (apart from the continuing stimulus-controlled 
cries and gurgles) seem to include the sounds of human languages. Most 
linguists believe that in this babbling period a child produces a large 
variety of sounds, many of which do not occur in the language of the 
household. Deaf children also babble and it is reported their babbling up 
to the age of around six months is very similar to that of normal children. 
Non-deaf born of deaf parents who do not speak also babble. Thus, 
babbling does not depend on the presence of acoustic, auditory input. 
There are however at least two different schools of thought concerning 
babbling. One group believes that babbling is a necessary prerequisite for 
normal language acquisition. Others, like Eric lenneberg, consider 
babbling to be less crucial Lenneberg reported on a child of 14 months 
who for medical purposes had been mechanically prevented from making 
any vocal sounds for six months. Yet, one day after the mechanical 
restraint was removed, his output was equivalent to what one would 
expect from a normal 14 month old child. 
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One thing is absolutely clear, however in order to learn language, 
the child must receive either auditory input (to develop oral is language) 
or sign language input (for a deaf old child to acquire sign language). But 
the role of babbling in the acquisition of oral language is not clearly 
understood. 
During the babbling stage the pitch, or intonation contours, of 
infant's utterances begin to resemble the intonation contours of sentences 
spoken by adults. It has been suggested that the semantically different 
intonation contours are among the first linguistic contrasts that children 
perceive and produce. .. 
The Holophrastic Stage: 
Sometimes after one year (it varies from child to child and has 
nothing to do with how intelligent the child is), children begin to use the 
same string of sounds repeatedly to "mean" the same thing. At this point 
they have learned that sounds are related to meanings and they are 
producing their first "words". Most children seem to go through the "one 
word = one sentence" stage. These one-word sentences (if one can call 
them sentences at all) are called holophrastic sentences (from holo, 
"complete" or "undivided", plus phrase "Phrase" or "Sentence"). 
J.P‟s mother reports that before that he also used the words [bu] for 
"book, [Ki] for "Kitty", and [tsi] for "free" but seemed to have "lost" them 
later what is more interesting than merely the list of making utterances of 
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a picture of a child J.P., at this stage which will illustrate how much the 
young child has already learned J.P.'s words at the 1977 age 16 months 
were as follows. 
[Paw]   “not”  “no” don‟t [baw] ~ [daw] “dawn”  
[da]   “dog”    [S:]  
 “aerospls”  
[Sa]   “Sock”   [hay]   “hi” 
[ay] ~ [^y]  “light”   [sr]      “shift 
sweater” 
J.P‟s. vocabulary is the way he used these words "UP" originally was 
restricted to mean "get me up" when he was either on the floor or in his 
high chair, but later it was used to mean "get up" to his mother as well. 
His word for "Cheerio's" was first used to label or ask for cheerio's only 
when they were visible; then he began to use it to ask for cheerio's every 
where even if he could not see them. J.P. used his word for "sock" when 
pointing to anyone's socks as well as other undergarments that go on over 
the feet. All this illustrates how a child may extend the meaning of a word 
from a particular reference to encompass a larger class. 
When he first began to use these words, a stimulus had to be 
present, but this was no longer true. "Dog" for example, was first only 
used when pointing to a real dog but then was used for pointing to 
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pictures of dogs in various books. A new word which entered J.P‟s. 
vocabulary was "Uh-0h"m which he would say after having an accident 
like spilling juice, or when he deliberately poured his yogurt over the side 
of his high chair. His use of this word shows his growing use of language 
for social purposes. At this time he also added two new words meaning 
"no", [do:] and [no]. He used these frequently when anyone attempted to 
take something from him to make him do something which he did not 
like to do. One can see that, as early as this holophrastic stage, words are 
being used to communicate a variety of ideas, feelings and social 
awareness. 
According to some child language researchers, the words in the 
holophrastic stage serve three major functions; they are either linked with 
a child's own action or desire for action (as when J.P. world Day "up" to 
express his wish to pick up, or are used to convey emotion (J.P's "no"), or 
serve a meaning function (J.P's "Cheerio's", "Shoes", "dog", and so on). 
At this stage the child uses just one word to express concepts or   
predications   which   will   later   be   expressed   by complex phrases 
and sentences. Phonologically, J.P's first words are, like the words of 
most children at this stage of learning English and other languages, 
generally monosyllabic with a CV (consonant-vowel) form; the vowel 
part may be diphthongal, depending on the language being acquired. His 
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phonemic or phonetic inventory is much smaller than is found in the adult 
language. It has been suggested by the linguist Roman Jackobson that 
children will acquire the sounds found in all languages of the world no 
matter what language they are exposed to, and later they may acquire the 
"more difficult" sounds too. 
JP's Phonological inventory includes the consonants [b, m, d, k], 
which certainly are frequently occurring sounds in the world's languages. 
Many studies have shown that children in the holophrastic stage 
can perceive or comprehend many phonological contrasts than they can 
produce themselves. Thus, even, at this stage, it is not possible to 
determine the extent of the grammar of the child simply by observing or 
noting speech production. 
One-word Stage 
The average child when he is about a year old speaks his first 
words. 
Roughly between the age of a year and 18 months, the child speaks 
in single word utterances ('milk,' 'mummy', 'cup' and so on). 
In the development of language, this is known as the one-word 
stage. Occasionally more than a word may appear to be involved, but this 
is usually because a group of words has been learned as a single unit (e.g. 
„a;; gone‟). 
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In many situations, the words the child uses simply serve naming 
function, as when a parent points to a picture of a ball in a book and the 
child says „ball‟. Sometimes, whoever, uses single words conveys more 
complex meaning. The words used in this way are termed holophrases.  
For example, the words “juice” may be used to mean „I want some 
juice‟, I want more juice‟ or „I have split some juice‟. The situation and 
the child‟s use of gestures and intonation enable the parent to understand 
what the child means on these occasions. Single words are in effect 
taking the place of more complex grammatical construction which the 
child has not yet mastered.  
Children show this to be the case because they respond to two-
word constructions such as “Kiss daddy” and also understand more usual 
requests (e.g. „tickle book‟).  
Two-Word Stage: 
 Two-word sentences usually begin to appear when the child is 
about 18 months old, though single words will continue to be used for 
some months. Then comes the two-word stage. The two-words are 
usually in a grammatically correct sequence, often subject + verb e.g. 
„Jenny is sleeping‟ becomes Jenny sleeps etc. 
Verb + object („Draw doggie‟) 
Subject + object („Suzy juice,‟ meaning „suzy is drinking juice‟) 
Subject + complement („Daddy busy‟) 
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 When a child tries to repeat what an adult says, he may omit some 
of the words, but those that are retained will again usually be in an 
appropriate grammatical order. 
ADULT – Look, Ben‟s playing in the garden. 
CHILD – Play garden. 
 The above example also demonstrates how utterances focus on key 
words. Words that convey less information or that primarily serve 
grammatical functions (e.g., „in‟, „the‟) are omitted. 
 The ambiguity of some two-word utterances arises partly because 
inflectional affixes are absent. These include, for example at the ends of 
words to show either possession or plural, or –ed verb endings to indicate 
past tense.  
Telegraphic Stage: 
From the age of about two, children begin producing three and four 
word utterances some of these utterances will be grammatically complete. 
Subject + verb object (Amy likes tea) 
Subject + verb + complement (Teddy looks tired) 
Subject + verb + adverbial (Mummy sleeps upstairs) others will 
have grammatical elements missing 'Daddy how now' 'Laura broke plate', 
'where Stephen going'. The condensed structure of many of these 
utterances explains why they are described as telegraphic (the term is also 
sometimes applied to two-word utterances). Like telegrams, they include 
the key words but omit such words as determiners (e.g. 'a', 'the'), auxiliary 
verbs (e.g. 'is', 'has') and prepositions (e.g. 'to', 'for'). 
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A child will begin to show command of a wider range of structures 
- questions and commands for example, as well as simple statements. 
Progress during the telegraphic stage is rapid by the age of three. Items 
that were previously omitted (such as determiners) are beginning to be used 
regularly. Soon sentences with more than one clause (e.g. 'want to go to bed') 
start to appear, and coordinating conjunctions ('and', 'but') begin to be used. 
Inflectional affixes (e.g. - ing - ed and -sending's) are gradually acquired 
during this period. By the age of five, many of the most basic grammatical 
rules have been learned, though some (e.g. the use of the passive voice) have 
yet to be mastered. 
Theories of Language Acquisition: 
Various theoretical views have been expressed on language acquisition. 
A group of scholars holds the view that language ability is 'innate'. Another 
group is of the view that language is learned by imitation. A third group of 
scholars recognizes the importance of both "innate determinants and 
environmental influence." All these theoretical views on language acquisition 
are discussed below. 
The Nativist Perspective 
According to the theory, there is an innate capacity for acquiring 
language and children are born with this capacity. To describe this 
capacity, Chomsky (1968) has postulated, a device which is called 
"Language Acquisition Device" (LAD) Chomsky believes that "without 
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postulating such a device it is impossible to understand how children 
master their native language in such a short time in spite of the highly 
abstract nature of the rules" (Clark 1975). It is presumed that the human 
nervous system is equipped with the language Acquisition Device, a 
neurological system in such a way that the person is able to process and 
receive language. It may be pointed out that the language acquisition 
device "is not actually a structure in the brain but the innate capacity to 
learn grammar" (Janda and Hamel 1982: 173-74). 
The Learning Theory Perspective: 
According to this theory, language is learned by imitating others 
"children learn to imitate the speech responses of their parents through 
reinforcement". Bijou (1976) emphasizes the role of imitation in   
language acquisition, whereas Skinner's (1957) theory of language 
acquisition is based on reinforcement principles, i.e.., the children are 
rewarded for speaking correctly. 
The significant thing about this theory is that "an acquisition speech 
responses is not sufficient to be verbally effective. The children must also 
learn to use learning in its appropriate context" (Janda and Hamel 
1982:176).   
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The Interactionist Perspective: 
This theory recognizes the importance of environmental factors 
along with the biological or innate determinants in the acquisition of 
language. It is assumed that certain biological factors help the acquisition 
of language. At the same time environment also contributes to this effect 
(Bloom, Rocissane, and Hood 1979). The interactionist theory of 
language acquisition thus attempts "to combine biological heritage with a 
number of different environmental determinants." 
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SECTION A3 
Acquisition of language skills 
Language skills at different linguistic levels of language learning 
involve learning of the four basic skills of language, namely, listening, 
speaking, reading and writing. These language skills are crucial to 
language teaching, learning and testing. Previously languages were taught 
by either grammar translation method or by studying literature. But the 
shift of focus is now on these language skills. 
1. Listening: 
It is the first language skill required to learn a language. It is a 
decoding process, the person (inters and understands the sound, sound 
sequences, grammatical structure and vocabulary of the language. 
Listening is fundamental to other language skills because it lays 
foundation to other skills. It is developed through practice which is of two 
types. 
(a) Intensive Listening: It is concerned with one or two topics:  
(b) Extensive Listening: It involves practice on a wide variety of sounds 
and structures. The thorough listening to materials on many topics.  
Learning to listen a language (second &. foreign) is not easy 
because learners may face many problems such as. 
(a) Unfamiliarity with the language. 
(b) Inability to maintain sustained interest and attention. 
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(c) Peculiarities of pronunciation. 
(d) Fastness of speech. 
2. Speaking: Though listening precedes it, speaking is  a very important 
language skill. The ability to speak a language comprises use of the sound 
system in grammatical constructions at a normal conversational speed. 
The sounds may be first practised in isolation then their combinations in 
larger units i.e. p-t-k-, i.e. -a followed by pit, pact etc. there are two very 
important methods for teaching speech. 
1. Dialogues 
2. Reading aloud 
1. Dialogues:- The dialogues should be simple interesting and 
contextualized. The dialogues should provide opportunity for 
participation to more and more students. The teacher should monitor and 
guide the students but he should also give them freedom of expression. 
2. Reading aloud:- A good reader should read and the whole class must 
review the lesson/text. Some teachers reject reading aloud method on the 
ground that it is slow in practice. Students get self conscious (the reader) 
and only a few students are benefitted from this method (because very 
few get chance to read). Nevertheless if the lesson is interesting and more 
students are involved then reading aloud method can be very useful to 
teach the pronunciation. The teacher should see that the speech of 
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students is acceptable and intelligible. They should be able to speak 
confidently, freely and correctly. The teacher should instil self confidence 
into the students. 
3. Reading:- Reading is one of the third basic skills of language teaching 
and learning. Like listening it is also a decoding process. 
But reading involves many physical and psychological factors 
which make it more complex so attention should be paid to the following 
drawbacks of students:- 
1. Psychological resistance (No reading habit) 
2. Language difficulty 
3. No understanding of reading 
These hurdles can be removed by encouraging them to read, and 
providing interesting materials for them, and also making them familiar 
with the language etc. According to Robert Lado learning to understand 
and speak a language means to learn a language, but learning to read and 
write means that the language known only its graphic representation is to 
be learnt. There are three main components in the reading skill. 
1. Recognition of the graphic symbols. 
2. Correlation of these with linguistic units i.e. morphemes, words etc. 
3. Correlation of the linguistic units with their meanings. 
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The teacher should also focus on teaching the spoken value of the 
writing symbols that include not only the letters of alphabets and 
punctuation marks but also inverted commas, question marks, 
exclamation marks etc. 
There are two kinds of reading practices. 
1. Reading aloud. 
2. Reading silently.  
Silent reading is closer to comprehension and useful for serious 
studies. Reading aloud is closer to pronunciation. Generally the 
objectives of reading will determine the method and manner of reading. 
Intensive and extensive reading practices can be given to develop this 
skill. 
Reading skill is very important skill. It will enable the students to 
read books on variety of subjects. Learning to read a language like 
English will help the students to have an access to knowledge stored up in 
the books and enable them to catch up the fast changing world. Proper 
instructions should be given to fast and quick reading and to understand 
what they are reading.   
4. Writing: Writing is the fourth basic skill of language. To write a 
language means to express oneself in the graphic symbols that represent 
it. Learning of understanding speech and speaking are interdependent and 
the one reinforces the other.  
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The first step in learning to write a language is to learn the 
convention of the language the shape of letters in isolation and in 
combination of various forms. It also involves learning to spell the words, 
capitalization, punctuations, abbreviations, numbers etc. writing system 
has its own problems. For example A Urdu speaker learning Urdu has to 
learn Urdu convention of writing that is from right to left. 
Learning to write involves two aspects. 
1. Language aspects: Its involves elementary mechanics of written work, 
such as spelling, punctuations etc.   
2. Skills aspects:  It simply means to write in a neat and legible way.  
Writing is not just copying transcription of the symbol but it refers 
to process of putting ideas in the graphic symbols for the purpose of 
comprehensibility. All good syllabuses of writing should contain 
exercises from in writing controlled and guided paragraph to free writing 
of essay, letters, reports etc.  
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SECTION A4 
Acquisition of Language Elements: 
(a) Phonology 
Phonology is concerned with the structure of language at the level 
of sound. It has a close connection with morphology and syntax. But it is 
closely related to phonetics.    
Phonemes are the sounds which language uses to maintain contrast 
among words and thus conveys different meanings. 
A phoneme may be defined as a significant or distinctive sound 
unit in the language. Phonemes sound segments are sound features which 
are common to all speakers of a given languages and are reproduced by 
repetition. 
In every - language there .are-.usually small number of phonemes. 
Gleason (1961) defines phoneme as "a minimum feature of the 
expression system of a spoken language by which a thing that may be 
said is distinguished from any other thing which might have been said." 
(b) Grammar 
It is considered as a set of rules in the form a text book which 
dictates correct usage. It refers to generalized statements of regulatory 
and irregularities found in the language and are relegated by many 
linguistics to a minor role in teaching language. On the contrary grammar 
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is also viewed as the patterns of forms and arrangement, including 
intonation, stress and juncture. The structure by which the speakers of a 
language communicate cannot be marginalized. Anyone using a language 
must know its grammar; mere words without grammar do not constitute a 
language. 
Even children who have never studied the rules of grammar make 
use of the grammar of, their language. This is seen in the mistakes they 
make when a child says, he goed he is forming a "regular" past tense on 
the pattern: showed, weighed, served: His error reveals the fact that he 
has been applying the patterns even though he is not able to describe it. 
Patterns and Sentences are also important in learning grammar. A 
grammatical pattern is an arrangement of parts having linguistic 
significance beyond the sum of its parts. The parts of a pattern are 
expressed by words or classes of words so that different sentences often 
express the same pattern. The sentences of a language ex-hibit a variety 
of patterns. John telephoned, the boy studied, we understood are different 
sentences expressing the same statement pattern in English. 
A pattern is not a sentence, however, sentences express patterns. 
Each sentence illustrates a pattern. To memorize a sentence does not 
imply that a pattern has been memorized. There can be countless 
sentences, each unique, yet all constructed on similar pattern.  
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Children learn the grammatical pattern of their language before 
they study grammar in schools, e.g. when a child says goed instead of 
went knowed instead of knew, he is applying the regular past tense 
pattern on the basis of analogy.  
Open: opened = go: goed. 
 This application of patterns has been demonstrated further with 
children by showing them a picture of some strange creature, giving it a 
name, and then showing them a picture of two or more of these creatures 
and asking them what they are called. Children change the strange name 
of a regular plural with ease. A circle with stick legs and an eye is labeled 
a clug, for example, when confronted with two circles with legs and eyes.  
 Native language is the most important factor in determining ease 
and difficulty in learning the patterns of a foreign second language. The 
ease and difficulty in teaching/learning of a second/foreign language can 
be determined by a systematic comparison of the native language and 
foreign language.       
(c) Vocabulary 
 There is a stock or words which are at the disposal of a speaker or 
writer. The term vocabulary may refer to all the words in a language or 
the words and phrases used in a particular variety such as a dialect 
register, or terminology. The number of words encountered in different 
languages varies according to the specialized needs of its speakers and to 
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the quality of available dictionaries. In English the „total‟ vocabulary has 
been estimated at over 1 million words. The term ACTIVE and PASSIVE 
VOCABULARY are sometimes used to distinguish the words in a 
language. The vocabulary of a language or language variety is compiled 
and codified by lexicographers in general or specialized dictionaries. 
Linguists have found it difficult to draw a sharp line between vocabulary 
or lexical items (also called content words) and those items which have 
only grammatical meanings (also called function words). The lexical 
meaning of words through time is traced by etymology. For certain 
limited purposes it has been found convenient to determine the basic 
(core) vocabulary of a language, i.e. those lexical items which refer to 
concepts and situations common and fundamental to all human, activity, 
e.g. kinship terms, parts of the body, numerals, etc. These basic items are 
usually fairly stable over long periods of historical development of the 
language. 
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SECTION – B 
Acquisition of Vocabulary: 
Acquisition of vocabulary is central to language use. Every normal 
child in due course of time acquires considerably large number of words 
of his mother tongue. Learning of words is a cumulative process of 
enriching of knowledge about form (pronunciation/spelling) meaning and 
the use of words. 
It is believed that children before the age of 5 learn most of this 
intricate system of their language which we have been calling the lexicon, 
long before they learn to add 2 + 2. Children also learn to conjoin 
sentences, ask questions select appropriate pronouns. They also learn to 
form negative sentences, using the syntactic, phonological, 
morphological, and semantic rules of grammar.  
We are far from completely understanding the language 
acquisition process. We are just beginning to grapple with those 
aspects of the human neurological and biological make up which 
explains the child's ability to acquire language. Certainly, it is clear 
that the child is equipped from birth with the necessary neural 
prerequisites for language and language use. Our knowledge of 
the nature of human language tells us something about what the 
child does and does not do when learning or acquiring a language 
children’s do not learn a language by storing all the words and all 
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the sentences in some giant mental dictionary. The list of words is 
finite, but no dictionary can hold all the sentences, which are 
infinite in number. 
As a Child's vocabulary grows, the meanings of 
overextended words narrow and the meanings of under extended 
words broaden. There is a marked decrease in the number of 
extensions after the age of about two and a half, because the 
child's vocabulary is increasing rapidly and filling the gaps that 
overextended words had previously been used to fill (e.g. the child 
now knows the names given to apples, tomatoes and cherries and 
doesn't refer to all of them as "apples').  
Children‟s understanding of word meanings is ahead of their ability 
to produce the corresponding words. For example, a child who 
overextended the word „dog‟ when speaking may identify the correct 
picture when he is made to see pictures of a variety of four legged 
animals and asked to point to the one that shows a dog. 
Aitcheson (1987) identified three stages, or processes that occur 
during a child's acquisition of vocabulary: labelling, packaging and 
network building. 
1.  Labelling is the first stage that involves making the link between 
the sounds of particular words and the objects to which they refer 
(e.g. understanding that 'mummy' refers to the child's mother). 
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2.  Packaging entails understanding a word's range of meaning. Under 
extension and overextension which occur before this stage are 
successfully negotiated.  
3. Network building involves grasping the connections between 
words: understanding that some words are opposite in meaning, it 
makes us to understand the relationship between hyponyms and 
hypernyms etc. 
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SECTION – B1 
Children move on from one word speech to develop sentences of 2, 
3 or 4 words. 
1.  Holophrastic speech is a one word sentence uttered by a child to 
express the whole idea in a single word e.g., he uses the word mum 
for different things upto 12 to 18 months. 
2.  Two words sentences stage occurs during the age of 12 to 18 
months child starts using nouns and verbs and adjectives etc in this 
speech. 
3.  Multiword Sentence Stage: A child from 
21
/2 years to 3 years of age 
starts speaking multiword sentences. The language development is 
very rapid then. The length of sentence starts increasing.  
A child uses nouns, verbs (transitive & intransitive), adjectives etc. 
Pronouns are later adopted by children. Maximum numbers of 
nouns are found in the sentence of a child while auxiliary verbs, 
and determiners are notably missing. The term "Telegraphic 
speech" is used for the expression children of 6-7 years of age. In a 
telegraphic speech only a limited number of words are used to 
express a message. 
Children also express more ideas in less words in order to save 
space in the memory which is very small.  
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But children from 3
1
/2 to 4 years of age start speaking and begin to 
use their sentences.  
 The four aspects are acquired by a child learning a language  
1. Phonological:- It is the sound system. 
2. Grammatical:- Grammatical system (right placing of words in a 
sentence) 
3. Semantics:- It is the meaning part (meaningful or grammatically 
correct sentence) 
4. Lexical Aspects:- It involves learning of the vocabulary of the 
language. 
 There is no end for linguistic creativity if a child is exposed and 
motivated by arousing his interest in the above four aspects. They may be 
led to an infinite number of production of sentences. The child will be 
able to produce countless sentences. 
 Human beings are homolonguins who speak language while 
homogametics use language according to rules of grammar.  
 We may come across a number of tools that are used by linguists 
when they examine words and their combinations in any language. Like 
most aspects of first language acquisition vocabulary is something that 
parents and other adults take very much for granted. The very first strings 
of sounds produced by the child are recognized onwords with great 
acclaim, but from then on words child's massive achievements are lost 
sight of. 
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In consideration of first language acquisition, it is customary to be 
concerned with questions, of order. For example, if we suppose that part 
of what is involved in acquiring a language is the establishment of 
appropriate word classes and assigning specific words to those classes, 
we can immediately ask whether there is evidence that children acquire 
word classes in a particular order. We shall see that there is considerable 
evidence for small children controlling remarkably sophisticated systems 
of linguistic representation from a very early age.  
The linguistic concepts which have been introduced earlier enable 
us to raise a number of questions about order of acquisition. As far as 
major lexical categories are concerned, children's early production of 
vocabularies exhibit a preponderance of nouns that, typically refer to 
objects in the child's immediate environment (e.g. mummy, daddy, dolly, 
car). Simultaneously children are often quick to develop a small number 
of 'general purpose' verbs. Parents are expected to be familiar with all this 
as is evidenced by their reactions.   
Small number of adjectives (e.g. nice, big) and prepositions (e.g. 
up, down) etc also occur in transcripts of early child speech. Now, it is 
important to be clear about this sort of claim that what we are viewing is 
from the perspective of adults. At the earliest stages, children do not 
string words together into phrases and sentence but they use them 
systematically. 
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Children acquire words such as chair, table and bed before they 
acquire words for furniture or for any of the subordinate terms. We might 
expect super ordinal terms to be early acquisitions. But this is not the 
case. This ought not to be too surprising.  
Considering the fact that a child confronted with a chair is 
inevitably, confronted with a particular piece of furniture and not with the 
furniture itself etc.               
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SECTION – C 
Social Determinants of Language Acquisition:  
Urdu is one of the important languages of India. It is widely 
understood as a symbol of the religious and cultural identity of its 
speakers. Urdu is the mother tongue of the majority of Muslims in the 
city. But the sociolinguistic setting of Urdu speakers is very diverse in 
terms of income, occupation and education etc. People are usually 
categorized according to many socially relevant variables e.g. sex, ethrin 
background, education, occupation, income etc. Such categorization often 
influences what experiences we have, what language variety we acquire 
how we acquire a language and how we are perceived by others and what 
is expected of us. Language learning is not just a cognitive but also a 
social process that unfolds itself in social interaction. 
In language learning social variables play a very important role 
specially motivation, social setting of the learners, home atmosphere, 
parent‟s education, income, number of siblings etc.  
To understand language in our society, we therefore should try to 
understand that it is pitiably trapped in social networks. It is widely 
acknowledged today that language is a much variable phenomenon and 
this variability may be explained in terms of language society, and class 
and occupation which are the most significant linguistic markers found in 
our society. 
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SECTION – D 
Research Procedures 
An attempt has been made in this study to describe the impact of 
social and economic factors on the word-hoard of children of class V of 
Urdu and English medium schools in Aligarh.  
Data was collected through field procedures following different 
methods of elicitation including spontaneous procedures and 
questionnaire for getting samples of the speech of students selected for 
this purpose.                  
The following three sections of this chapter are devoted to the 
research procedures followed for this study.  
Section D
1
 deals with the selection of informants while section D
2
 
covers procedures of collection of the data. D
3
 takes up the validation of 
the data.  
Selection of the informant               
 Section D1 Here we deal with the selection of the informant picked 
up from five reputed schools of Aligarh, during the years 2006-2009. The 
total number of students involved was 30. We have selected six students 
from each of the following schools.  
1. Abdul Basere Khan Union School (Girls+Boys) (ABKUS) (Urdu 
Medium). 
2. Abdullah Girls High School (AGHS) Urdu+English Medium. 
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3. Safuddin Tahir High School (STHS) Urdu+English Medium 
(Boys).  
4. Zakir Husaain School (ZHS) English+Urdu Medium (Boys + 
Girls) 
5. Our Lady of Fatima Covent School (OLFS) English Medium 
(Boys + Girls).  
The students were selected only from class V. Their ages ranged 
between 10-12 years. Informants have been selected mainly from three 
apparent income groups.  
1. Low income:  Daily wagers, shopkeepers, auto rickshaw pullars, 
drivers, peons.  
2. Middle income School teachers, clerks, nurses, compounders lawyers, 
and businessman.  
3. Affluent/good to very good income i.e. Doctors, Engineers, University 
teachers, bureaucrats, Judges Company directors manager 
businessman etc.    
We divided our informants into the following four distinct groups: 
1. Children whose parents are not educated or below graduation level 
and have low income. The children are studying in the Urdu 
medium schools.  
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2. Children whose parents are educated upto the graduation or more 
and belong to moderate to middle income group. The children are 
studying in the Urdu medium schools.  
3. The Children whose parents are educated up to graduation or more 
and come out of moderate or middle income. Group of society and 
their children are studying in the English medium schools.  
4. the children whose parents are vey well educated, post graduation 
or more and have very good income and their children are studying 
in English medium schools. List of the informants with their 
particulars is given below: 
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Table-1 
Total 30 informants from Five Schools   
S. 
No. 
Name Age Sex Locality Profession 
of Father  
Income 
Gross 
per 
month 
1 Alma 10 yrs F Firdous Nagar Farmer   5000 to 
7000 
2 Shazia  11 yrs F Purani Chungi Cycle 
mechanic  
4000 to 
6000 
3 Rubeena 12 yrs F Jamalpur Factory 
worker 
4000 
To 
6000 
4 Nazim 12 yrs M Firdous Nagar Gate 
Keeper 
5000 to 
6000 
5 Nagma 12 yrs F University 
Farm 
Hair 
Dresser 
3000 to 
5000 
6 Anam 
Khan 
11 yrs F Firdous Nagar Factory 
worker 
4000 to 
6000 
7 Mariya 
Shakeel 
9 yrs F Zohra Bagh Business 
Man 
6000 
approx. 
8 Hina  10 yrs F Firdous Nagar Clerk  6000 to 
8000 
9 Zaid 12 yrs M Tar Bangla Lecturer  12000 
to 
30000 
10 Imran 
Ahmd 
12 yrs M Firdous Nagar Lecturer 12000 
to 
30000 
11 Arif 12 yrs M Amin Nishan Clerk  6000 to 
8000  
12 Nabia 12 yrs F Firdous Nagar Technical 
staff 
member 
5000 to 
7000 
13 Asma 12 yrs F Firdous Nagar Cook 6000 to 
8000 
14 Afroz 12 yrs M Firdous Nagar Electrician 3500 to 
4500 
15 Namra 12 yrs F Chungi Engineer  6000 
approx 
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16 Nedeem  12 yrs M Firdous Nagar Clerk  6000 to 
8000 
17 Nahid 11 yrs F University 
farm  
Rickshaw 
puller 
4000to 
5000 
18 Tamanna 12 yrs F Jamalpur Bull Over 
7000 
19. Shahnaw
az 
12 yrs M Firdous Nagar Lecturer 12000 
to 
30000 
20. Hira 12 Yrs F University 
Farm 
Deputy 
Registrar 
Over 
10000 
21. Shabana 12 Yrs F Firdous Nagar Mali 5000 
22. Asra 12 Yrs F Jamalpur Bull Over 
7000 
23. Saima 12 Yrs F Firdous Nagar Electrician 3500 to 
4500 
24. Zeba 12 Yrs F Firdous Nagar Tailor 4000 
25. Shazia 11 yrs F Jamalpur Rickshaw 
Puller 
4000 to 
5000 
26. Talat 10 Yrs F Firdous Nagar Teacher 7000 
27. Azim 12 Yrs M University 
Farm 
Business 6000 
Approx
. 
28. Hina 12 Yrs F University 
Farm 
Cook 4000 
29. Asim 11 Yrs M Riding Club Fourth 
Grade 
5000 
30. Shaista 12 Yrs F Purani Chungi Hair 
Dresser 
5000 
 
Section D1: Collection of Data 
 The data analyzed in this work is based on the information 
collected from the 30 above mentioned informants. The data was 
collected through different strategies. The main tools of data collection 
are:- 
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1. Interviews  
2.  The text books, supplementary books   
3 Examination scripts  
4. Questionnaire 
5. Assignments, home works 
6. Essay writing 
7. Letter writing 
8. Picture writing 
9. School diaries & note books 
10. Anonymous observations. 
 We also supplied lists of specially prepared words to each of the 
student they were asked then to tick the word (or words) which they use 
occasionally or smore frequently. 
Section D2: Validation of the Data:  
We have provided with quantitative validation for the qualitative 
analysis. 
Section E: Aims and Scope of the Study  
 The work presents a linguistic study of the basic Urdu Vocabulary 
of Urdu speaking children of class V in Aligarh. It is often observed that 
children of different social classes display different vocabularies. They 
show marginal differences in their words hoards of (basic) vocabulary. 
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 Inspite of consistency involved in the research social class 
variations there is no specific fool proof assessment process that is used 
universally. The degree of variability in reporting social class is the main 
reason that contributes to lack of the reliability in the research.  
 But studies such as those of labov (1960s) have shown that social 
aspirations exercise a great influence on speech patterns. One of the 
fundamental findings of sociolinguistics, which has been hard to disprove 
is that people of different socio-economic status show differences in their 
speech patterns. The main objective of the present work is to discover the 
differences in the word hoards of the children that belong to different 
socio-economic strata. Attention is also drawn to determine the impact of 
school atmosphere/peer group on children‟s vocabulary. The study also 
makes an attempt to examine the case of those children who belong to 
affluent families and are studying in English medium schools. The 
children of English medium schools are supposed to have fewer Urdu 
words in their repertoire. The work also highlights the extent of 
acquisition development of vocabulary items in children under study. 
Such a study may be useful and suggestive of great possibilities of further 
work on vocabulary required for preparing textbooks for class V in the 
light of results obtained. 
The study is however limited in scope because we have selected 
children of class V studying in various schools of Aligarh only. 
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CHAPTER – 2 
 REPERTOIRE OF THE BASIC URDU WORDS 
USED BY CHILDREN OF LOWER INCOME GROUP 
PARENTS STUDYING AT URDU MEDIUM SCHOOLS 
  
It has been observed that basic Urdu words most commonly used 
by children are of different kinds, including words for referring to people, 
objects, active attributes, relationships, processes, abstract concepts etc. 
Words which are used to fulfill special pragmatic interactional exchanges. 
It is worth noting that children’s Urdu Vocabulary is an extraordinary 
process that entails the acquisition of a large number of words from a 
large variety of different categories. It has therefore been considered from 
a sociolinguistic perspective. It may be stressed that social class is a 
major influence on children’s vocabulary (acquisition). Since social class 
impacts us in all walks of life it is important to give a brief account of 
how a particular class affects even children’s vocabulary.  
 The effects of Social class can be felt anywhere.  Almost every 
aspect of Society is influenced in some manner by Social class.  The 
magazines one reads, the television shows one watches and the clothes a 
person buys reflect One’s Social class.  School work, religious and home 
lives are also linked to the influence of Social classes.  Schools and 
workplaces are greatly influenced by Social factors.  The look of 
employment is changing because workers can no longer expect to work 
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their way up through a company.  Many companies look out side of the 
company for people with the right educational background instead of 
hiring from within.  This greatly limits the potential for advancement of 
workers who lack formal education.  For people to move up in the Social 
hierarchy, they must obtain higher education.  Instead of spending years 
at a lower level position, people are spending more time in school and 
moving directly into management.  Thus the change in the work place 
influences the educational system. 
 Social class also plays a part in families, especially in the 
development of children.  Youth are often taught to fit in with their Social 
class, thus developing a personality that correlates with Social status.  
Educational systems can help or hinder the prospect of social mobility.  
Although many teachers work hard to ensure against favoritism, this is 
not always possible, partly because of the stigma attached to Social class.  
Teachers may give special opportunities to certain groups.  They may 
also wrongly anticipate the knowledge or potential of specific classes of 
children.  For example, children from upper or higher class families are 
some times viewed as being more intelligent then those from lower Social 
classes.  Sometimes more attention is payed to the children of higher 
class who are assumed as being more intelligent than the children of 
lower Social class.  Sometimes more attention is be invested in children 
who have more knowledge attributed to them.  The idea that upper-class 
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children are smarter has been passed down through out the ages, but there 
is no conclusive evidence to back it up.  Infact, lower-class children do 
not have lower. IQ scores than upper-class children as previously 
suspected.  This means there must be a glitch in the system somewhere 
because a greater number of high social class children are going to the 
college and getting jobs with advancement potential, while lower class 
children are impositions without hope of advancement.  The lack of 
money in lower Social classes may contribute to the problem, but the 
presence of Social class in the educational system may be contributory as 
well.  Thus it is vital to study how the effects of Social class are entering 
into classrooms and helping to determine the future of class.  
 Social class is often used when researching children.    Despite its 
frequent use, it is difficult to use social class as a reliable variable.  The 
lack of a consistent definition is one of the reasons.  Each researcher uses 
a different definition of Social class, thus making it difficult to study it as 
a variable across research.  Not only does the definition of Social class 
causes a problem, so does measuring it.  Once again there is not a specific 
assessment process used universally.  The reporting of Social class 
contributes to the lack of reliability as well.  Since social class is often 
self-reported, it is difficult to assure the accuracy of the information 
collected.  Even if the data is accurate social classes are not the same in 
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each region or city.  What constitutes upper class in one location may be 
middle class in another.  The lack of consistency involved in researching 
social class accounts for the difficulty in using it as a reliable variable. 
Inspite of its limited effect on different classes of society social class is of 
vital importance in accounting for viariations in children’s vocabulary.  
The studies such as those by William labov (1960s), show that social 
aspirations always influence speech patterns.  This is also true of class 
aspirations.  In the process of wishing to be associated with a certain 
(usually the upper class and upper middle class) people who are moving 
in that direction socio-economically, try their level best to adjust their 
speech patterns to sound like them.  However, not being native upper 
class speakers they often hyper correct, which involves over correcting 
their speech to the point of introducing new errors.  The same holds true 
for individuals moving down in socio-economic status.   
 Basil Bernstein, a well known British Social-linguist, has devised 
Elaborated and restricted codes, their Social Origins and some 
Consequences, of a Social code system which he applied to classify the 
various speech patterns for different Social classes. 
 He claims that members of the middle class follow their queer 
ways of organizing their speech which are fundamentally very different 
from those adopted by the lower class. 
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 Basil Bernstein has examined minutely what he called the 
‘elaborated code’ and has also stressed that in this type of speech pattern 
the middle and upper classes use this language style to gain access to 
education and career advancement. Bonds within this social group are not 
well defined and so people achieve their Social identity largely on the 
basis of individual disposition and temperament.  There is no obvious 
division of tasks according to sex or age and generally, within this Social 
promotion members negotiate and achieve their roles, rather than have 
them ready-made in advance.  Due to the lack of solidarity the elaborated 
Social language code requires individual intentions and viewpoints to be 
made explicit as the ‘T’ has a greater emphasis with this social group than 
the lower class.  
 Sociolinguists focus on major sources of variation, among them 
class, class and occupation are the most important linguistic markers 
found in Society.  One of the fundamental findings of Sociolinguistics, 
which has been hard to disprove, is that class and language variety are 
related.  Members of the lower class tend to speak less standard language, 
while the middle and upper middle and higher income class and upper 
class will, in turn, speak closer to the standard.  It has also been noted that 
the upper class, even members of the upper middle class, may often speak 
‘less’ standard language than the middle class.  The looseness or tightness 
of a Social network may affect speech patterns adopted by a speaker.  In 
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this chapter an analysis of the vocabulary items collected from the lower 
income group children of class V is taken up in five sections. 
 Section A deals with the phonologically variant forms found in the 
speech of children of low income family.  In section B we take up the 
words of Perso-Arabic and Indic Orign, while English loan-words are 
analysed in section C.  Section D is developed to the analysis of the 
peculiar vocabulary items found in the vocabulary of the afore mentioned 
children.  Section E, the last section of the chapter presents a summary of 
the whole chapter. 
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SECTION – A 
Phonologically variant forms in the speech of children of low income 
families: 
 This section is organized into three sub sections.  Section A1 is 
concerned with the analysis of phonologically variant forms that involve 
substitution of one phoneme for the other.  In section A2 we have taken 
up the instances of breaking of consonants clusters.  Section A3 deals 
with the words that have been contracted to shorter forms. 
Section A 1:  
 Substitution of consonant phonemes: 
 Substitution of some consonants seems very prominent among all 
the children of low income families.  We have comeacross six different 
substitutions. Which are as follows:  
   Substitution of /S/ for / / 
      /K/ for /q/ 
      /Kh/ for /X/ 
      /j/   for /Z/ 
      /b/ for /V/ 
                                         & /V/  for  /b/ 
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 There are certain Perso-Arabic sounds which can be regarded as 
shibboleth to mark the characteristics of standard Urdu.  These sounds 
represent the Perso-Arabic lineage.  
 In this section we take substitution of the phonemes in six sub 
sections.  These substitutions are shown in separate lists. 
      A1.1: Substitution of /S/ for / /. The words showing substitution 
are shown on list A1.1. Substitution occurs in the initial, medical and 
final positions of words. 
 The words showing substitution are shown on list A1.1 
List A1.1 
S.No Urdu words Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1 بؾفاں  afsan Dispering 
2 ػشف fars cerpet 
3 ؽىب  sa:n dignity splendous state 
4 سبجؽا isjar trees 
5 بؽػبث  sa:bas well done 
6 امبؾتح  htsa:m retinue 
7 شیؾث basir a messenger of goodness 
8 کبؽْپ posak dress 
9 ٍذیؽْپ posidah concealed 
10 ٌْؾیّ visnoo Relating to or belonging 
to vishnu 
11 ؼیپ pes front 
12 يؽّس rausan light 
13 یہبؽ sa:hi region 
14 تؽ sab night 
15 صخؽ sakhs a person 
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16 ذیذؽ sadid strong 
17 تفاشؽ saraft civility 
18 ّتذؽ saiddat violence 
19 مشؽ saram modesty 
20 کیشؽ sarik a partner 
21 جًشطؽ satranj chen 
22 تمفؽ safakat affection 
23 نجلؽ saljam a turnip 
24 قْؽ sok ardour 
25 يیلْؽ saukin fond of 
26 كؽبع a:sik a lover 
27 ؼوؾک kismis Raisins, currants 
28 ىبؾً nisa:n sign 
29 ةادبؽ sa:da:b full of water 
30 فشؽ saraf honour 
31 ؼؾخث baksis donation 
32 سْکؾه maskur praised 
33 كؾه mask exercise 
34 ؼمً nakas painting 
35 یؾیپ pesi trail 
36 فیشؾت tasrif exalting 
37 ػصسّ warjis habit 
38 ىبطیؽ saita:n the devil, the demon 
39 يؾٌپ pinsan Pinshan 
40 يؾکیّ viksan vication 
41 ػُشث buras bursh 
42 یتبیؽبً na:spa:ti pear 
43 لکؾه muskil difficult 
44 تؽْگ gos meat 
45 ؼلبپ polis polish 
46 ؼلبه ma:lis rubbling,shampooing 
47 سبکؽ sikar hunting the chese 
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48 مشؽ ےث be saram Immodest impudent 
49 سْؽ sor disturbance 
50 تساشؽ sararat mischief, depravity 
51 شکؽ sakar sugar 
52 شکُؽ sukar thanks, grateful 
53 قسبؽ sa:rik A name 
54 تثشؽ sarbat syrup 
55 ساْلؽ salva:r Brousers, breches 
56 یدبؽ sa:di marriage 
57 پؽ sip sheep 
58 لبؽ sa:l a shawl 
59 شہؽ sahr a city 
60 شعبؽ sair a poet 
61 سْؽ sor noise, disturbance 
62 ذہبؽ sa:hid a sweetheart, a beloved 
object 
63 یئبٌہؽ sahna:i a kind of musical pipe, a 
flute 
64 ہفیشؽ sarifah a custard applie 
65 ساذًبؽ sa:n da:r Splendid, grand 
66 غشؽ sart condition,stipulation 
 
 The substitutions were made by all the children from whom data 
was collected.  The list given above contains 66 words.  Most of these 
words are found in the speech repertoire of all children.   
It is rather surprising to find these substitutions are consistently 
made by the children. It is so because majority of the words on the list are 
part of day-to-day vocabulary, e.g. 
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List A1.2 
Substitution of /K/ for /q/ 
S.No Urdu words Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1 ْلبچ ca:ku knife 
2 شجل kabar Grave 
3 لثبل ka:bil Able capable qualifed 
4 لتل katal Murder 
5 سذل kadar Lot divine 
6 ضشل karaj Debt, loan 
7 نلل kalam Pen 
8 مْل kaum Nation, people 
9  مبیل kiya:m Stay, residence 
10 ىًْبل kanun Low act statute foot step 
11 مذل kadam Antiquity, oldness 
12 لل kul Reading of the surah of the 
Quran at religious fests held 
in commemoration of 
deceased persons  
13 ىبتعشجل kabrista:n Grave yard, burial ground 
14 ذل kadd Height 
15 تویل kimat Price value cost 
16 یچٌیل kai:nchi Scissors truces 
17 توغل kismat Share, district  
18 نئبل kiã:m Right, stationary 
19 ىآشل  kuran Quran 
20 ہهسْل karma Seasoned splcy stew 
21 سْصل kasu:r Omission defect blame 
houses 
22  لبجلا ikbail Prosperity luch 
23 سذٌمچ chukandar Sugar beet 
24 شیلْت taukir Speech oration  
25 سبلّ waka:r Dignity, constancy 
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26 فلّ wakf Trust endowment 
27 لمث balk Vegetable 
28 شیذمت takdir Luck fate for tune destiny lot 
pre destinate 
29 یهْیل kubu:li Dish of boiled rice and pulse 
30 ػحل kehet Dearts. Scarcotu 
31 یصبثلال kula:ba:zi A somersault  
32 تهبیل loua”,at Commotion, confusion 
33 ػغل kist Partition, justice 
34 ےمیلع sali:ka Good task, made 
35 یًبثشل kurba:ni A sacrifice 
36 ذیعشمث bakrai:d A muslim festival of sacrifice 
on  
37 ہعلشث burka A veil a kind of mantle or 
vail covering the whole body 
from read to foot 
38 قاّشث barra:k A water-carrier 
39 قسّ - barak A card, a slice 
40 ہمح hukka A cosket or little box 
41 كح ha:k Just, right, true 
42 قشف faral Difference 
43 ہٌیشل kari:na Contest, similarity 
44 شول kamar The moon 
45  ہعلل kila A fort 
46  ّمعہ  sakka A water- carrier  
47 داشل kara:e Settling, resting 
48 نغل kasam An oath 
49 لتبل ka:til A murderer, killer 
50 
تماط 
ta:kat strength 
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Comments on the above list: 
 The word list A1.2 has 50 words that show substitution of /k/ for 
/q/.  It is to be noted that articulation of the perso-Arabic sounds is one of 
the important factors which determines social significance and social 
status of its speakers.  Never the less hardly find the use of /q/ in the 
speech of these children.  All the words listed here show the substitution 
of /k/ for /q/ and belong to the frequently used vocabulary of Urdu words 
such as  
 ۔مْل  ۔ذل  ۔نلل  ۔لثبل  ۔شجل ۔لْجل  نغل ۔ىآشل  
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List A1.3 
Substitution of |kh|for |x| 
This section deals with substitution of /kh/ for /X/ Words that fall into 
thus category are listed bellows. 
S.No Urdu words Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1 لیلخ khalil Friend 
2 ىاذًبخ khanda:n family house hold 
3 چشخ kharc spending 
4 لبخہ  khala Aunty 
5 لْخ khol a case, a cover 
6 بمخ khafa truly, verily 
7 ٍشطخ khatra fear, rish 
8 لابخ khala A name 
9 ػخ khat letter, a note 
10 شّچخ khacar a mule 
11 ٍصْثشخ kharbuj water melon 
12 شجخ khabar news, information 
13 سبجخا akhbar newspaper 
14 شتخا akhtar a star, good luch 
15 دْخ khud self, private 
16 ػْگشخ khargus rabbit 
17 ٍشغخ kasra measles 
18 کبخ kha:k dust, land 
19 لخاد dakhil entering, including 
20 سبیتخا ikhtial control, power 
21 ہخشچ carkha thin,weak,poor 
22 ػْهبخ kha:mos silent 
23 ذیؽسْخ khursid the sun 
24 ہجاْخ Khawaja a men of distinction a 
governor 
25. ہجسْخ Kurja Qurja  
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We have 25 words on the list. The substitution of /Kh/ for /X/ is 
common to all the children of low income families words are listed in 
section A-3. Some examples are given below:  
خ  ،ػْهبخ  ،دْخ  ،چشخ  ،ىاذًبخ  ،ػخ  ،ذیشخ  ،ہلبخ  ،اذ
سبجخاetc. 
There is much similarity in the way these words are 
mispronounced by the children of the lower in come group. 
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SECTION A 1.4 
Substitution of /J/ for /Z/ 
 /Z/ is a perso-Arabic sound.  But there are large number of words 
that has sound |Z| and have become day-to-day vocabulary.  In English 
loans too /Z/ occur in many words such as: Zip, exam, zebra etc. It in is 
very interesting to note that of the 54 words, majority are very common 
vocabulary itemss.  These words are common to all the children from 
which the data was collected.   
List A 1.4 
Substitution of /J/ for /Z/ 
S.No 
 
Urdu words Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1 گسضث bejurg old 
2 یداصآ a:ja:di freedom, liberty 
3 صْثشت tarbuj water melon  
4 یضجبع ajji portliness,entreaty  
5 ىبعهس ramaja:n In Which Muslims fast and 
are prohibited from eating, 
drinking and conjugal duty. 
6 لصبً najil descended alighting 
dismounting 
7 شیوظ jamir conscience  
8 ةازغ gajab wrath anger 
9 صاشفا afraj igniting enlisting  
10 زغبک kagaj paper 
11 ةازع aja:b punishment 
12  مازلا alja:m blame 
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13 صاذًا anda:j manner 
14 صاّشپ parwaj flying 
15 تاسر jarra:t atoms 
16 شکار ja:kir grateful 
17 قّص jauk taste 
18 ذہاص Ja:hid religious 
19 ىْتیص Jaitun an olive 
20 کصبً na:juk delicate 
21 ہلضً najnla descent  
22 ىصّ wajan weight 
23 ساصبث ba:ja:r a market 
24 ٍذًص jinda girl 
25 تزل lajjat taste 
26 زیزل lejij sweet 
27 صبیً niya:j supplication 
28 ّصبث ba:ju the arm 
29 سّضوک kamjor Angry 
30 ّصسآ a:rju wish, desire 
31 ٍصبت ta:ja fresh 
32 ٍصّس roja  fast 
33 نظث bajam association 
34 نیظعت tajim respect 
35 خصّد dojak hell 
36 ضشغ garaj object purpose 
37 ہعلظ jila district  
37  نلبظ ja:lim a tyrant, an opplender  
39  نلظ julam cruelty oppession 
40 طیف faij good influence  
41  ظبفلا alfaj words 
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42 پص jip zip 
43 اشجیص jebra zebra 
44 شہص jahr poison 
45 شہبظ jahir Apparent, evident 
46  شفظ jafar victory, gain  
47 شیص jer below, inferior  
48 ٍداص jada Born of (used in compos) 
49 شہظ juhar Midday, the time 
immediately after the 
declining of the sun noom.   
50 ہلزلص jaljali An earthquick 
51 يیهص jamin earth 
52 يہص Jehen Mind, brain 
53 ماضکا ikjam Examination 
54 تہصه majhab Religion  
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SECTION A 1.5 
Substitution of /b/ for /V/ and /V/ for /b/  
  List A 1.5 contains 22 words.  Most of these words are part 
of the core Vocabulary of Urdu. 
 Many of these words are English loan-words such as mobile, bulb, 
tube, tower, album, watch.  The words of Urdu and Perso-Arabic Origin 
too are the Common vocabulary items. 
Substitution of /V/ for /b/ and /b/ for /V/ is rather puzzling because these 
words are not only part of the core-vocabulary, but are of interest to low 
income middle and upper class children. 
There are 26 words on the list 
S.No 
 
Urdu words Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1 ةزج Jazv/ Jajv Drawing absorption 
2 لئبثْه movail mobile 
3 تلث balov bulb 
4 ةاشؽ ∫ara:v Spirit, wine 
5 ةْیٹ ti:v tube 
6 ةلابت tala:v a tank, a pond 
7 ةبجک Kava:b grilled mince 
8 ہجله malva Rubbish, debrics 
9 یْلْه molbi A learned man, a muslim 
doctor of low 
10 یثبچ ca:vi key 
11 قسّ barag a page 
12 چاّ ba:c a watch 
13 نجلا alvãm album 
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14 سّبٹ ta:bar tower 
15 ہثسْؽ sorva soup, broth 
16  لّبٹ ta:bil towel 
17 لّبً na:bil nobil 
18 ٍْلح halba A kind of sweat dish made 
of floor, ghee and sugar 
19 ساْلؽ Salba:r breeches  
20 ساْلت talba:r sword 
21 ڑاْک kiba:r door 
22 یسا ْلِپ phulba:ri A flower garden an orchard 
23 کسّ مْہ hom bark home work 
24 شٹیّ betor waiter 
25 اْہ haba air 
26 لّبچ Ca:bal rice 
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SECTION 1.6 
Substitution of /g/ for /4/ 
 The analysis of phonological variation resulting from the 
substitution of /g/ for /4/ are taken up in this sub-section.  These two 
separate phonemes in Urdu they differentiate  many words e.g. 
   ۔لگ    ۔لُغ ۔لْغ لْگ   
 Still these substitutions are very common and persistent in the 
speech of children low income families from whom we have collected 
our data. There are 29 instances of substitution of g for ᴕ 
List A 1.6 
Substitution of /g/ for /ᴕ/ 
S.No 
 
Urdu words Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1 تئبغ gaib Absent invisible concealed 
vanished  
2 ٹغ gat Sound made in gulpiy down 
crowed 
3 شٹغىْغ  gatrgu cooing 
4 ہّصغ gusa: anger, rage 
5 نغ gam sorrow 
6 سْغ gor consideration 
7 ہغْغ gota: A dip, dipping diving 
8 تلفغ gaflat negligence remoisten 
9 ٍسّبجغ guba:ra balloon 
10 تیشغ garib Stronger foreigner poor 
passion  
11 شیغ ger out sider 
12 ہلاضغ gajala gazelle, fawn 
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13 ةشغه magrib the west the west sunset  
14 ّيجغ gaban misappropriation 
15 سبغ ga:r Cover, cavern  
16 تعغ gajab wrath anger  
17 لفبغ gafil inattentive 
18 ضشغ garj Selfishness interest native 
aim 
19 فلاغ geka:f cover (pillow) 
20 لغغ gusal Bath ablution laving  
21 ػلغ galat Incorrect wrong mistake 
22 تلبغ galib Over powering 
domineering predominant 
probable  
23 ملاغ gula:m Slave knave 
24 لضغ gajal Ode amatory verse  
25 ّہلغ galla grains 
26 ىاشفغ gufra:n Forgiveness, pardon, 
absolution 
27 غبث ba:g a garden 
28 لغث bagal armpit 
29 زغبک ka:gaj paper 
 
 Most of these words are one part of core Urdu Vocabulary such as, 
ɤali:b, ɤaflat, ɤãm , ɤula:m, ɤalla etc. 
تلبغ       ،ػلغ       ،نغ        ،ملاغ       ،ہلغ etc. 
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SECTION A2 
Contraction of Longer Words 
There are 22 words which are reduced to shorter forms often by 
eliminating one (or two) syllabus (s). The list of contracted words is 
given below of the 22 words twelve or English loan – words   
List A2 
Contraction of Longer Words 
S. No. Urdu Words 
Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1. شٹ ْٔپوک kamputar Computer 
2. چئْع su:c Switch 
3. شئٌیجًا inj:nar Engineer 
4. شئبٹ  ṭa:r Tyre 
5. ةْیٹ ṭi:b Tube 
6. لیئبثْه moba:l Mobile 
7. طشئاّ va:rles Virless 
8. شٹئْع su:ṭar Sweater 
9. ؼئبوً nu:ma:s Exhibition, show 
10. ؼئبهٓصا a:jama:s Trial test exhibition 
11. بًبہً na:na: Wash unself 
12. یسبہً na:ri Skin of beef stew 
13. ؼئبهشف farma:s Request 
14. گؼئبجٌ  gunja:s Capacity room ability 
15. يؾکیشئاڈ da:reksan Direction 
16. ہتئاس ra:ta: A Dish Made By Yogurt 
17. ؼئاذیپ peda:s Birth, to be born 
18. ےئبچ ca: Tea 
19. شئبپها ampa:r Empire 
20. ىبحتها imtã:n Examination 
21. لئبٌف fana:l Phenile 
22. ٹعالئب  ista:l Style 
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SECTION A3 
Breaking of Consonant Clusters: 
 It is to be noted that the retention or simplification of clusters is 
one of the important factors in determining the social status of speech of a 
person. Many linguists believe that nature of speech is largely gauged by 
the choice of consonant clusters which play an important role in marking 
the social classes. Most children of the upper and Middle class from 
whom we collected the data have retained consonant clusters. On the 
contrary children of low income families tend to break the consonant 
cluster more and more.  
 Words containing instances of cluster breaking are given on list A3.1. the 
list contains 42 words, of which 23 are English loan – words  
List A3.1 
Breaking of Consonants Cluster 
S. No. Urdu Words 
Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1. مضث bajam 
Association meeting 
company social gathering 
2. نظً najam Poetry 
3. مسبف fa:ram Farm 
4. گٌئاسڈ dira:iyg Drawing 
5. نیشک Kiri:m Merciful generous bountiful 
6. چشه miric, mirac Pepper chilies 
7. ٹیلپ pileṭ Plate 
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8. طلاگ gila:s Glass 
9. چًاشث bira:nc Branch 
10. يیه ٹعْپ posmen Post man 
11. کسبپ Pa:rak Park 
12. کؾه masak 
Exercise practice model 
lethering 
13. دسد darad Sediment, drugs 
14. دشه marad Man 
15. شکُؽ sukar Thanks gratitude 
16. شفػ  faras Floor pavement carpet 
17. قشع arak Distilled concoction 
18. لصف fasal Crop harvest produced season 
19. نعس rasam Marking, custom plan 
20. قشف farak Difference 
21. لتل katal Murder 
22. سذل kadar Lot divine decree quality 
23. طلاک kila:s Class 
24. جشف firij Freez 
25. یئاشف firai Firai 
26. یئاشٹ ṭirai Battle war fight 
27. يیشٹل letrin Latrine  
28. يیلپ pilen Plane 
 قسّ barak A page 
29. نغل kasam 
Perjure oneself violate on 
oath abjure 
30. تغع sus lazy 
31. کٹغلپ pilasṭik Plastic 
32. تلث balav Bulb 
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33. نلف filam Film 
34. مسلاا ala:ram alarm 
35. ڈسبک ka:raḍ Card 
36. چشخ kharac Spend 
37. صبیً niya:j Supplication 
38. تؽْگ gos Meat 
39. ڈ ّٔاشک kiraud Crowd 
40. ىسْک پبپ pa:pkon Popcorn 
41. ٹعلاث bila:sṭ blast 
42. ڈیلث bileḍ Blade 
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SECTION – B 
Perso-Arabic and Indic Words 
 In this section words of Perso-Arabic and Indic origin are treated. 
These words form an important part of children’s vocabulary. 
Phonological variant forms belonging to these words are taken up in 
section A. This section deals with the total number of these words 
irrespective of their form. Our objective here is to assess the extent nature 
and breadth of these words. It is to be noted that the bulk of these 
children’s words are of Perso-Arabic and Indo-Aryan in origin. The word 
are given below along with phonemic transcription and their respective 
meanings. There are 384 perso – Arabic Indic words in low – income 
group children. The low income childrens English loan words are 319. It 
is thus evident from the list II B1 and II C1 that low income children 
display more perso – Arabic and Indic words Vis – a – Vis English loans.  
List B1 
Perso-Arabic and Indic Words 
S.No. 
Urdu 
Words 
Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1.  جح haj 
Seasonal pilgrimage to Macca 
Hajj 
2.  حبکص zaka:t Alsm  
3.  شتغث bistar Bedding 
4.  ماشح hara:m Unlawful 
5.  للاح hala:l 
Killed as prescribed by Islamic 
low 
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6.  ٍدشپ parda Veil going about veil 
7.  ّہثشه murabba Jam, jelly, marmalade  
8.  کاْغه misva:k Tooth-brush 
9.  ہهبجپ paja:ma Trousers, long drawers 
10. لحس rehel 
Folding stand for the holy 
Quran 
11. مشک karam Fate, desting 
12. ساد ےئاشک kara:eda:r Ping gust  
13. لوک kãmal Lotus 
14. ہلْک ku:la The hip, haunch 
15. يہشگ giran Earthquake 
16. ىشہ hiran Dear, antelope 
17. ں ّٔبپ pã:v Foot 
18. دسد darad Pain 
19. یٹه maṭi Dust 
20. ذجغه majjid Mosque 
21. شِکث bikhar Spread  
22. لیکّ vaki:l Advocate 
23. ہولک kalma Word Islamic Creed 
24. کبپ pa:k Pure Undefiled spotless 
25. فبص sa:f Clean 
26. یئبفص safa:i Cleanliness 
27. ٍذوع umda Nice, fine 
28. یًبیشث birya:ni A dish of meat and rice 
29. ؼئبوً nu:na:s Exhibition 
30. ؼئبهٓصا a:jma:s trial test examination 
31. یسبہً na:ri Skin of beef stew 
32. ؼئبهشف farma:is 
Request or order (for 
something) 
33. ؼئبجٌگ gunjais Capacity room ability 
34. ةزج jajb Attraction absorption 
35. ةاشؽ sara:b Liquor, wine 
36. ةلابت ta:lav Pond, pool water reservoir 
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37. ةبجک kava:b Grilled mince 
38. ہجله malva: Rubbish, debris 
39. یْلْه molvi 
A learned man, a muslim 
doctor of low 
40. یثبچ ca:vi Key 
41. صْثشت tarbuj Watermelon 
42. یضجبع a:jiji Helplessness humbleness 
43. سىبعه  ramaja:n 
In which Muslims fast and are 
prohibited from eating, 
drinking and conjugal duty  
44. لصبً najil 
Descended alighting 
dismounting 
45. شیوظ jamir Conscience 
46. ةازع aja:b Punishment torrent 
47. تعغ gajab Wrath anger 
48. صّشفا afroj Igniting enlightening 
49. زغبک kagaj Paper 
50. ماضلا iljam 
Accusation charge allegation 
imputation blame 
51. صاذًا andaj Blandishment way 
52. صاّشپ parwa:j Flying 
53. تاسص jarra:t Particles specks molecular 
54. شکار jakir Grateful 
55. قّص jauk Taste 
56. ذہاص jaid Surplus escess extra redundant 
57. ىْتیص jaitun On olive 
58. کصبً na:juk Delicate tender elegant 
59. لّضً najul Descent 
60. ىصّ wajan Weight 
61. ساصبث ba:ja:r Market 
62. ضیٌک kanij A slave  girl 
63. تزل lajjat Pleasure joy taste 
64. زیزل lejij Tasteful, delicious 
65. ّصبث ba:ju 
Humility meekness need 
meeting acquaintance 
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66. ساضیث bejar 
Disgusted displaced annoyed 
bored 
67. ّصٓسا a:rju Wish 
68. ٍصبت ta:jah Latest recent new fresh 
69. ضیوت tamij Manners etiquette sense 
70. ّصبث ba:ju Hand 
71. نعہ hajm Digestion a misappropriation 
72. نیظعت tajim Honour respect 
73. خصّد dojak Hell stomach misery 
74. ضشع garaj Selfishness interest motive aim 
75. علظ jela A part, a district 
76. نلبظ ja:lim Cruel unjust tyrannical 
77. نلظ julm 
Crusty oppression tyranny 
harm 
78. طیف fej 
Favour bounty beneficence 
good influence 
79. ظبفلا alfa:j Words terms 
80. لْجل kabool Acceptance consent 
81. شجل kabar Grave tomb 
82. لثبل ka:bil 
Able capable qualified 
competent worthy 
83. لتل katal Murder 
84. سذل kadar Lot divine decrease quality 
85. ضشف faraj 
Duty obligation responsibility 
supposition 
86. نلل kalam Pen, pen holder 
87. مْل kaum Nation, people 
88. مبیل kiya:m Stay, residence 
89. ىًْبل ka:noon Law act statute ordinance 
90. نیذل kadim 
Old, ancient former by gone 
antiquated 
91. مذل kadam Antiquity, oldness 
92. ىبتعشجل kabristan Grave yard, burial 
93. ذل kadd Stature, height 
94. تویل kimat Price, value work cost 
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95. یچٌیل kainci Scissors tress 
96. سْصل kusoor Failure omission 
97. توغل kismat Luck, fortune fate 
98. نئبل kaim 
Firm constant unwavering 
standing established 
99. نعبل ka:sim Distribution, allotting official 
100.  ٓىاشل kura:n The Holy Quran 
101.  لہهسْ  kormah Seasoned splay stew 
102.  لبجلا ikba:l Prosperity luck 
103.  سذٌمچ cukandar Beet, sugar 
104.  شیلْت taukir Veneration honour 
105.  سبلّ vaka:r Prestige dignity race 
106.  فلّ vakf 
Frust endowment foundation 
for public devoting 
107.  لمث bakal Vegetable potherb 
108.  شیذمت takdir Fate, predestination 
109.  یلْجل kabooli Rice boiled with whole gram 
110.  ػحل kait Famine drought each 
111.  یصبث لال kala:ba:ji somer sault some sault 
112.  تهبیل kiya:mat Doomsday day of resurrection 
113.  ػغل kist 
calamity scene of trouble or 
distance excessive installment 
justice 
114.  ہمیلع salika Good taste method, knowledge 
115.  یًبثشل kurbani Sacrifice 
116.  ذیعشمث bakrid Sacrifial festival 
117.  ہعلشث bura:k Lighting horse 
118.  سبلّ varak Leaf leaf foil 
119.  ہمع sakka A water-carrier 
120.  گسضث bezurg Old 
121.  سبجؽا izjar Tress 
122.  ةبطخ khatib Title, address 
123.  عفحت tahafuj 
Safeguard preservation 
conservation 
124.  جسبخ kha:r:j To remove 
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125.  سْہظ juhur Appearing, manifestation  
126.  نظً najm Poetry 
127.  كؾه mask Exercise, practice 
128.  صبً naj Coquetry blan distend dalliance 
129.  ہمح hukka Hubble bubble casket 
130.  كح hak God truth right equity 
131.  قشف fark Difference distinction distance 
132.  ساشل kara:r 
Rest tranquility consistency 
stability firmness agreement 
133.  ہٌیشل karina Likelihood context order 
134.  شول kamar Moon 
135.  ہعلل kila: Fort castle 
136.  نغل kism Kind, sort 
137.  ػْهبخ ka:mos Silent reticent 
138.  ذیؽسْخ khursid Sun 
139.  لیلخ kalil Friend 
140.  كیلخ kaliq Police, civil suava amiable 
141.  ىاذًبخ kadan Family house hold 
142.  مشج juram Crime 
143.  چشخ kharac To spend 
144.  ةشؾه masrab Way of life 
145.  نظبً nujim Administrator manager poet 
146.  صاًْػ  najij Favour, courtesy 
147.  یہبؽ sa:hi royal 
148.  ہلبخ kha:lah Mother’s sister 
149.  یلبخ khali Unoccupied blank 
150.  لْخ khol Case cover sheath 
151.  بفخ khafa Displaced offends angry 
152.  ہٌتخ khatnah Circumcision 
153.  ٍشطخ khatrah Danger peril risk 
154.  چشخ kharc To spend 
155.  ػخ khat Letter 
156.  شچخ khach char Mule 
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157.  صْثشخ kharbuja: Melon 
158.  کبخ kha:k Dust earth territory land nought 
159.  شجخ khabar News 
160.  رتخا aktar Star luck men nature 
161.  سبجخا akba:r Newspaper 
162.  دْخ khud By one self 
163.  ػْگشخ khargos Rabbit 
164.  لخاد da:kil Admitted 
165.  شتخا aktar A star, good luch 
166.  ہخشچ charkhah Spinning wheel 
167.  ںبؾفا afson Tinsel strips for bedecking face 
168.  ػشف farns Floor pavement carpet 
169.  ػبثبؽ sa:ba:s Brave, well done 
170.  مبؾتحا htsam 
Having means followers or 
dependents 
171.  شیؾث basir Harbinger of glad tidings 
172.  کبؽْپ posa:k Clothes dress garments 
173.  ٌْؾیّ visnoo A goodness relating to vishnu 
174.  ٍذیؽْپ posidah 
Secret hidden concerned 
covered under and ultienoir 
175.  ؼیپ pes Front 
176.  يؽّس rosan Light 
177.  تؽ sab Night 
178.  صخؽ sakhs Person individual body 
179.  ذیذؽ sadid 
Intense service rigorous violent 
acute 
180.  تفاشؽ sarafat 
Virtue virtuous character good 
manner 
181.  تذؽ siddat 
Intensity vehemence severity 
rigours 
182.  کیشؽ sarik 
Participant accomplice 
comrade associate confederate 
183.  شطع satar A line, row describing 
184.  یهٓدا a:dmi Man 
185.  تسْع aurat Women female wife nakedness 
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186.  ہّچث bacchah 
Child body infant young person 
young 
187.  اْہ hoba Bugbear 
188.  مْلعه malum Known obvious 
189.  جْف fauj An army 
190.  ةبغح hisa:b Arithmetic 
191.  ْلبچ ca:ku: Pen-knife 
192.  ہچوچ camca Spoon 
193.  نجلؽ saljam turnip 
194.  ؽقْ  sok 
Desire longing passion 
fondness 
195.  يیلْؽ saukin Fond, eager 
196.  كؽبع a:sik Lover 
197.  ؼوؾک kismis Raisins, currants 
198.  ةادبؽ sa:da:b 
Well-watered verdant lush 
radiant with health 
199.  فشؽ saraf 
Honour rank dignity glory 
nobility excellence 
200.  ؼؾخث baksis Salvation forgiven 
201.  فشؽا asraf Most noble a gentleman 
202.  کؾه musk Water-skin 
203.  سْکؾه masku:r Thankful 
204.  ذہبؽ sa:hid Witness dependent sweetheart 
205.  صمً nuks 
Defect fault flow deficiency 
blemish 
206.  ؼمً naks Impression, marks 
207.  ىبؾیشپ piresa:n Confused disturbed 
208.  یؾیپ pesi Court hearing 
209.  ػصسّ varjis 
Physical exercise athletics 
gymnastics 
210.  ىبطیؽ saita:n Stan devil 
211.  فیشؽ tasrif Exaltation investiture 
212.  یتبپؽبً na:spa:ti Pear 
213.  لکؾه muskil Difficult, hard 
214.  تؽْگ gos Flesh meat 
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215.  ؼلبه ma:lis Massage nausea 
216.  سبکؽ sika:r Game, hunting 
217.  مشؽ ےث be saram Shameless, impudent 
218.  سْؽ sor Noise uproar 
219.  ہثسْؽ sorva: Stew broth 
220.  تساشؽ sara:rat 
Naughtiness mischief 
wickedness 
221.  شکؽ sakar Sugar 
222.  شکُؽ sukar Thanks gratitude 
223.  قسبؽ sarik Radiand, shining  
224.  ٍبیث bi:a Marriage 
225.  یظبل ka:ji Judge, justice 
226.  يفد dafan Buried, interred 
227.  لْغ gol Swarm band crowd, throng 
228.  لّبچ ca:bal Rice 
229.  ىبپ pa:n Betel-leaf 
230.  ىبکد dukan Shop 
231.  بًِْک khona To loose 
232.  نُگ gum To loose 
233.  بًّس rona: Weep cry 
234.  ْغًٓا a:su A tear 
235.  ڑثس rabar Rubber 
236.  سلبهّ  rumal A napkin, a towel 
237.  یتیس reti 
A file sandy ground on the 
shore of a river 
238.  ّبٹِث baṭta An oven,a furnace  
239.  ٹٌیا inṭ A brick 
240.  ٍشوک karma Room 
241.  ٍشویک kaimra: Camera 
242.  یسبولا alma:ri A chest of drawers almirah, 
243.  ْٓلا a:lu: Potato 
244.  ذٌیً nind sleep 
245.  ذًبچ cã:nd Moon 
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246.   ّٔ لاپ  ٍ  pulao Rice cooked in meat soup 
247.  یضجع sabji Verdure graces 
248.  يلبع sa:lan Curry stew 
249.  ہتئاس ra:ta: A salad 
250.  ٍْلح halba 
A kind of sweat dish made of 
floor, ghee and sugar 
251.  یسْپ pu:ri Complete, powerful 
252.  بِٹاشپ parã:ta 
Bread made with butter or 
ghee, like pic- crust  
253.  ضیه mej Table 
254.  یعشک kursi Chair 
255.  ٍصاّسد darva:ja Door gate 
256.  یکڑِک khirki Window 
257.  يحص sehan Courtyard 
258.  اڈًسّ baranda varandah 
259.  تِچ chat Roof ceiling 
260.  شیپ pi:r Monday 
261.  ِتبہ ha:t Hand 
262.  یلگًا ungli Finger 
263.  یٌہک koni Elbow 
264.  گًبٹ ta:ng Leg 
265.  ىدشگ garden Neck 
266.  بًْع sona: Sleep repose 
267.  بًبِک khana: Eat sup dinner eat-up 
268.  بٌغٌہ hãnsna A laugh, to smile 
269.  بًشگ girna: Fall, tumbe down 
270.  بًبج ja:na: Irregularly formed go pass 
271.  بٌہس rehna 
Give reside dwell stay remain 
last fare 
272.  بًبِٹا u:tha:na: 
Lift take up hoist crect take (an 
oath on) take away 
273.  بًبِکع sika:na Teach instruct turot 
274.  بًبُڑپ parhna Learn to read 
275.  بٌِکل likhna: 
Write draft compose register 
record 
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276.  بًشه marna Die, expire 
277.  اذیپ peda 
Born created brought into 
being for existence gained 
278.  بُذیع si:da Upright straight 
279.  بٹلا ulṭa 
Inverted topsy-turvy opposite 
person 
280.  سبک ka:r Motor-car 
281.  ہؾکس raksa: Rickshaw 
282.  ّڑبِج jha:ru: Broom brush 
283.  بٌید dena: 
Give pay grant infer often yield 
produce emit allot lay 
284.  بٌیل lena: Take takeover 
285.  بٌپبً na:can: Dance 
286.  بًْث bouna: Dwarf, pygmy 
287.  بٌِکس rakhna 
Put (place keep passes hold 
keep each) 
288.  ہتعاس rasta Way path road manner 
289.  ىْخ khu:n Blood 
290.  للا la:l Red 
291.  گًس rang Colour 
292.  لایپ pila: Yellow 
293.  ذًبچ cand Moon, new moon 
294.  لگ gul Snuff stigma 
295.  ظٌئبع sã:s Breath sigh 
296.  ٹه miṭ remove 
297.  سّڈ dor Starched thread 
298.  گٌتپ patang Flying kite 
299.  اڑیک kira Insect worm maggot snake 
300.  اڑپک kapra: Cloth-piece of cloth 
301.  شِگ ghar: House 
302.  اڑِْگ ghora: House trigger 
303.  بکبٹً  kã:ta: 
Thorn fork quill spur bone 
fishing hook small balance 
304.  ڑیپ pair Foot prints track 
305.  ےدْپ pauda Sapling 
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306.  لگٌج jangal Wood forest 
307.  بً na: Not 
308.  بًبً na:na Material grandfather  
309.  اداد da:da A paternal grand father 
310.  یداد dadi A paternal grand mother 
311.  یًبً na:ni Maternal grand mother 
312.  بِپِْپ phuppa: Husband of paternal aunt 
313.  یِپِْپ phuppi  Paternal aunt 
314.  ہلبخ kalah  An aunt 
315.  ْلبخ ka:tu An uncle 
316.  بچچ caca: Father’s brother 
317.  یچچ caci  Aunt 
318.  ںْهبه ma:mu Maternal aunt 
319.  یًبوه muma:ni Maternal aunt 
320.  یئبِث ba:i Brother  
321.  يہث bahan Sister 
322.  یئبً na:i A barber 
323.  یئبِٹه mitai  Sweet meat 
324.  ذیع id A festival a holy day 
325.  حجص subh  Morning 
326.  مبؽ sa:m Evening 
327.  تاس rat  Night 
328.  ىد din  Day time 
329.  سدبچ caddar Bed sheet 
330.  جبپا apa:j Cripple, a useless 
331.  گًلاکّ v:kla:ing handicap 
332.  ّبٹس raṭṭa  
333.  یتوﻜ kamti Less 
334.  شْض jor Strength  
335.  تماط ta:kat Strength  
336.  اچشخ kharca Expenses  
337.  لاذ da:l Pulse, vetches  
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338.  لْاچ cã:val Rice  
339.  ْلا a:lu: Potato 
340.  شجاﮜ ga:jar A carrot  
341.  اٌاِﻜ kha:na To eat 
342.  یشپ pari  a beautiful woman 
343.  الاٌ na:la A brook, a ravine 
344.  یلاٌ na:li A drain, a vein 
345.  َلحو moholla a quarter or part of a town  
346.  یتغج basti A village, a city 
347.  شْضنﻜ kamjor Weak 
348.  اٹا a:ṭa Flour, meal 
349.  یٹْش raṭi A cake or bread 
350.  اٹْل loṭa:  
351.  ﯤڑچِﻜ khicṛi a dish made of split pulse and 
rice boiled together 
352.  یلج billi Cat  
353.  لذاج ba:dal A cloud 
354.  یلجج bijli Lightning, with the exception 
355.  تہزو majhab Religion, way  
356.  ْذٌہ hindu A native of India  
357.  ُﻜغ sikh A follower of guru nanak 
358.  اغیعئ  i:sa:i Christian  
359.  شات ta:r A thread, a wire 
360.  يلاغ sa:lan Meat, fish or vegetable curry 
361.  تمْ vaxat Time  
362.  ياولغو musalmã:n A Muslim, a follower of Islam  
363.  تشع arab Arabia , an Arabian 
364.  ﻰغل lassi Milk and water 
365.  اٹلا ulṭa Reversed, opposite 
366.  اُذیغ si:dha Straight 
367.  ياوغا ã:smã:n Sky, heaven 
368.  ےچیٌ ni:ce Below, under 
369.  شپْا u:par Up, on 
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370.  ﮟیو mẽ Me  
371.  ﮟیہٌ nahi: Not  
372.  ﮟاہ hã: Yes  
373.  شہ har Every, any 
374.  ْﻜئ  koi Any, some 
375.  ایﻜ kya What  
376.  ﻜة  kab When  
377.  ﮟْیﻜ kyũ: Why 
378.  ﮟاہﻜ kahã: Where 
379.  ےغیﻜ kese How  
380.  نت tum You  
381.  پا a:p Self, you 
382.  ْذاج ja:du Magi  
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SECTION – C 
English Loan – Words 
This section of the present chapter provides an analysis of the 
English-Loan words in the repertoire of children of low income 
families.All the majority English loan words found in their speech are 
taken up here, the phonological variants of these words (if any) are 
provided in section A of this chapter.  
Our aim here is to look into the nature and extent of English loans. 
English has been the major foreign source of lexical 
supplementation. If we have a close look into English loans we can note 
that these words pertain to the institutions and ettiquates of modern life, 
science and technology and academic life.  
These words are arranged in four columns, viz., Serial Number, 
Urdu Spelling, Phonemic Transcription and Gloss. There is 319 English 
loan – words in low – income children’s vocabulary. These words now 
form part of the core vocabulary of modern generation of Urdu speakers, 
they include words such as:  
Isku:ṭar, sisṭar, nurse, pila:ṭ, kek, ḍinar, lãnc, lã:n, ṭep, ḍraivar, 
ṭa:fi, biskit etc.      
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Section – C 
 English Loan Words 
S. No. Urdu Words 
Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1. کیلث bilek  Black  
2. يؾٌپ pansan  Persion  
3. یصْکٹ tekoji Tekozi 
4. ٹفاسڈ draft  Draft 
5. لسڈ dir:l drill  
6. یشغٌپعڈ dispensari  Dispensary  
7. ٹکشٹعڈ districk  District  
8. ٹیگ یلیڈ dae:liget Delegate  
9. شئیڈ ḍair  Dear 
10. ٹسْپس riport  Report 
11. يیؾوک kamisan  Commission  
12. لغًْک kunsil  Council  
13. ڈسبگ ga:rḍ Guard  
14. ڈشاﻜ ka:raḍ card 
15. لڈیه medel  Medal  
16. لپغًْیه minsipal  Municipal  
17. ّاٹکع  vaskiṭ Basket  
18. شٹٌیلاّ Valenṭar  Volunteer  
19. ڈساّ va:raḍ Ward 
20. ظیلشئاّ va:rles Wireless  
21. ٹکّ vikit Wicket  
22. يؽسْپ porsan Portion  
23. فاشگ ْٓٹا atogra:f Autograph 
24. کٹیهْٓٹا a:tometik Automatic  
25. ٹغٹٓسا a:ṭisṭ Artist 
26. ٹٌیچشه marcamt Merchant  
27. سڈٓسا a:dar Order 
28. يجیغٓکا a:ksijan Oxygen 
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29. ْلبپا a:pa:lo Apollo  
30. ٹٌیوٹسبپا apantment  Appartment 
31. لیشپا a:prel  April 
32. ظلٹا aṭlas  Atlas 
33. شٹیڈا a:ḍiṭar Editor  
34. کٹیه ِتسا artmeṭik Arithmetic  
35. ٹٌیجسا arjanṭ Urgent  
36. ڈیپعا ispi:ḍ Speed  
37. لؾیپعا ispesal  Special  
38. ٹغیلیؾیپعا ispesilist  Specialist  
39. شکیپعا ispi:kar Speaker  
40. پبٹعا isa:p Stop 
41. سبٹعا isṭa:r Star 
42. ٹسبٹعا isṭa:rṭ Start 
43. کبٹعا isṭok  Stock 
44. پهبٹعا isṭa:mp Stall 
45. لپیٹعا isṭepil  Stamp 
46. ٹیشٹعا isṭreṭ Street 
47. شچیشٹعا isṭrecar  Stretcher  
48. ْیڈْٹعا isḍuḍiyo  Studio 
49. یسْٹعا isṭori  Story 
50. ٹیٹعا isṭeṭ State  
51. جیٹعا Isṭej  Stage 
52. ْچیٹعا isṭecu: Statue  
53. نیڈیٹعا isḍeḍiam  Stadium  
54. یشٌؾیٹعا isṭesnari  Stationary  
55. نیٹعا isṭi:m Steam  
56. شویٹعا isṭimar  Steamer  
57. ڈٌیٹعا Isṭenḍ Stand  
58. ڈسڈٌیٹعا isṭenḍarḍ  Standard  
59. شفاشگ ٌْیٹعا isṭeiogirafar  Stenographer  
60. ٹ ّٔبکعا iska:uṭ Scout  
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61. سْکعا iskor  Score  
62. لْکعا isku:l School 
63. یلجوعا asembli  Assembly  
64. شلگوعا ismaglar  Smuggler  
65. ٹشپغکا eksparṭ Expert 
66. ٹٌوجیلبٌکا iknolijmenṭ Acknowledgement  
67. یهڈیکا ikeḍmi: Academic  
68. مسلاا alaram  Alarm  
69. ظً ّٔلاا ilauns  Allowance  
70. نجلا alvãm Album 
71. یجشلا alerji  Allergy  
72. شئبپها ampa:r Umpire 
73. ْیّشٹًا inṭarvu  Interview  
74. جسبچًا inca:rj  Incharge  
75. سڈًا anḍar  Under  
76. بیڈیپ ْلکیئبغًا insaiklopeḍiya  Encyclopedia  
77. شٹکپغًا inspakṭar  Inspector 
78. ڈسبگ یڈبث ba:ḍigarḍ Bodyguard  
79. ظکیٹ نکًا inkam ṭeks  Income tax 
80. ؼلگًا inglis English  
81. کپولا olampilk Olampic  
82. ٹٌجیا ejanṭ  Agent 
83. ػُشث buras Brush  
84. یشٌؾکڈ ḍiksnari  Dictionary  
85. لاْهسبف fa:rmu:la Formula 
86. ٹً ّٔبک kaunṭ Court 
87. یسڈً ّٔلا la:nḍri Laundry  
88. يؾکٌج jankson  Junction  
89. یشٹیهْیج jomeṭari Geometry  
90. چًاشث biranc  Branch 
91. ٹیلکبچ ca:kleṭ Chocolate  
92. جٌلیچ celenj  Challenge  
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93. جشف firij  Freeze  
94. ٹعّس rost  rost  
95. یئاشف firai Fri 
96. يیف fen Fan  
97. سْک kavar  Cover  
98. ٹیکسبه ma:rkiṭ  Market  
99. ظکسبه ma:rks  Marks  
100. لیف fel  Fail 
101. طبپ pa:s Pass 
102. يکیچ cikin  Chicken  
103. لٹْہ hoṭal  Hotel  
104. گه mag  Mug  
105. گج Jag  Jug  
106. پبؽ sop  Shop 
107. ْلپ pilo  Pillow  
108. شیچ cear  Chair  
109. لجیٹ ṭebal  Table  
110. لتْث boṭal  Bottle  
111. ظٌئبع sains  Science  
112. ِتیه meṭh  Math 
113. شگٌیہ hangar  Hanger  
114. نیشک ظٓئا aiskirim  Ice-cream  
115. ٹیًشٹًا inṭarneṭ Internet  
116. کٹغپل lipisṭik  Lipstick  
117. سڈْپ poḍar  Powder  
118. سڈبث ba:ḍar Border  
119. ظیلْپ pulis  Police 
120. جج jaj  Jaj  
121. شچیٹ ṭi:car  Teacher  
122. جلبً na:lij Knowledge  
123. لیث bel  Bell 
124.. گًِس ring  ring  
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125. لّس rol  Role  
126. ٹّّ voṭ Vote  
127. ٹئاّ vaiṭ White  
128. يیپ pen  Pen 
129. شلک kalar  Colour 
130. ظکبع sa:ks Socks 
131. لٹْٹ ṭoṭal  Toal  
132. یئاشٹ ṭirai  Try 
133. طلاک kila:s Class 
134. شلْک ku:lar Cooler 
135. پک kap  Cup 
136. سْیف fi:var Fever 
137. ٹیہ haṭ Hat 
138. پیک kep  Cap 
139. ٓىا a:n On 
140. ٓفا a:f Of 
141. ضویگ gems  Game  
142. يیه ٹعْپ posmen  Post men  
143. سڈٓسا یٌه mania:ḍar Moneyorder  
144. مّس ru:m Room 
145. شٹیًبه ma:niṭar Monitor  
146. شٹعبه ma:sṭar Master  
147. نیه mem  Mem  
148. کلا la:k Lack  
149. ّڈًّ vindo  Window  
150. ٹئبف fa:iṭ Fight 
151. کسبپ pa:rak Park 
152. ُکث buk  Book 
153. چاّ ba:c  Watch  
154. یع si: Sea 
155. اڈْع soda:  Soda  
156. يؾکجًا injaksan  injection 
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157. ىشٹ ṭiren  Train  
158. ىڈسبگ gar:rḍen  Garden  
159. پویل lemp  Lamp 
160. شٹْپوک kampuṭar  Computer  
161. چئْع su:c Switch 
162. ٹئلا laiṭ Light  
163. نئبٹ ṭem Time 
164. شئبٹ ṭa:r tyre 
165. ةْیٹ ṭi:uv tube 
166. لیئبثْه moba:l Mobile 
167. يئلا lian Lion  
168. شٹیئْع su:ṭar Sweater  
169. ڈئبعْع su:sa:ḍ Suicide  
170. لئبف fa:l File  
171. پئبپ pa:p Pipe  
172. سڈٌلع silenḍar Cylinder  
173. ٹغیٹ ṭesṭ Test 
174. سّبٹ ṭa:bar Tower  
175. يئبف fa:in Fine 
176. ماشگّشپ parogra:m Programme  
177. ڈیشث ba:red Brede  
178. شلفه maflar  Muflar 
179. فسبکعا iskaraf  Scraf  
180. گیث baig  Bag 
181. کًا ink  ink  
182. ْٹْف foṭo  Photo 
183. لعسبپ pa:sal Passel  
184. یّ یٹ ṭi-bi Tivi  
185. پبٹ پیل lepṭa:p Laptop  
186. ػڈ ḍis  Dish 
187. نلف filim  Film 
188. ٹعشف fasṭ  First 
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189. ڈ ّٔاشک kira:uḍ Crowd 
190. ٹکغث biskiṭ Biscuit 
191. ىْف fon  Phone 
192. يٹث baṭan Button  
193. لِث bil Bill  
194. ٹسْک koraṭ  Court  
195. لیکعا iskel  Scale 
196. ظیس res  Race 
197. ےڈٌع sanḍe  Sunday  
198. یٹ ṭi: Tea 
199. یع ےا esi: Ac 
200. سبک ka:r Car 
201. ٹئلا le:t Light 
202. لّڈ ḍa:l Doll 
203. ٹکٹ ṭikaṭ Ticket  
204. سڈٌیلک kilendar  Calendar  
205. ؼیف fis  Fish 
206. يٹه muṭan  Mutton  
207. یپبک kopi  Copy  
208. پڈ jip  Zip 
209. یفبٹ ta:fi Toffee  
210. کیل li:k Leak 
211. پوپ pãmp Pamp 
212. ىّْک پبپ pa:pko:n Popcorn  
213. کہ huk Hook 
214. يئبع sã:n Sigh 
215. سْیئاسڈ ḍrivar  Driver  
216. يگ gun  Gun 
217. لّشٹیپ peṭrol  Petrol  
218. چس ric  Rich  
219. سْپ puar  Poor 
220. ٹیچ ci:ṭ Cheat  
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221. کْج jok  Joke 
222. لاثٹع  bi:lasṭ Blast 
223. شٹًّ vinṭar  Winter ` 
224. شوع samar  Summer 
225. کاّ va:k Walk 
226. ٹًلاپ pala:nṭ Plant 
227. ڈْه mu:ḍ Mood 
228. ٹیً neṭ Net 
229. ڈیلث bileḍ Blade 
230. پیلک kil:p Clip 
231. يفٹ ṭifa:n Tiffin  
232. يؽاس rasan  Rashan  
233. کیعيؾ  seksan  Section  
234 ٹیل leṭ  Lait  
235. ٹْث boṭ Boot 
236. کٹعلاپ pilasṭik  Plastic  
237. شٹیه hi: ṭar Water heater  
238. ٹٌیلپوک kamplenṭ Complinent  
239. تلک ka:lab Clab 
240. نیْپ poyam  Poem 
241. ڈٌیشف firenḍ  Friend  
242. ٹٌیع senṭ scent 
243. ٹّشف furu:ṭ Fruit  
244. پیٹ tep Tape 
245. شع sar  Sir  
246. نیڈ ḍe:m Dame 
247. ٹئْع suiṭ Sweat 
248. یشٹکیف faikṭri Factory 
249. یٌه mani Money  
250. گٌٹئاس ra:iṭing  Writing  
251. شًڈ ḍinar  Dinner  
252. چٌل lãnc  Lunch  
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253. ےکّا oke  Ok  
254. ٹئاس ra:iṭ Right  
255. مٓسا a:m Arm  
256. لیہ hi:l Heel 
257. ظٹًشیپ parent Parents  
258. سْٹ ṭu:r Tour 
259. یع یّ vi:si: VC 
260. ىلا lã:n Lawn 
261 سْیف fi:bar Fever 
262 یٹًآ a:nṭi Aunty 
264. ىضک kazin Cousin  
264 سداشث biradar Brother 
265. شٹغع sisṭar Sister 
266. شٹْکعا isku: ṭar Scooter 
267. شٹیل leṭar Liter 
268. طشً nars Nurse 
269. ٹلاپ pila:ṭ Plot 
270. کیک kek Cake 
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SECTION – D 
Class Specific Vocabulary 
 This section focuses, on the analysis of the words which are mainly 
used by children of the low income families. We have recovered words 
that are not found in other children’s vocabulary from whom we have 
collected data. Some of these words seem to be peculiar in view of their 
strikingly different in phonological form. There are 45 class – specific 
vocabulary  items.                        
Unique/Peculiar Words or Usage in the Children Vocabulary of 
Other Children   
List – D1       
S. No. Urdu Words 
Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1. ِجیج ji:bh Tongue 
2. یعشج jarsi Sweater 
3. چًبک kã:c Glass 
4. یٌیچ ci:ni Sugar 
5. طبث ba:s Bad smell 
6.  ّلاه mulla: Qazi 
7. بجٌپ pãnja: Hand 
8. یذًْث bũ:di 
Sweat of small and round 
shape 
9. یسبکًبج ja:nka:ri Information 
10. کلپ pilak To melt 
11. یج ji Heart 
12. ىلااد dallã:n varandah 
13. لْه mol To purchase, buy 
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14. اٹاٌ na:ṭa Short 
15. یفشث ہلْگ gola:barfi 
Sweat made of coconut Khoya 
etc 
16. یئبپسبچ ca:rpa:i Cot 
17. بُڈًْه mõḍha Shoulder 
18. یٹلپ palṭi Vomiting 
19. یتث batti Light 
20. شپوج jampar Shirt 
21. یِگ یغید desighi: Pure ghee 
22. طبً na:s To destroy 
23. لاچ cila: Omlette 
24. يیشٹیل leṭri:n Latrine 
25. ڑُکع sikar Shrink 
26. ڑگس rigar Rubbing 
27. بہْل loya: Iron 
28. یًْچشپ parcu:ni General store shop 
29. ساد ےثْص subeda:r Inspector 
30. بہْچ cu:ya Rat 
31. ِْکع sukho To dry 
32. بیڈٌه mundya Head 
33. یغٓلا a:lsi Lazy 
34. بًشیِپ pherna To return, to give back 
35. قبغ ta:k Shelve 
36. ٹبؽ soṭ Shock 
37. بویٌع sanima: Cinema 
38. بغٌیِث bhẽsiya: Buffalo 
39. ّبیگ gaiya: Cow 
40. فبثْه moba:f Ribbon 
41. پوکِْث bhukamp Earthquake 
42. سدبچ Caddar Bedssheet 
43. جہبپا apa:j Crippled 
44. کٹِج jhiṭak To move around 
45. پک kap  To tremble 
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SECTION – E 
Summary and Conclusions 
Section E of chapter II has been summarized in this section. This 
chapter deals with vocabulary of children of the lower income group who 
study in the Urdu medium schools.  
     An attempt is made in this chapter to highlights the role that social 
class plays in effect the vocabulary of children of economically weaker 
sections. 
     The impact of social class on the language acquisition of the 
marginalised class of society has been examined here. It refers to 
important aspects of socio – linguistics which asserts that language and 
society are interrelated. It stresses that members of the lower class tend to 
speak less standard language compared to the middle class and high class 
income groups. The chapter applies analytical techniques to the study. 
Which is based on the words collected through the fieldwork from 
various schools at Aligarh 
     Section A, of this chapter deals with the phonological variant forms in 
the speech of children of marginalized families. It discusses the breaking 
of consonant clusters and contraction of words to shorter forms. 
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      Section B, takes into account the perso – Arabic and Indic origin 
words. The aim is to assess the extent, nature and range of these words 
which form a basic segment of children’s vocabulary.  
      Section C, is based on the analysis of the English – loan words that 
are found in their speech. The aim is assess the nature and extent utter 
and of English loan words.  
       Section D, focuses on the analysis of the vocabulary items which are 
particularly found in the speech of the children of low income families. 
The fieldwork indicates that there are around 45 class – specific 
vocabulary items. 
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CHAPTER-3 
BASIC WORD HOARD OF CHILDREN OF MODERATE TO 
GOOD INCOME PARENTS EDUCATED AT URDU/HINDI 
MEDIUM SCHOOLS:                                                   
 
As said earlier social class refers to a group of people with similar levels 
of income education and status. Since language is part of a culture so 
cultural and social factors play a crucial role in shaping and moulding 
speech patterns. Therefore we expect variation in language acquisition 
and speech repertoire of children of different social classes. 
 Since we can find the effects of social class anywhere. Almost 
every aspect of society is influenced in some manner by social class. The 
magazines one read, the television shows are watches, and the clothes a 
person buys affect social class. School, work, religious, and home lives 
are also linked to the influence of social class. Schools and workplace are 
greatly influenced by social class. The look of employment is changing 
because workers can no larger expect to work their way up through a 
company. 
 This greatly limits the potential for advancement of workers who 
lack formal education. For people to move up in the social hierarchy, they 
must obtain higher education. Instead of spending years at a middle level 
position, people are spending more time in school and moving directly 
into management. 
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 Social class plays great role in families, especially in the 
development of children. Youth are often taught to fit in with their social 
class, thus developing a personality that correlates with social status. 
  The lack of money in lower and lower middle social classes may 
contribute to the problem but the presence of social class in the 
educational system may be contributory as well. Thus it is also important 
to study how the effects of social class are entering into classrooms and 
helping to determine the future of children. Until 1960 most studies of 
variability were concerned with regional variations primarily. Later social 
status based differences in language gained more significance.  
 Sociolinguistics focuses on sources of variation, in terms of class, 
education and occupation, which are the important linguistic markers 
found in our society. Putting people into classes seems like it is defining 
who they are their jobs, income etc. we can note that class is also marked 
in many ways by locality where one lives, how she/he speaks etc. There 
is generally a correlation between class and income, we can also find 
instances of financial status effecting language in many ways mostly in 
our society where poor remain money deprived and can not avail many 
facilities. It is also important to note that rise of urbanization is also 
connected with an increase in social stratification reflected in linguistic 
variation. 
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 Grouping of people in socially distinct classes varies across region 
and cultures. For instance class in USA is rather flexibile. Americans 
move easily from one group to another by shifting position or residence 
and their social life lacks permanence. But class in rather permanent issue 
in British, life, though its relevance is reducing. In India class, caste 
ethnicity are very prominent and sensitive issues. Class has probably been 
the most researched patterns of social class differentiation. Language     
acquisition too varies with social class e.g. with socioeconomic status 
particularly. Socioeconomic status is measured in several factors e.g. 
formal education type of job, size of earned money etc. We have used all 
the three variables.       
   The present chapter aims to investigate the basic Urdu vocabulary 
of children of middle income families. In this broad category we have put 
the children whose parents children belong to the following professions. 
School teachers, clerks, lawyers, shopkeepers and businessmen nurses 
etc. Selected children are from two categories. 
1. Children who study in English medium schools. 
2. Children who study in Urdu medium schools. 
 Our aim in to determine the effect of school atmosphere on 
children’s vocabulary. It is to be noted that the term ‘middle class’ is a 
term used for a class of people in the middle of the societal hierarchy. 
The ones who fall socioeconomically between the upper class (i.e. rich) 
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and lower class (poor or not well-off). But the common measures of what 
constitutes a middle class (or lower/upper class) vary significantly 
between cultures.  
 The class-based distinctions in the vocabulary of class V children 
of middle income group is taken up in four sections below. Section A 
deals with phonological variant forms found in the speech of the children 
of middle income. In section B we have analyzed the Perso-Arabic and 
Indic words. Section-C presents an analysis of English loan-words. Last 
section i.e. D summaries the chapter as whole.Phononological variant 
forms are found in the speech of Urdu medium school children only. 
These are dealt below:   
                                             List III – A1  
Middle Class income Phonological variant forms (Urdu Medium) 
Substitution |j| for |z| 
S. No. Urdu Words 
Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1 ﺍؼﻣ majar Taste 
2 یصﺍٓػﺍ a:ja:di Freedom, Liberty 
3 عﻭػ jor Force, strength, violence 
4 ػﺍضﻧﺍ andaj Blandishment way 
5 ﻥﺎعﻣع ramaja:n 
In which Muslims fast and 
are prohibited from eating 
6 ﻝػﺎﻧ najil 
Descended alighting 
dismounting 
7 غیﻤظ jamir Conscience 
8 ﺏﺍظع aja:b Punishment 
9 ضہﺍػ ja:hed Religious 
10 ػﻭغفﺍ afroj Igniting enlisting 
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11 ظغﺎک kagaj Paper 
12 ﻡﺍؼﻟﺍ alja:m Blame 
13 یعػ jari Gold brocade 
14 ػﺍﻭغپ Parwaj flying 
15 تﺍعط jara:t Atoms 
16 غکﺍط ja:kir Grateful 
17 ﻥﺍغفعػ ja:faran Saffron 
18 ﺐﻨیػ jenab An ornamented tree  
19 ﻥﻮتیػ jaitūn An olive 
20 کػﺎﻧ na:juk Delicate 
21 ہﻟؼﻧ najla: Descent 
22 فػعﻭ varji:s Athletic exercise 
23 عﺍػﺎﺑ baja:r Market 
24 ﻨکیؼ  kanij Girl 
25 تظﻟ lajjat Taste 
26 ظیظﻟ lajij Sweet 
27 ػﺎیﻧ niya:j Supplication 
28 ﻭػﺎﺑ baju The arm 
29 عﺍؼیﺑ beja:r 
Disgusted displaced 
annoyed bored 
30 ﻭػٓعﺍ arjū Wish 
31 ﻩػﺎت ta:ja Fresh 
32 ؼیﻤت tamij Discernment, sense 
33 ﻢظﺑ bjam Association 
34 رػﻭص dojak Hell 
35 ضغغ garj Object purpose 
36 عﻠظ jila District 
37 ظﻢﻟﺎ  ja:lim A tyrant, an opplender 
38 ﻢﻠظ julm Currently oppression 
39 ﺐعغ gajab Wrath anger 
40 طیف faij Good influence 
41 ظﺎفﻟﺍ alfaj Words 
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List III – A2 
Substitution of |K| for |q| 
S. No. Urdu Words 
Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1 ﻝﻮﺒل kabūl Acceptance consent 
2 غﺒل kabr Grave 
3 ﻞﺑﺎل ka:bil Able capable qualified 
4 ﻞتل katl Murder 
5 عضل kadr Lot divine 
6 ضغل karj Debt, loan 
7 ﻢﻠل kalam Pen 
8 ﻡﻮل kaun Nation, people 
9 ےل ke: Vomiting 
10 ﻥﻮﻧﺎل ka:nūn Low act statute foot step 
11 ﻢیضل kadim 
Old, ancient, former by gone 
antiquated 
12 ﻡضل kadm Antiquity, olden 
13 ﻥﺎتؿغﺒل kabrista:n Grave yard, burial 
14 ضل kadt Height 
15 تﻤیل kimat Price value cost 
16 یچﻨیل kai:nci Scissors truces 
17 عﻮصل kasur 
Omission defects blame 
hours 
18 تﻤـل kismet Share, district 
19 ﻢﺋﺎل kiã:m Right, stationary 
20 ٓﻥﺍغل kuram 
Revealed book of the 
muslims 
21 ہﻣعﻮل korma Seasoned spicy stew 
22 ﻝﺎﺒلﺍ ikbal Prosperity luch 
23 عضﻨمچ cūkandar Sugar beet 
24 غیلﻮت taukir Speech oration 
25 عﺎلﻭ waka:r Dignity, constancy 
26 فلﻭ wakf Trust endowment 
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27 ﻞمﺑ Bakl Vegetable 
28 غیضمت tokdir 
Luck fate for time destiny lot 
pre destinate 
29 یﻟﻮﺒل kabu:li Dish of boiled rice and pulse 
30 ذلػ  kehat Dearth, scorcotu 
31 یػﺎﺑلال kala:ba:ji A somersault 
32 تﻣﺎیل key:mat Commotion, confusion 
33 ػـل kist Partition, justice 
34 ہمیﻠؿ salika Good task, made 
35 یﻧﺎﺑغل kurba:ni A sacrifice 
36 ضیعغمﺑ bakri:d 
A Muslim festival of 
sacrifice on 
37 ہعلغﺑ burka 
A veil a kind of mantle o veil 
covering the whole body 
from reed to foot 
38 قﺍغﺑ burra:k 
 The horse animal on which 
the holy prophet ascended to 
heaven    
39 قعﻭ varak A card, a slice 
40 ہمؿ sakka A Water-carrier  
41 ہمد hukka A cosket or little box 
42 كد hak Just, right, true 
43 ہصل kissa A title, a story a dispute 
44 غلعﺍ  kara:r Rest tranquility distance 
45 ہﻨیغل karina Contest, similarity 
46 یعﻠل kalia Whitewash paint 
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List III – A3  
Substitution of |S| for |∫| 
S. No. Urdu Words Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1 ںﺎلفﺍ afsan  Dispersing 
2 کك sak  Suspense, doubt 
3 ﻡغك saram  Modesty 
4 عﺎجكﺍ asjar  Trees 
5 فﺎﺑﺎك sa:bas Well done 
6 عﻮك ḥtsa:m Noise, disturbance  
7 غیلﺑ basir  Harbinger of gold tidings   
8 پﻝﺎكﻮ  posa:k Clothes dress garments 
9 ﻮﻨلیﻭ visnoo  Relating to or belonging to 
Vishnu 
10 ﻩضیكﻮپ posida: Concealed  
11 قیپ pes  Front  
12 یﻨكﻭع rausan  Light 
13 عﻤك sama  A lamp, a candle night 
14 ﺐك sab  Night 
15 صشك sakhs  A person  
16 ضیضك sadid Strong 
17 تفﺍغك sarafat  Civility 
18 تضك siddat  Violence  
19 ﻡغك saram  Shame, modesty  
20 کیغك sarik A partner  
21 جﻧغطك satranj Chess  
22 تمفك safakat  Affection  
23 ﻢجﻠك saljam  A turnip 
24 قﻮك sok  Ordour  
25 ﻦیلﻮك saukin  Fond of 
26 كلع isk  Lover  
27 قﻤلک kismis  Raisins, currants 
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28 ہﻠعك sola  Flame, flash  
29 ﺏﺍصﺎك sa:da:b Full of water 
30 شﺑقل  baksis  Donation  
31 ﻞعلﻣ masal  Torch  
32 كلﻣ mask  Exercise  
33 قمﻧ naks  Painting  
34 یلیپ pesi  Trail 
35 تفیغل  tasrif  Exalting  
36 ﻥﺎلﻤك samsan  Oren tress ground   
37 ﻥﺎطیك saita:n The devil, the demon  
38 ﻦلﻨپ pinson  Pinshan   
39 ﻦلکیﻭ vekesan  Vication 
40 فغف fars  Floor, pavement carpet 
41 یتﺎپكﺎﻧ na:spa:ti Pear 
42 ﻞکلﻣ muskil  Difficult  
43 تكﻮگ gost  Meat 
44 ﺎپﻟق  polis  Polish  
45 قﻟﺎﻣ ma:lis Rubbing, shampooing  
46 عﺎکك sikar  Hunting the chese  
47 ﻡغك ےﺑ besaram  Immodest impudent  
48 تعﺍغك sararat  Mischief, depravity 
49 كلﻣ mask  Exercise  
50 غکك sakar  Sugar  
51 غُکُك sukar  Thanks, grateful  
52 قعﺎك sa:rik Radiant, shining  
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List III – A4  
Substitution |g| for |ɤ| 
S. 
No. 
Urdu Words Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1 ﺐعغ gajb  Wrath anger 
2 ػﻠغ galat  Incorrect wrong  
    
3 قغغ gark  drowing sinking immersion 
absorption 
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ضغغ garj  Selfishness interest motive aim  
5 ﺐیغغ garib  Stranger foreigner traveler poor 
person   
6 عﻮغ gaur  Consideration  
7 غیغ gair  Outsider  
8 ﺐﻟﺎغ ga:lib Overpowering domineering 
predominant larger probm.    
9 ﻞفﺎغ gafil  Inattentive, unmindful 
thoughtful negligent    
10 فلاغ gila:f Cover 
11 ﻞُغ gul  Noise clamour  
12 عﺎغ ga:r Cave, caven pit lair  
13 تغیغ gairat  Sense of honour 
14 ﻝؼغ ga:jal Amatory verse  
15 ﻢغ gam  Sorrow, Grief 
16 ﻡلاغ gūlam  A boy or youth, a slab a 
bondsman 
17 غﺋﺎﺐ  ga:ib Absent, invisibla 
18 ںﻮغغٹغ gūtar goon Cooing 
19 ﺍظغ gija  Food 
20 عﺎﺒغﻩ  gūba:rah Balloon  
21 عضغ gadr  Perfidy, treachery mutiny  
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List III – A5 
 
LIST OF CONTRACT WORD ENGLISH 
BREAKING OF CONSONANTS CLUSTER 
 
S.No. Urdu Words Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1.  فغﺑ buras  Brush 
2.  قغف farak Difference 
3.  ﻞتل katal Murder 
4.  عضل kadar Lot divine decrease 
quantity 
5.  ضغل karaj The loan 
6.  قغغ garak Distilled concoction 
7.  ﻡؼﺑ bajam Association meeting 
company social gathering 
8.  ﻢظﻧ najam Poetry 
9.  ﻡعﺎف fa:ram Farm 
10. گﻨﺋﺍعڈ dira:iyy Drawing 
11. ﻢیغک kirim  Merciful generous 
bountiful 
12. چغﻣ miric  Pepper chilliers 
13. ٹیﻠپ Pileṭ Plate 
14. چﻧﺍغﺑ bira:c Branch 
15. جغف firij  Freez 
16. یﺋﺍغف firai fry 
17. یﺋﺍغٹ ṭirai Battle war fight 
18. ﻦیﻣ ٹؿﻮپ postmen  Postman 
19. کعﺎپ pa:rk Park 
20. ﻦیغٹ tiren  Train 
21. ﻦیﻠپ pilen  Plain 
22. قعﻭ vara:k A card, a slice 
23. ﻢـل kism  Perjure oneself violate on 
oath objure 
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24. كلﻣ mask  Exercise 
25. کلﻣ masak  Exercise practice model 
lettering 
26. صعص darad  Sediment, dregs 
27. ﻢﻠظ Julam Oppression, injustice 
 
 
Discussion of the lists of 3A1, 3A2, 3A3 and 3A4.                                                     
There are total 143 substitutions found in the speech of middle income 
children.                                                                                                                                       
j   substituted for z  = 41                                                                              
k substituted for q  = 46                                                                                                                                                      
s substituted for ∫  = 53 
g  substituted for ɤ  = 21 
                           161 
We found these substitutions only in the speech of Urdu medium school 
children. It was also found that not all Urdu medium school children 
showed these substitutions,but only children of some localities substituted 
them. These localities are: Jamalpur, Purani chungi, university farm.                          
It is also important to note that the substitutions of low income children      
are greater vis-avis middle income children group a                                                             
in low income groups the total number of substitutions are 248. But in the 
middle income these are only 161. The substitutions of kh for x,v,b for v 
are  not found in the speech of middle income children. Contraction of 
longer words into shorter form is not found in the middle income school 
children. There are 27 words with instances of consonant cluster 
breaking. In these words we also find the substitution of k for q, s for ∫, g 
for ɤ, j for z.  
In lower income children we got 42 words with the breaking of 
consonant cluster, almost double of middle income children.            
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SECTION – B 
 
Perso – Arabic and Indic Words  
It comes out from the data that in total there are 641 perso – Arabic words 
used by the children of middle income group parents. We have entered 
them in list 3B. The list contains exact pronunciation of words spoken by 
most of children of middle income group including both Urdu and 
English medium schools. The phonologically deviant forms of middle 
income Urdu medium children have already been discussed in section A. 
The words listed in the list form the bulk of children’s basic vocabulary. 
It is observed that children are more and more prone to use these words in 
their day – to – day communication. Majority of these words are found in 
the word hoard of low income and high income parent’s children.  
       However, the number of perso – Arabic and Indic words used by 
middle income children is larger compared to that of low income and 
high income. Figures of perso – Arabic / Indic words are given blow:  
 Lower income parents children  
 Middle income parents children  
 High income parents children 
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MIDDLE INCOME (Combined Urdu medium and English medium) 
PERSO-ARABIC AND INDIC WORDS  
S.No Urdu Words Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1.  جد haj  Seasonal pilgrimage to macca 
hajj   
2.  ﺓﺎکػ Zaka:t  Alms  
3.  ﻥﺎك ∫a:n Dignity, quality, glory, 
grandeur 
4.  غتـﺑ bistar  Bedding  
5.  ﻡﺍغد hara:m Unlawful  
6.  ﻝلاد halal  Killed as prescribed by Islamic 
low 
7.  ﻩصغپ parḍa  Veil going about veil 
8.  ہﺑغﻣ murraba  Jam, jelly, marnalade 
9.  کﺍﻮـﻣ misvak  Tooth-brush  
10.  ہﻣﺎجﺎپ pajama  Trousers, long drawers 
11.  ﻞدع rehal  Folding stand for the holy 
Quran  
12.  ﻡغک karam  Fate, desting  
13.  ہﻤﻠک kalma  Word Islamic creed 
14.  فﺎص sa:f Clean 
15.  کﺎپ pak  Pure undefiled spotless   
16.  یﺋﺎفص safai  Cleanliness  
17.  ﻩضﻤع umda  Nice (Missing in child) 
18.  قﺋﺎﻣٓػﺍ ajmai∫  Trial best examination  
19.  قﺋﺎﻣغف farmai∫  Request or order (for 
something)  
20.  قﺋﺎجﻨگ gunjai∫  Capacity room ability  
21.  ﺏظج jazb  Attraction absorption  
22.  ﺏﺍغك ∫arab  Liquor, wine  
23.  ﺏﺎﺒك ∫abab  Prime of life 
24.  ﺏلاﺎت ta:la:b  Pond, pool water reservoir 
25.  ہﺒﻠﻣ malba  Rubbish, deris 
26.  یﻮیﻮﻣ molvi A learned man, a muslim doctor 
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of law 
27.  یؼجﺎع a:jizi  Helplessness humbleness   
28.  ﻥﺎعﻣع ramza:n In which muslims fast and a 
prohibited from eating, drinking 
and conjugal duty 
29.  غیﻤظ zamir  Conscience  
30.  ﺐعغ ɤazab  Wrath anger  
31.  ػﻭغفﺍ afroz  Igniting enlightening  
32.  ظغﺎک ka:ɤaz Paper 
33.  ﻡﺍؼﻟﺍ ilza:m  Accusation charge allegation 
imputation blame  
34.  ػﺍضﻧﺍ anda:z  Blandishment way  
35.  ػﺍﻭغپ parba:z Flying  
36.  تﺍّعػ zarra:t Particles specks molecular   
37.  غکﺍػ zakir  Grateful  
38.  قﻭػ zauk  Taste  
39.  ﺏﺍظع aza:b  Punishment  
40.  ضہﺍػ za:hid Surplus escen extra redundant  
41.  ﻥﻮتیػ zetūn On olive 
42.  کػﺎﻧ nazuk  Delicate tender elegant  
43.  ﻝﻭؼﻧ nuzul  descent  
44.  ﻥػﻭ vazan  Weight  
45.  عﺍػﺎﺑ ba:za:r  Market  
46.  ؼیﻨک kaniz  A slave girl  
47.  تظﻟ lezzat  Pleasure joy taste  
48.  ظیظﻟ laziz  Tasteful, delicious 
49.  ػﺎیﻧ niya:z  Supplication 
50.  ﻭػﺎﺑ ba:zu Humility meekness need 
meeting acquaintance   
51.  عﺍؼیﺑ beza:r Disgusted displaced annoyed  
52.  ﻭػٓعﺍ a:rzu Wish 
53.  ﻩػﺎت ta:za:  Latest recent new fresh 
54.  ؼیﻤت tamiz  Manners etiquette sense   
55.  ﻢعہ hazam  Digestion a misappropriation  
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56.  ظعتﻢی  ta:zim  Honour respect 
57.  رػﻭص dozax  Hell stomach misery  
58.  تﻨج jannat A garden, paradise  
59.  عﻠظ zila: A part, a district 
60.  ﻢﻟﺎظ zalim  Cruel unjust tyrannical  
61.  ﻢﻠظ zulm  Crustily oppression tyranny 
harm    
62.  طیف faiz  Favour bounty beneficence 
good influence    
63.  ظﺎفﻟﺍ alfa:z  Words terms  
64.  ﻝﻮﺒل qubul Acceptance consent  
65.  غﺒل qabar  Grave tomb 
66.  ﻞﺑﺎل qabil  Able capable qualified 
competent worthy    
67.  ﻞتل qatal  Murder 
68.  عضل qadar  Lot divine decrease quality  
69.  ضغل qaraj  The loan 
70.  ﻢﻠل qalam  Pen, pen holder 
71.  ﻡﻮل qaum  Nation, people  
72.  ﻡﺎیل qiyam  Stay, residence  
73.  ﻥﻮﻧﺎل qa:nu:n Law act statute ordinance  
74.  ﻢیضل qadi:m  Old, ancient former by gone 
antiquated 
75.  ﻡضل qadm  Antiquity, oldness  
76.  ﻥﺎتؿغﺒل qabristan  Grave yard, burial 
77.  ضل qad  Stature, height 
78.  تﻤیل qimat  Price, value work cost 
79.  یچﻨیل qaĩ:ci Scissor tress  
80.  عﻮصل qasu:r Failure omission  
81.  تﻤـل qismat  Luck, fortune fate   
82.  ﻢؿﺎل q:sim  Distribution allotting official  
83.  ٓﻥﺍغل qurã:n  The holy Quran 
84.  ہﻣعﻮل qorma Seasoned splay stew 
85.  گعؼﺑ buzurg  Old 
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86.  عﺎجكﺍ asja:r  Tress 
87.  ﺏﺎطس xit:ab Title, address 
88.  عفذت tehffuz  Safeguard preservation 
conservation   
89.  عﻮہظ zuhūr Appearing, arising  
90.  ﻢظﻧ nazm  Poetry 
91.  كلﻣ mask  Exercise, practice  
92.  ػﺎﻧ na:z Coquetry blan distend dalliance   
93.  ﺏغلﻣ masrab  Way of life 
94.  ﻢظﺎﻧ na:zim  Administrator manager poet   
95.  غظﺎﻧ na:zir  Having sight, seeing observant 
96.  فػﺍﻮﻧ nava:zis  Favour, country  
97.  ﻭػﺎﺑ ba:zu  The arm, a companion 
98.  یہﺎك ∫ahi  Reign, dominion  
99.  قعﻭ waraq  Leaf leaf foil 
100.  ﺏﻮغغﻣ margu:b Desired, beautiful  
101.  ﻞیکﻭ va:kil Advocate  
102.  كد haq  God truth right equity 
103.  قغف faraq Difference distinction distance 
104.  عﺍغل qara:r Rest tranquility consistency 
stability firmness agreement     
105.  ہﻨیغل qarina  Likelihood context order  
106.  غﻤل qamar  Moon 
107.  ہعﻠل qi:la  Fort, castle  
108.  ﻢـل qisim  Kind, sort 
109.  فﻮﻣﺎس xa:mos  Silent, reticent  
110.  ضیكعﻮس xursi:d  The sun 
111.  ﻞیﻠس xali:l  Friend  
112.  كیﻠس xali:k  Polite civil suave amiable  
113.  چغس xarac  Spending, expense  
114.  ضﻟﺎس xa:lid   
115.  ﻝﺎﺒلﺍ iqbal  Prosperity luck  
116.  عضﻨمچ cūkandar  Beet, sugar  
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117.  غیلﻮت toqi:r  Veneration honour 
118.  عﺎلﻭ vaqa:r  Prestige dignity race 
119.  فلﻭ vaqf  frust endowment foundation for 
public devoting   
120.  ﻞمﺑ baql  Vegetable potherb 
121.  غیضمت taqdir  Lot, fate  
122.  یﻟﻮﺒل qubūli Rice boiled with whole gram 
123.  ػذل qehet  Famine drought each  
124.  یػﺎﺑلال qalaba:zi Somer Sault some Sault  
125.  تﻣﺎیل qiymat  Doomsday day of resurrection  
126.  ػـل qisṭ Calamity scene of trouble or 
distance excessive in stallnent 
justice    
127.  ہمیﻠؿ saliqa Good disposition, method, 
drxterity             
128.  یﻧﺎﺑغل qurbani  Sacrifice  
129.  ضیع i:d  A festival, a holyday 
130.  ضیعغمﺑ baqri:ḍ Sacrifial festival  
131.  ﻡغذﻣ muhram  The first month of the Hijra 
year 
132.  قﺍغﺑ bara:q The horse like animal on which 
prophet ascended to heaven 
133.  ہمؿ saqqa A water-carrier 
134.  یﻟﺎس xa:li  Unoccupied blank   
135.  ﺎفس xafa  Displaced offend angry 
136.  ہﻨتس xatna Circumcision  
137.  ﻩغطس xatra: Danger peril risk 
138.  ہﻟﺎس xa:la:  Mother’s sister 
139.  ػس xhaṭ Letter 
140.  غّچس xaccar  Mule 
141.  کﺎس xa:k Dust earth territory land naught    
142.  عﺎﺒسﺍ axba:r  Newspaper  
143.  غتسﺍ axtar  Star luck men nature 
144.  صﻮس xud Self, personal  
145.  فﻮگغس xargos  Rabbit 
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146.  ﻞسﺍص da:xil Admitted 
147.  عﺎیتسﺍ axtiya:r  Choice, option, control, 
permission 
148.  ہسغچ carxa : Spinning wheel  
149.  ںﺎلفﺍ af∫an  Tinsel strips for bedecking face  
150.  فغف far∫ Floor pavement carpet 
151.  فﺎﺑﺎك ∫a:ba:∫  Brave, well done 
152.  ﺍﻡﺎلتد  ehti∫a:m Having means followers of or 
dependents  
153.  غیك ∫er  Lion 
154.  کﺎكﻮپ po∫ak  Clothes dress garments  
155.  ﻮﻨلیﻭ vi∫nu Relating toor belonging to 
vishnoo 
156.  ﻩضیكﻮپ po∫ida  Secret hidden concerned 
covered under and ultienoir    
157.  قیپ pe∫ Front 
158.  ﻦكﻭع ro∫an  Lighted  
159.  ﺐك ∫ab  Night  
160.  صشك ∫axs  Person individual body  
161.  ضیضك ∫adi:d  Intense service rigorous violent 
acute   
162.  تفﺍغك ∫ara:fat  Virtue virtuous character  
163.  ّتضك ∫iddat Intensity vehemence severity 
rigours 
164.  ﻡغك ∫aram  Modesty, bashfulness  
165.  کیغك ∫arik  Participant accomplice 
166.  جﻧغطك ∫atranj  Chess 
167.  تمفك ∫afakat Kindness cleanency condolence      
168.  ﻢجﻠك ∫aljam  Turnip  
169.  قﻮك ∫oq  Desire longing passion 
fondness   
170.  ﻦیلﻮك ∫oqin  Fond, cager  
171.  ككﺎع a:∫iq  Lover 
172.  ضیػ zed  A factious name often used 
with  
173.  قﻤلک Ki∫miʃ Raisins, currents 
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174.  ﺏﺍصﺎك ∫a:da:b  Well-watered verdant lush 
radiant with health   
175.  فغكﺍ a∫raf Most distinguished 
176.  فغك ∫arf Honour rank dignity glory 
nobility excellence  
177.  قلشﺑ Bax∫iʃ  Salvation foreign  
178.  عﻮکلﻣ ma∫k:ur  Thankful  
179.  ضہﺎك ∫a:hid  Witness dependent sweetheart 
180.  قمﻧ Nak∫  Impression, marks 
181.  یلیپ pe∫i  Court hearing 
182.  فیغلت te∫rif  Exaltation, investiture  
183.  فػعﻭ varji∫  Physical exercise athletics 
gymnastic   
184.  ﻥﺎطیك ∫aita:n Stan devil 
185.  یتﺎپكﺎﻧ na:∫pa:ti  Pear 
186.  ﻞکلﻣ mu∫kil  Difficult, hard 
187.  تكﻮگ go∫t  Meat 
188.  قﻟﺎﻣ ma:li∫ Massage nausea 
189.  عﺎکك ∫ika:r  Gane, hunting  
190.  ﻡغكےﺑ be∫aram   Shameless, impudent   
191.  عﻮك ∫or  Noise uproar  
192.  تعﺍغك ∫ara:rat  Naughtiness mischief 
wickedness  
193.  غکك ∫ukar  Thanks gratitude  
194.  قعﺎك ∫a:riq  Radiant, shining  
195.  فﺎذﻟ leha:f A coverlet, a quilt 
196.  جﺎـﻣ mas:j   
197.  ﻞﻤک kamal  Lotus  
198.  قلاغ talaq  Divorse  
199.  یغذؿ seri  Food taken by muslims a little 
before down during the fasting 
mouth of ramzan 
200.  ﺏﻮمعی yakūb The apostle  
201.  ہمیمع aqiqa The muslim ceremony of 
shaving the head of a newly 
born on the sixth day after birth 
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and a sacrifice mode on the day  
202.  قﺎفكﺍ a∫fa:q Favours, kindnesses 
203.  ﻮلﺎچ ca:qu Knife 
204.  یﻨہک kohni  elbow 
205.  ﻞمﻧ naqal  History, copying, fable   
206.  ضجـﻣ masjid  Mosque 
207.  غسﻡ  xurram  Delightful, cheerful  
208.  ﻝﻮس xol A case, a sheath  
209.  ﻩغـس xasra  A list of the fields in the village 
measles 
210.  ﻞسص daxal  Entrance, reach possibility 
211.  ﻞسﺍص da:xil  Entering, included  
212.  غیلﺑ ba∫ir  Harbinger of glad tidings  
213.  تػﺎجﺍ ijazat Permission, leave 
214.  ﻥﺎـدﺍ ahsa:n Doing good, feeling 
215.  قلاسﺍ a:xlak  Virtues, good qualities  
216.  کعصﺍ adrak  Ginger 
217.  ﻥﺍطﺍ aza:n The Muslim call to prayers  
218.  ﻥﺎلﻧ ni∫a:n Mark, sign 
219.  تضك ∫iddat Violence, force 
220.  فلﺍﻭ va:qif   Conversant with, knowing 
learned, sensible 
221.  ﺎٹﻟﺍ ul∫a Inverted, opposite 
222.  ہﻧﺎس ﻞـغ gusal xa:na Bathroom 
223.  حﺎکﻧ nika:h  Matrimony, marriage  
224.  قﺑﺎت tabi∫ Heat, splendour  
225.  ﻩػﺍﻭعص darva:za  Door, gate 
226.  تﺍغعﻤج Jumera:t  Thursday 
227.  قﻭضﻨﺑ bandūq A gun 
228.  یػﻭع rozi  Daily sustenance, daily food or 
allowance   
229.  یتلک ka∫ti  A ship, a beggar’s bowl  
230.  قیع ai∫ Pleasure, delight  
231.  ﻡػلاﻣ mula:zim  A servant 
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232.  ﻞﻬپ phal  Fruit 
233.  تلﺎغ ta:qat Power 
234.  یػﺎت ta:zi Fresh 
235.  ﺐیغل qari:b  Near, relative  
236.  ہﻧﺎﻣػ zamana  Time, period, age 
237.  ہفﺎظﺍ iza:fa   Addition, excess 
238.  ػﺎیتﻣﺍ imtiya:z  Discretion, preference 
239.  ﻡﺎظتﻧﺍ intiza:m  Regulation, order 
240.  غﺎﺑ ba:ɤ A garden  
241.  یچعﻭﺎﺑ babarci  cook 
242.  تشت taxat  A throne, a low seat 
243.  ﻭػﺍغت tara:zu A scale, a balance  
244.  ﺎكﺎﻤت tama∫a  Show, a spectacle  
245.  ﺎﻨشٹ ṭaxna  The ankle joint  
246.  ػﺎہج jaha:z  A ship 
247.  غلد ha∫ar  Gathering, con course 
248.  کﺎس xa:k  Dust, land  
249.  ہکﺎس x:aka  A plan, a sketch 
250.  کﺍعﻮس khu:ra:k Food 
251.  ہﻠسﺍص da:xla  Admission, entrance  
252.  ﻥﺍﻮسغتؿص dastarxa:n A table cloth 
253.  ﻢلع raqam  Arithmetic, figure member  
254.  ﻩػﻭع roza A fast, lent  
255.  ﻦكﻭع ro∫an  Lighted 
256.  یﻨكﻭع ro∫ni  Light 
257.  ﻥﺎﺑػ zaban  The tongue  
258.  ﺏﺍصﺎك sadab  Full of water 
259.  غعﺎك ∫a:ir  Poetry  
260.  صغگﺎك ∫agrd  A pupil, a disciple 
261.  ﻡﺎك ∫a:m Evening  
262.  ہل ∫ehed Honey 
263.  تﺑغك ∫arbat  Beverage, drink 
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264.  تکغك ∫irkat  Partnership, society  
265.  عﺎغ ɤa:r Cave, caven pitlan 
266.  ﺐیغ ɤaib  Absent concealed invisible, 
unapparent   
267.  ﺐﻟﺎغ ɤa:lib  Overpowering do minering 
predominant larger problem    
268.  ﺍظغ ɤiza  Food, diet 
269.  تﻠفغ ɤaflat Carelessness, negligence   
270.  غﻡلا  ɤula:m  A boy or youth, a slave a 
bondsman 
271.  ػﻠغ ɤalat  Incorrect wrong  
272.  ﻢغ ɤam  Grief, sorrow 
273.  یظﺎل qa:zi  A judge 
274.  قﺍظﻣ maza:q  Funniment  
275.  یغغﻣ murɤi  A hen 
276.  ﺏغغﻣ maɤrib  The west, sunset 
277.  ہلمﻧ naq∫a  Model, map 
278.  ﻮظﻭ vuazu  Ablution  
279.  فلاس xila:f  Opposition, falsehood  
280.  یکلس xu∫ki  Land, dryness  
281.  كیﻠس xali:q Of good disposition benign, 
polite  
282.  ﺏﺍغس xar:b  Bud, depraved  
283.  فﺎت ta:∫ Paying crads   
284.  ػﻮﺑغت tarbūz Water melon  
285.  عﺎشﺑ bu:xa:r Heat, steam  
286.  ﺎلکع rak∫a Rickshaw  
287.  ہﺒلع raqba:  An enclosure, an area  
288.  ﻢلع raqam  Arithmetic, figure, number   
289.  غﺍغچ cira:ɤ A lamp, a light 
290.  ﻢلچ ca∫am  The ege, hope 
291.  قﻮمد huquq Dues, just claims  
292.  فﻮس xof  Fear, terror 
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293.  تﺍغیس xera:t Alms, charity   
294.  غﺍص da:ɤ A marks, a spot  
295.  قػع rizaq  Food, support 
296.  ضیہك ∫a:hid  martyr  
297.  قعﺎغ ta:riq The morning star 
298.  غہﺎظ za:hir  Evident, open 
299.  ﻢﻠظ zulm  Injustice, hardship  
300.  تعﺎغ ɤa:rat Plunder, ravage  
301.  ہصغ ɤussa  Anger, passion, grief 
302.  یطﻠغ ɤalti  A mistake  
303.  ﺏﺍؼیت teza:b Ari acid 
304.  ﻦﻤكص du∫man  An enemy on adversary  
305.  رﺎك ∫a:x A cutting, a horn fragment  
306.  فیغك ∫ari:f  Honorable, high-born   
307.  تؼع izzat Respect reputation 
308.  ﺍعﺎﺒغ ɤubbara  A balloon  
309.  ﻢﺋﺎل qa:yam  Right, standing  
310.  ﻞتﺎل qa:til  A murderer  
311.  ﻡضل qadam  A pace, step 
312.  ہﻧﺎسعﺎک ka:rxa:na  Factory  
313.  قلاسﺍ axla:q Good qualities 
314.  ػﺍﻭغپ parwa:z Flying  
315.  عﺍؼیﺑ beza:r Disgusted, angry  
316.  عﺍغل qarar  Residence, settling 
317.  غﻤل qamar  Moon 
318.  ہﻨیغل qari:na Context, similarity  
319.  ہمد huqqa  A smoking pipe 
320.  یﻧﺎﺑغل qurba:ni A sacrifice 
321.  گﻦہغ  giran  Earth quick  
322.  ّیٹﻣ Maṭṭi  Dust 
323.  صعص dard  pain  
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324.  ﻞُغ ɤul  Noise clamour tumult  
325.  ﻝؼغ ɤazal  An ode, an amatory poem 
326.  گﻧػ zang  Rust, a small bell 
327.  ﻢسػ zaxam A wound, a sore 
328.  ہﻟؼﻟػ zalzala  Earth Quick 
329.  ﻦیﻣػ zamĩ:n  The earth 
330.  تﻮكع ri∫vat  Bribe, illegal  
331.  ﻦیہط zahĩ:n  Intelligent 
332.  غمف faxar  Poverty, the practice or 
vocation of a fakir a dervish  
333.  غﺎﻣص dima:ɤ Mind, brain 
334.  ﻩضﻧػ zinda live 
335.  خﺑػ ziba: Slaughter, sacrifice 
336.  ﻞیﻟػ zali:l  Adject, base, contemptible, 
shameless 
337.  ﻩصﺎیػ ziyada More, additional to much 
338.  ﻡؼﻣػ zam zam   
339.  خیﺑـﮅ tasbih  String of beads, the act of 
praising of God  
340.  یﻠک kulli  Universal, entire, common, 
general 
341.  ہﺒتع rutba: Honour, distinction 
342.  کك ∫a:k Doubt, suspense 
343.  عﻮك ∫or  Disturbance, zeal   
344.  عﺍﻮﻠك ∫alwa:r Breeches, pantaloon  
345.  عﺍضﻧﺎك ∫a:nda:r      Splendid, grand 
346.  غیك ∫er A tiger, a lion 
347.  ضیہل ∫ahi:d  martyar 
348.  ہتكغف fari∫ta An a postle, prophet 
349 ﺐﺎﮅﮐ kita:b Book   
  350    ﮍﮐﺴ sukaṛ Shrink      
  351 ﮌﮔﺮ ragaṛ Rubbing against, a scratch 
352 ﺍﮁر د  ca:dar Bed sheet 
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  353 ﺍﺞﯿﮨﺍﭙ  apa:haj Cripple, a lazy or an indolent 
person 
  354 ﱡﱡﱠﱠﱡﱡﻯﺴﺮ Rassi String, cord, rope 
355 ﺐ ﺍﺑﻜ kaba:b Roasted meat, a roast  
  356 ﺍ ﭜۅﺪ        poda: A young plant, a sapling 
 357 ﺮﮣﻜۅﺍ  kaṛva Bitter, acrid, strong brave 
358 ﻩﺯﻤ maza Taste, flavor, enjoyment 
359 ﻜﭜۅﺍ ﮣ  pakoṛa Fried gram- flour past mixed 
with onions and greens 
360 ﻤﺴۅﻪﺴ  samosa A triangular puff containing 
mixture of boiled potatoes 
361 عیٹﻮ  roṭi A cake or bread 
362 ﻫضﻮض du:d milk 
363 کﻤﻨ namak salt 
364 یﻨﺍپ pa:ni water 
365     ﺍﻨﺍﻬک kha:na To eat 
366 ﮟﺍﻤ ma: mother 
367 ﭗﺍﺒ ba:p father 
368 ﺍﺒﺍ abba father 
369   ﮟﺍﻤﺍ amma mother 
370 کﻠپ palak The eyelashes 
371 کﮅ tak Till, to, up to 
372 عﻮﺍ aur And  
373 ﺍﻬﻠﻮﮁ cula:h A fire place, a hearth 
374 کﻤﮁ camak Glitter, flash,gleam 
375 ﺍﻨﻮـ sona gold 
376 ﻯضﻨﺍﮁ ca:di silvar 
377 تﺍع ra:t night 
378 ﻥض din Day  
379 ﻪیپﻮع rupya Price  
380 عﺍﻮیض di:va:r A wall 
381 عﻬگ ghar house 
382 ﺍـیپ paisa Money, cash  
383 ﻰﻠجﺒ bijli Lightning, thunderbolt 
384 غﺍت ta:r A thread, awire 
385 ﭗﻮﻬض dhu:p Sunshine, sun light 
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386 ٹیپ peṭ Belly,womb 
387 ﻰﻬکﻤ makkhi A fly 
388 غﻬچﻤ macchar A mosquito 
389 ﮌﻮج joṛ joint 
390 فغﺒ baraf Ice, snow, very cold 
391 ﻯضﻟج jaldi Harry, rashness 
392 غیض der Delay, slowness 
393 ﺉﺍفص safa:i Purity, cleanliness 
394 ﺍضﻨگ ganda Dirty, fetid 
395 ﺍٹﻮﻤ moṭa fat 
396 ﺍضﮜ gadda cushion 
397 ﺍﻨﺍﮜ ga:na To sing, to celebrate 
398 ﻰﻟﺍﮜ ga:li Abusive language  
399 ﻰغﻮﮁ cori Theft, stealth 
400 ﻪٹﻨﻬگ ghanṭa Period 
401 لاﺍت ta:la A lock  
402 ﻞﻮگ gol Roundish 
403 تـﻮض dost Friend 
404 چـ sac Truth, veritable 
405 ٹﻮﻬج jhu:ṭ A lie, a falsehood 
406 یٹﻬچ chuṭṭi Leave, holiday 
407 ﻞﺍض da:l Pulse, a crust 
408 ﻞﻮﺍچ ca:val Rice 
409 ﻮﻠﺍ a:lu: Potato 
410 ﺍﻨﻠچ calna To move, to go 
411 چﻞپ  cappal selaper 
412 ےﮅﻮج jute shoes 
413 ﻮضﮌﺍﻨ  doṛna To run fast, to speed 
414 چﻬﻜﮌﻯ  khicṛi A dish made of split pulse and 
rice boiled together 
415 ﮮغﺍﭜ کﻤﻨ namakpare Namakpara is a crunchy 
savoury sank of India  
416 غیچﻩ  cehra Face 
417 ﻰﻟﺒ billi cat 
418 ﻰﻟتت titli Butter fly 
419 طﻭﺍط  tota Parrot 
420 ﻦتغﺒ bartan A vessel, utensil 
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421 غﺍﺒف  ba:ri∫ Rain, shower 
422 ﺍﻨﺍکﭜ paka:na To bake, to cook 
423 ﺍکﭜ pakka Strong, exact, veritable 
424 ﺍچک kacca Unsound, rough 
425 تﻨذﻤ mehnat Labour , difficulty, application 
426 ضؼﻤﻭغ  mazdu:r labour 
427 ﻪچﺒ bacca Baby 
428 ﷲ alla: God 
429 ﺍضش xuda God 
430 ﺍﻬچﺍ accha Good 
431 ﺍٹﻬﺒ Bhuṭṭa Ear of Indian corn  
432 غﻬﮄپ pathar A stone, rock stone 
433 یغٹپ paṭri A plank to sit on, the bank of a 
canal or road 
434 ﻫضﻭﺍﻨ  dhona To wash 
435 ﻞﺍﺒ ba:l Hair 
436 غٹیﻤ mi:ṭar Meter 
437 ﻞﻬپ phal fruit 
438 ﻬﺒﻭک  bhu:k Hunger, desire 
439 ﻬپﻭﻞ  phu:l Flower  
440 غﮅک kutar  
441 کﻤﮌی  makṛi A spider 
442 چغﺍٹ torc Torch 
443 ﻦﺍﺒؼ zaba:n Language 
445 ؼﻭغ  zor Force, violence 
446 تمﺍط ta:qat Strength, power 
447 غذﺍﺒ ba:har Spring, glory 
448  غضﻨﺍ  andar In  
449 ؾﻭچ cu:s Suck  
450 ﺍتكﺍﻨ na:∫ta Break fast 
451 ﺍیغص darya A large river 
452 کﻨکﭜ piknik picnic 
453 ﻰجﺍﺒ ba:ji Elder sister 
454 ﺍﭜﺍ  a:pa An elder sister 
455 ﻨﻜﻬگﺍ  kangha A comb (used by man) 
456 یﮌﻮچ cu:ṛi Bangles or rings made of glass 
or lack 
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457 ﻩغﮄﻮﺒچ cabu:tra A plat form 
458 چﺍﻠﺍک  ca:lak Active, expert 
459 ﻪﻤیم qi:ma Minced meat 
460 ﻪﻤﻠک kalma A word, saying, part of speech 
461 ﻪﻟذﻤ mohalla A quarter or part of a town 
462 ضﻠج jild The skin, leather 
463 ﻫڈﺍﺒﺍ  ḍha:ba Dhaba  
464 ﻨﻮـﺍ  sona Sleep  
465 جﺍﻨﮜﺍ  ja:gna To wake up 
467 ﻠجﺍﻨﺍ  jala:na To burn, to kindle 
468 ﻨﮍﻮجﺍ  joṛna To joint 
469 ﻨﻮغﺍ  rona To cry 
470 ﻨـہﺍ  hasna To laugh 
471 ﮍﻠﺍﺊ  laṭa:i War, fight 
472 ہجﺍػ  jaha:z To sheep 
473 ﻤغـﺍ  surma Antimony reduced to fine 
powder for appling to the eyes  
474 ﻜﺍﻞج  kajal Lamp black 
475 ﮉﻨﮉﺍ  ḍanḍa A staff, a road 
476 ﺍﮉﻨﺍ  anḍa Egg 
477 ﻠیکﺍ  kela Banana 
478 ﺍضﻭغﻤ  amru:d Guava 
479 ـﺍؽغ  sa:ras A species of heron  
480 ﮜﺍﮰ  ga:ye Cow 
481 ﻫﮍپﺉﺍ  paṛha:i Reading 
482 ﻬکﻠﺉﺍ  likha:i Act of writing 
483 ﻧغﻤﺍ  marna Death 
484 تﺍزیغ  ta:ri:x Date, epoch 
485 غیﻭصت tasvi:r Picture 
486 ﻧﻠچﺍ  calna Activate, walk, fare  
487 چﻧﻭذپ pohõc Access, range 
488 ﻠﺒﺍ  balla Cricket bat 
489 یﻠﻭہ holi A Hindu festival  
490 ﻭیضﺍیﻠ  di:va:li A Hindu festival  
491 ﻢغذﻤ moharram The first month of the Hijra  
year 
492 ﻤﺍؾچ  ma:cis Match box 
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493 ﻭﻠذﺍﺊ  halva:i A confectioner, a sweetmele- 
selle 
494 یﮜﻨﻬﺒ bhangi A sweeper 
495 ضﻭـﺍ  soda Marketing, goods wares 
496 ـﺍﻤﺍﻦ  sa:ma:n Instruments, tools, habit 
497 ﮮﮍپﻜ kapṛae Clothes, dress 
498 ـﺍیﮍ  sa:ṛi: The spring harvest  
499 ٹغل ∫arṭ Shirt 
500 ﻭﻟلﺍغ  ∫alba:r Breeches, pantaloon  
501 ﱡﻭﻜﺍ  kavva A crow 
502 ﻞﺌﻭﻜ koyal The Indian cuckoo 
503 چﻜﺍﱡ  kacca Unripe, crude 
504 ﻜﻤﺍﻦ  maka:n A house 
505 غضﺍػ  dara:z Drawers  
506 غﻤع umar Age  
507 ـﺍﻞ  sa:l Year 
508 ﻨﺍﻰﻟ  na:li A drain, a vein 
509 ﻨﺍﻟﺍ  na:la: A brook, a ravine 
510 تیغ ret Sand, dust 
511 ﻤﺍﻢت  ma:tam Mourning, grief 
512 ـیعﺍﺉ  i:sa:i Christian 
513 ﻮضﻨہ hindu A native of India a slabe 
514 ﻤﻠـﻤﺍﻦ  musalman A Muslim, a follower of islam  
515 ﻫﻜـ sikh A follower of guru nanak 
516 ﺐہؼﻤ mazhab Religion  
517 ﻮضﺍﺉ  dava:i Medicine 
518 ﻤیﺒﺍغ  bi:ma:r Ailing, a patient  
519 غتـﺒ bistar Bedding 
520 ﻪﻨتش xatna Circumcision  
521 کﻨﺍح  nika:h Marriage, nuptials 
522 ﻨغیتﺍ  terna To swim 
523 غضﻨﺒ bandar Monkey  
524 ﻟۇ  lu: A hot wind 
525 ﻰﻤغگ garmi Heat, summer 
526 ﺊﻨ nai New 
527 ﻰتـﺒ basti A village, a city 
528 ﺒﻤﻬکﺍ  khamba Stone 
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529 ضﻨﺒﻤگ gumband Dome 
530 غضﻨﻤ mandir Mander 
531 ﻤﺍقﻟ  ma:li∫ Rubbing, polish 
532 غکﻮﻨ nokar A servant 
533 غﻮیػ zevar Jewel, ornament 
534 ﺐتغک kartab circus 
535 ہﺍﻫت  ha:t Hand 
536 غیپ Per Leg 
537 ﻥضغﮜ gardan The neck 
538 ﻫٹیﺒ beṭh To sit 
539 ﮍﻫﻜﺍ  khaṛa Stand  
540 کﻫت thak Exhaust, tired  
541 ﺍغﺍﻢ  a:ra:m Rest, comfort 
542 تكﻟﺍﺑ ba:li∫t A span  
543 ﻨپﺍ  na:p Measurement 
544 ﻜﻫضﺍ  dhakka Impulse, 
545 ﻜﻤﺍﱡ  mukka A blow, with the fist 
546 ﮟﻮہیگ gehũ: Wheat 
547 تیﻬﻜ khet A field, breed 
548 ـﻜﺍﻦ  kisa:n A farmer, agriculturist  
549 ﻯعتﻧﻤ mantri An adviser, a minister of state 
550 ضےتلغﺍع  ri∫teda:r Relation, kinsman 
551 ﻫجﻤـ samaj Knowledge, mind 
552 ﻝمع aqal Opinion, sense 
553 جﺍعﻮﻨ  ja:nvar An animal, a bird 
554 جﺍﻰﻠ  ja:li A network, a coil 
555 ﻧیپﺍ  pi:na To drink 
556 ﻪصغ ɤussa Anger, rage 
557 ﮉﻧﻬٹﺍ  ṭhanḍa Cold 
558 ﻢعگ garam Warm, active 
559 عﻮضﻧﮄ tandu:r An oven, a stove 
560 صمﺍﺉ  qasa:i A butcher, a merciless person 
561 ﻧﮍﻮضﺍ  doṛna To run fast 
562 ﻬکﻮﻬکﺍ  khokha An empty wooden box used for 
packing things 
563 ﻯضیم qedi A prisoner 
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564 ﻧعﮉﺍ  ḍarna To fear 
565 ﺍعیﻫضﻧﺍ  andhera Gloomy, dusky obscure 
566 ﻰﻨلﻮع Ro∫ni Light, brightness 
567 ﻦؼﻮ vazan Weist 
568 ﺒﺍﻰچعﻮ  ba:varci To cook 
569 یﮉﻧک kunḍi A staple, a door chain 
570 گﻟﺍﻨﺍ  laga:na To apply, to attach 
571 ضﻧﺒ band joint 
572 ﻨﻠﻮﻬکﺍ  kholna To open 
573 ﻣجﺍﻨﺍ  jama:na To freeze, to impress 
574 تشغض daraxt a tree 
575 ﮍیپ peṛ A tree 
576 کپﺍﻨﺍ  paka:na To cook 
577 ﻨﻠﻮﺒﺍ  bolna To speak to talk 
578 ﮜﺍﻞ  ga:l The cheek 
579 ﮍﻣچﺍ  camṛa Skin, hide 
580 ﻯعتﻬچ chatri A small umbrella 
581 ﻬٹﻬٹکﺍﻨﺍ  Khaṭkhaṭa:na To knock 
582 یکتﺍ  takiya A pillow 
583 ﻞﺒﻣک kambal blanket 
584 ﻬجﺍﻮﮍ  jha:ṛu A broom, a whisk 
585 غہل ∫eher City 
586 ٹﻮﻠ loṭ To return 
587 ُﻮﻠٹ  lu:ṭ To loot 
588 غتفض daftar Office 
589 ٹﻬﻜﺍ  khaṭṭa Sour 
590 ﻬٹیﻤﺍ  miṭha Sweet 
591 ﻰﻨٹچ caṭni Chutney 
592 ﺍﻨﻠہ hilna To move 
593 ٹﻮچ coṭ A hurt, a blow 
594 ﻢذغﻤ marham Plaster, cure 
595 ﺍﻮض dava Medicine, a cure 
596 جﺍﻟع ila:j Medical, treatment 
597 گﻨﻠپ palang A bed 
598 یﮍﻬچ chaṛi A walk stick 
599 کﻤچ camak Brilliance, flash 
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600 تشـ saxt Hard, strong 
601 ﻞضﺍﺒ ba:dal A cloud 
602 ﻢغﻨ naram Soft 
603 عمغﺒ burqa A veil, a kind of mantle or veil 
covering the whole body from 
head to foot 
604 ﮍﺍہپ paha:ṛ A mountain 
605 ﮍﺍﻬپ pha:ṛ  
606 ﺍضﻨیگ gẽ:da merrygold 
607 ﺐلاگ gula:b The rose 
608 ےٹﻨﺍﻜ ka:ṭe  
609 ﻫﺑچ cubh  
610 تﺒغل ∫arbat Beverage, drink 
611 ﻫﻜﻨﺁ a:kh Eye 
612 کﺍﻨ na:k Nose 
613 ﻦﺍک ka:n ear 
614 تﻨﺍض da:t A teeth 
615 ٹﻨﻮہ Hõ:ṭ The leep 
616 ﻮﻠﺍت ta:lu: The ridge or slit in the roof of 
the mouth 
617 لاﺍﮜ gala: Throat, neck 
618 كﻠذ halaq A ring, a loop 
619 ﭗﻨﺍـ sa:p Snake 
620 ﻞﺒ bil Hole of rat 
621 ﻭﻬچﺒ bicchu A scorpion  
622 ﻰتكﻜ ka∫ti boat 
623 ﻰتكﻜ ku∫ti Wrestling 
624 غﻭؼﻤﻜ kamzor Weak  
625 لاﺒض dubla Thin  
626 ﻭغﺍض da:ru Remedy, cure 
627 تـض dast Loose motion 
628 ﻰﻬگ ghi: Butter, clarified butter 
629 ﻞت tel Oil 
630 ﺉﺍﻟﺍﺒ ba:la:i Over and above, cream 
631 ﺍﻨﻟﻭﺒ bolna To speak 
632 ﻰگﻨﻟ lungi A turban 
633 ﺊیﻟﺍﻬچ cha:lye Betanut  
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634 تﻭعض da:vat Invitation, a treat 
635 گﺁ a:g Fire, heat 
636 ﺍﻨﺍجﻬﺒ bujha:na Quench  
637 ؽﺒ bas Enough 
638 ﻞﻬﻜ khil To bloon 
639 ضﻭﻬﻜ khod To dig 
640 ﺍﻨچ cana Gram, vetches 
641 ﮮعﻤعﻤ murmure Swolleh parched rice 
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MIDDLE INCOME  
ENGLISH LOAN WORDS  
 
This section deals with an analysis of English loan – words used by 
middle income parent’s children. Most of these words are related to daily 
chores of life and school life as well. The total number of English loans 
used by middle income children is 331. Whereas the number of English 
loans used by lower income parents children comes up to  . The number 
of English loans is nearly the same in both these groups, though middle 
income children have a intending to use more English words. An 
insignificant difference is seen in number of English loans used by 
children of Urdu and English medium schools. We have marked or such 
words not found in the speech of Urdu medium school children of middle 
income group. As expected the number of English loan – words used by 
high income parents children is much higher then estimated.   
 
MIDDLE INCOME 
ENGLISH LOAN WORD 
S.No. Urdu Words Phonemic 
Transcription 
Gloss 
1.  کیﻠﺑ blek  Black  
2.  ﻦلﻨپ pinsan  Persion  
3.  غتـﺑ pinsoinre  Pensioner  
4.  کیﻨکت ṭeknik  Technique 
5.  یػﻮکٹ ṭekozi  Tekozi  
6.  یٹپڈ dipti  Deputy  
7.  ٹفﺍعڈ ḍra:fṭ Draft 
8.  ﻝعڈ drill Drill (miss) 
9.  یغـﻨپؿڈ dispensary Dispensary  
10.  ٹکغٹؿڈ ḍistricṭ  Distinct  
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11.  ٹیگ یﻠیڈ dailiget  Delegate  
12.  غﺌیڈ ḍiar  Dear 
13.  ٹعﻮپع riporṭ  Report 
14.  ﻦلیﻤک kamisan  Commission 
15.  ﻮکﻦلیٹ  koṭesan  Quotations  
16.  ﻞـﻧﻮک konsil  Council  
17.  ڈعﺎگ ga:rḍ Guard 
18.  نچرمٹ  mercenṭ merchant  
19.  ﻝﮉیﻣ meḍel Medal 
20.  ﻞپـﻧﻮیﻣ minspal mincipal 
21.  ٹکؿﺍﻭ va:skiṭ  Basket 
22.  غیٹﻨیﻟﺍﻭ Valenṭer  Volunteer  
23.  ڈعﺍﻭ va:ḍ Ward 
24.  ؾیﻟغﺌﺍﻭ virlais  Wireless   
25.  ٹکﻭ vikiṭ Wicket  
26.  ﻦكعﻮپ porsan  Portion  
27.  ﺍغگﻮٓٹﺍف  aṭogra:f Autograph  
28.  کیٹیﻣﻮٓٹﺍ a:ṭomeṭic  Automatic  
29.  ٹـٹٓعﺍ a:ṭisṭ Artist  
30.  ﻞکیٹٓعﺍ a:ṭikil  Article 
31.  ﻦگٓعﺍ a:rgan Organ 
32.  عڈٓعﺍ a:ḍar Order 
33.  ﻦجیـٓکﺍ a:ksisrn Oxygen  
34.  ﺁﻭﻟپ  a:polo Apollo 
35.  ٹﻨیﻣ ٹﻧﺎپﺍ appointmenṭ Appointment  
36.  ﻞیغپﺍ a:prel April 
37.  ؾﻠٹﺍ aṭlas Atlas 
38.  غٹیڈﺍ e:disar Editor 
39.  ﻞیعﻮٹیڈﺍ e:diṭoriel  Editorial  
40.  ﻦلیڈﺍ eḍisan Edition  
41.  کٹیﻤﻬتعﺍ a:rthmetik Arithmetic  
42.  ٹﻨجعﺍ a:rjant Urgent  
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43.  ﮉیپؿﺍ ispi:d Speed 
44.  ﻞلیپؿﺍ ispesal  Special 
45.  ٹـِﻠلپؿﺍ ispesilisṭ Specialist  
46.  غکیپؿِﺍ ispi:kar Speaker  
47.  پﺎٹؿﺍ ista:p Stop 
48.  ؾیغپ پﺎٹؿﺍ ista:p pires Stop press 
49.  ٹعﺎٹؿِﺍ isṭa:rṭ Start 
50.  کﺎٹؿﺍ isṭok Stock  
51.  ﻝﺎٹؿِﺍ isṭa:l Stall 
52.  ﻡﺎٹؿِﺍ isṭa:m Stam 
53.  ﻞپیٹؿِﺍ isṭepil  Stipple  
54.  ٹیغٹؿِﺍ isṭreṭ Street 
55.  غچیغٹِﺍ istrecer Stretcher  
56.  ٹﻨٹؿِﺍ isṭenṭ Stunt  
57.  ﻮیڈﻮٹؿِﺍ isṭudio studio 
58.  یعﻮٹؿِﺍ istori Story 
59.  ٹیٹؿِﺍ isteṭ State 
60.  ٹیٹؿِﺍ isteṭ State 
61.  جیٹؿِﺍ isṭage Stage 
62.  ﻮچیٹؿِﺍ isṭecu Statue 
63.  ﻢیﮉیٹؿﺍ isṭedim  Stadium 
64.  یغﻨلیٹؿﺍ isṭesnari  Stationary  
65.  ﻢیٹؿﺍ isṭim  Steam 
66.  غﻤیٹؿﺍ isṭimer  Steamer 
67.  ﻨیٹؿﺍﮉ  istenḍ Stand 
68.  ڈعﮉﻨیٹؿِﺍ istendarḍ Standard  
69.  غفﺍغگ ﻮﻨیٹؿﺍ istenografar  Stenographer  
70.  ٹٔﻭﺎکؿﺍ iskauṭ Scout 
71.  ٹیغکؿﺍ iskripṭ  Script 
72.  ﻦیغکؿﺍ Iskrin Screen 
73.  عﻮکؿﺍ iskor  Score 
74.  ﻝﻮکؿﺍ iskul  School 
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75.  ﻝﮉﻨیکؿﺍ iskenḍel  Scandal 
76.  یﻠﺒﻤؿﺍ asmli  Assembly  
77.  یﻠﺒﻤؿﺍ ismaglar  Smuggler  
78.  ٹغپـکﺍ iksperṭ  Expert 
79.  ٹﻨﻤجﻟﺎﻨِکﺍ iknoligmenṭ Acknowledgement  
80.  یﻣﮉیکﺍ ikeḍmi: Academy 
81.  ﻡعلاﺍ a:larm Alarm 
82.  ؾﻧﻭلاﺍ ilauns  Allowance  
83.  ﻢﺒﻟﺍ alba:m Album 
84.  یجغﻟﺍ alerji  Allergy  
85.  غﺋﺎپﻣﺍ impa:r Umpire 
86.  ﻮیﻭغٹﻧﺍ inṭarvu  Interview 
87.  جعﺎچﻧﺍ inca:rj In charge 
88.  عﮉﻧﺍ anḍar  Under 
89.  ؾکیﮉﻧﺍ inḍeks  Index 
90.  ﺎیﮉیپﻮﻠیﺋﺎـﻧﺍ insaikopiḍiya  Encyclopedia  
91.  غٹکپـﻧﺍ inspakṭar   Inspector  
92.  ؾﻧعﻮلـﻧﺍ insorens  Insurance  
93.  ؾکیٹ ﻢکﻧﺍ inkamṭas  Income-tax 
94.  قﻠگﻧﺍ inglis  English 
95.  ﻤﻟﻭﺍکپ  olampil  Olympic  
96.  ٹﻨجیﺍ ejanṭ  Agent 
97.  چﻧﺍغﺑ bira:nc Branch 
98.  فُغﺑ Burs Brush 
99.  یغﻨلکﺍڈ ḍiksanri Dictionary  
100.  لاﻮﻣعﺎف formula: Formula 
101.  ٹﻧٔﻭﺎک kaunṭ Count 
102.  ٹﻨﻤﻧعﻮگ gourmenṭ Government 
103.  یعﮉﻧٔﻭلا la:nḍri Laundry  
104.  ﻦلکﻨج janksan Junction  
105.  غٹیﻣ ﻮیجی  jomeṭari Geometry  
106.  ٹیﻠکﺎچ ca:kleṭ Chocolate  
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107.  جﻨﻠیچ celenj  Challenge  
108.  جغف firij Freeze 
109.  ٹؿﻭع rosṭ Roast 
110.  یﺋﺍغف fa:ri Fri 
111.  ﻦیف fẽn Fan 
112.  عﻮک ka:var Cover 
113.  ٹیکعﺎﻣ ma:rkit Market 
114.  ؾکعﺎﻣ ma:rks Marks 
115.  ﻞیف fel  Fail 
116.  ؽﺎپ pa:s Pass 
117.  ﻦکیچ cikin  Chicken  
118.  ﻞٹﻮہ hoṭel Hotel  
119.  گﻣ ma:g Mug 
120.  گج jag  Jug 
121.  پﺎك sop  Shop 
122.  ﻮﻠپ pilo  Pillow  
123.  غیچ cear  Chair  
124.  ﻞﺒیٹ ṭebal  Table 
125.  ﻞتﻮﺑ boṭal  Bottle  
126.  ؾﻨﺋﺎؿ sa:ins Science 
127.  ﻬتیﻣ meth  Math 
128.  غگﻨیہ hinga:r Hanger  
129.  ﻢیغک ؾٓﺋﺍ a:iskirim  Ice-cream  
130.  ﻧﺍٹیﻧ غٹ  inṭarneṭ Internet  
131.  کٹـپﻟ lipisṭik  Lipstick  
132.  عڈﻮپ paḍa:r Powder 
133.  عڈﺎﺑ ba:ḍar Border  
134.  ؾیﻟﻮپ polis  Polis  
135.  جج jaj  jaj  
136.  غچیٹ ṭi:ca:r Teacher  
137.  جﻟﺎﻧ na:lij Knowledge  
138.  ﻞیﺑ ba:l bell  
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139.  گﻧع ring  Ring  
140.  ﻝﻭع rol  Role 
141.  ٹﻭﻭ voṭ Vote  
142.  ٹﺋﺍﻭ vaiṭ  white 
143.  ﻦیپ pain  Pan 
144.  غﻠک kala:r Colour 
145.  ؾکﺎؿ soks  Socks 
146.  ﻞٹﻮٹ ṭoṭa:l Total  
147.  یﺋﺍغٹ ṭira:i Try  
148.  ؽلاک kila:s Class 
149.  غﻟﻮک kula:r Cooler  
150.  ﭗک kap  Cup 
151.  عﻮیف fi:var Fever 
152.  ٹیہ haiṭ  hate 
153.  ﭗیک kep  Cap 
154.  ٓﻥﺍ a:n On 
155.  ٓفﺍ a:f of 
156.  ؼﻤیگ gem  Game 
157.  ﻦیﻣ ٹؿﻮپ posṭmen Postmen  
158.  عڈٓعﺍ یﻨﻣ mania:dar money order 
159.  ﻡﻭع ru:m Room 
160.  غٹیﻧﺎﻣ maniṭar Monitor  
161.  غٹؿﺎﻣ masṭar Master  
162.  ﻡﮉیﻣ meḍam Madam  
163.  کلا la:k Lock 
164.  ﻭﮉﻧﻭ vinḍo Window 
165.  ﻦیف fen  Fan 
166.  کعﺎپ pa:rk Park 
167.  ُکﺑ Buk Book 
168.  چﺍﻭ va:c Watch 
169.  یؿ si  Sea 
170.  ﺍڈﻮؿ soda: Soda 
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171.  ﻦلکجﻧﺍ injaksan  Injection  
172.  ﻦیغٹ ṭiren  Train 
173.  ﻥڈعﺎگ ga:r ḍen Garden 
174.  ﭗﻤیﻟ Lemp Lamp 
175.  غٹ ﻮیپﻤک kampuṭar Computer 
176.  چﺋﻮؿ su:c Switch  
177.  ٹﺋلا laiṭ  Light 
178.  ﻢﺋﺎٹ ṭaim Time 
179.  غﺋﺎٹ ta:ir Tyre  
180.  ﺏﻮیٹ ṭi:b Fluorescent tube  
181.  ﻮﻣﻞﺋﺎﺑ  moba:l Mobile 
182.  ﻦﺋلا lẽ:n Lion 
183.  غٹیﻮؿ su:ṭar Sweater 
184.  ﮉﺋﺎؿﻮؿ su:sa:d Suicide  
185.  ﻞﺋﺎف fa:il File 
186.  ﭗﺋﺎپ paip  Pipe 
187.  عﮉﻨﻠؿ salenḍar Cylinder 
188.  ٹـیٹ ṭaisṭ  Test 
189.  عﻭﺎٹ ṭa:var  Tower 
190.  ﻦﺋﺎف fa:in Fine 
191.  ﻝﺍﻭ va:l Wall  
192.  ﻡﺍغگﻭغپ program:m Programme 
193.  غﺑﮉی  breaḍ Bread 
194.  غﻠفﻣ maflar  Muffler  
195.  فعﺎکؿﺍ iska:rf Scraf  
196.  ﻮﻠپ pilo  Pillow 
197.  ﻦفٹ ṭifin Tiffin  
198.  گیﺑ baig  Bag 
199.  کﻧﺍ ink  Ink 
200.  ﻮٹﻮف foṭo Photo 
201.  ﻞؿعﺎپ pa:rsal Parcel 
202.  یﻭ یٹ ṭi-vi Ti-vi 
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203.  پﺎٹ ﭗیﻟ lepṭa:p Laptop 
204.  فڈ ḍis  Dish 
205.  ﻢﻠف film  Film 
206.  ؿغفٹ  fa:sṭ First 
207.  ڈٔﻭﺍغک kra:uḍ crowd 
208.  ٹکـﺑ biskiṭ Biscuit  
209.  ﻥﻮف fon  Phone 
210.  ﻦٹﺑ Baṭan Button 
211.  ﻞیہ hi:l Cheat 
212.  ٹعﻮک korṭ Court 
213.  ﻞیکؿِﺍ iskel  Scale 
214.  ؾیع res Race 
215.  ﮮﮉﻨؿ sanḍie  Sunday 
216.  یٹ ṭi: Tea 
217.  یؿ ﮮﺍ asi: a-chi 
218.  عﺎک ka:r Car 
219.  ﺍڈﺉ  ḍai Dye  
220.  ﻝﻭڈ da:l Doll 
221.  ٹکٹ tikeṭ Ticket 
222.  عﮉﻨیﻠک kalenḍar calendar 
223.  قف fis  Fish 
224.  ﻦٹﻣ maṭan  Mutton  
225.  یپﺎک kopi  Copy 
226.  پط jip  Zip 
227.  یفﺎٹ ta:fi Toffee  
228.  کیﻟ leck  Lack 
229.  ﻥعﻮک پﺎپ popkorn  Popcorn  
230.  کہ huk  Hook 
231.  ﻦﺋﺎؿ sain  Sign 
232.  عﻮیﺋﺍعڈ ḍrivar  Driver  
233.  ﻦگ gun  Gun 
234.  ﻝﻭغٹیپ peṭrol  Petrol 
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235.  ہؿﻭص dosa  Dosa 
236.  چع ric  Rich 
237.  عﻮپ poor  Poor 
238.  ٹیچ ceaṭ  Cheat 
239.  کﻮج joke  Joke 
240.  غٹﻧغپ Printeḍ  Printed 
241.  ٹؿلاﺑ Bilasṭ  Blast 
242.  ٹﻧﻭﮉی  vinṭar Winter 
243.  غﻤؿ samar  Summer 
244.  ٹﻨپ painṭ  Paint 
245.  کﺍﻭ va:k Walk 
246.  ٹﻧلاپ pilanṭ Plant 
247.  ڈﻮﻣ moḍ Mood 
248.  یﻧﻮکﻟﺎﺑ ba:lkoni Balcony  
249.  ٹیﻧ neṭ Net 
250.  ﮉیﻠﺑ bleḍ Blade 
251.  ﭗیﻠک kilip  Clip 
252.  ﻦكﺍع ra:san Rashan 
253.  ﻦیٹﻨیک kenṭi:n Canteen  
254.  ٹﻟ leṭ Late  
255.  ٹﻮﺑ boṭ Bot 
256.  کٹؿلاپ plas:stik Plastic  
257.  غٹیہ heita:r Heater 
258.  ٹﻨیﻠپﻤک kamplenṭ Compliant  
259.  ﺐﻠک kalab  Club 
260.  ﻢیﻮپ poeim  Poem 
261.  ﮉﻨیغف firenḍ Friend 
262.  ٹﻨیؿ senṭ Scent 
263.  ٹﻭغف furṭ Fruit 
264.  ﭗیٹ ṭaip  Tap 
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  265. عٹﺌﺍﻠ laiṭar Lighter 
 266. ؾﻛﺍﺒ ba:ks Box 
 267. ٹیﺒ beṭ Bat 
 268. ؾﺒ bas Bus 
 269. ﻮٹـﺍ isṭov Stove 
 270. ﻞیج jail Jail 
271. ؾعپ pars Purse 
272. ؾیفﺍ a:fis Office 
273. ﻞﺒ Bil Bill 
274.   کﻨیﺒ bank Bank 
275. ؾعﻮف fors force 
276. ﻞﺍﺒ ba:l Ball 
277. یکﺍہ ha:ki Hockey 
278. ﻞـﻨیپ pensil Pencil 
279. ﮉیﺒ bed Bed 
280. ﻦﮉﺒ baṭan Button 
281. ٹﻮﺍ a:uṭ Out 
282. ﺍفﻮـ sofa: Sofa 
283. غچیﻨغف farnicar  Furniture  
284. ﭗﺍکیﻤ meka:p Make up  
285. ؾیک kes Case 
286. گﻨﮉﻟﺒ bilḍing Building 
287. ٹﻨﻤغﺍپیﮉ ḍi:pa:rtmenṭ Department 
288. ﻞﺍﮉ ḍa:l Doll 
289. ﻢغﮉ ḍram Drum 
290. ٹہ hiṭ Hit 
291. غٹیہ hi:ṭar Heater 
292.    ٹفﻟ lifṭ Lift 
293. ﻮغٹی  veṭar Waiter 
294. ﻦپ pin Pin 
295. ﭗل ∫ip Sheep 
296. ﻞگﺍگ gogil Sunglasses 
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319. ﺮﻛﻭﺠ joker Joker 
320. ﺲﻭﺠ ju:s Juice 
321. ﺮﮣﻛ kaṭar Cutter 
322. ﺮﮣﺒ baṭar Butter 
323. ﺮﮣﺸ ∫aṭar Shatter 
324. ﺲﯿﻔ Fiis Fees 
325. ﭧﻭﻛ koṭ Coat 
297. ﻦﺌﺍﻠ La:in line 
298. ﻞپ pil Elephant  
299. جغﺒ brij Bridge 
300. جغیگ gerij Garage 
301. غﻟیج jelar Jailer 
302. ؾﻜف fiks Fix 
303. ؾپچ cips Cheeps 
304. ٹﻠﻮﺒ bolt Bolt 
305. ٹغل ∫irṭ Shirt 
306. ٹﻨیپ painṭ Paint 
307. ﻢﻮغﻮل ∫oru:m Showroom 
308. ﻞﺍہﺍﻤﻨـ senama:ha:l Theater  
309. قﮉ ḍi∫ Dish 
310. ﻞﺒیﻜ kebil Cable 
311. چﻮﻜ koc Coach  
312. کﻨغﮉ ﮉﻠﻮﻜ kolḍḍrink Cold drink 
313. غﺌﺍغﮉ dra:yar drawer 
314. ﺐﻠﺒ balb Bulb 
315. ڈگﻨﺌﺍغ  ḍra:ing Drawing 
316. یغٹﺍﻠ la:ṭari Latria 
317. ؾﻛغـ sarkas Circus 
318. غﻛﻭﻛ ku:kar Cocker 
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326. ﭖﻤﺠ jamp Jump 
327. ﭧﻭﺒ boṭ Boat 
328. ﻝﺍﺸ ∫a:l Shawl 
329. ﭖﺍﺸ ∫a:p Shop 
330. ﺮﭘﯿﭘ pepar Paper 
331. ﭧﯿﺮﮜﺴ sigreṭ Cigarette 
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SECTION – D 
Summary and Conclusions 
 Present section sums up our findings of this chapter as a whole. An 
attempt is made here to analyse the vocabulary items of middle income 
group children studying in English and Urdu medium schools. Data was 
collected separately from children of Urdu and English medium schools. 
The middle income group hardly suffers from shortage of financial 
resources. Instead they earn enough money to be able to buy the things 
they need. So they do not live from hand to mouth. This allows them to 
provide better education to their children. The chapter is organized into 
four sections.                                                                                         
        Section A is devoted to the phonological variation in the speech of 
some of the Urdu medium school children. Since these children come 
from localities peopled by families of daily wadgers, laborers and factory 
workers they speak language commonly used in their neighborhood 
which is particularly characteristics of the accent of their locale. As a 
result their speech is pervaded by substitutions as comes out of the four 
consonant phonemes e.g \ ∫, z, q, r the total number of substitutions was 
161. It is also noticed that those children are very much prone to break 
consonant clusters. In all we have come across 27 words which furnish 
adequate illustration of breaking of consonant clusters. In section B the 
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words of Perso – Arabic and Indic origin have been analysed the 
vocabulary of middle income group children contains 641 Perso – Arabic 
Indic words. Perso – Arabic\ Indic words are used by most of the children 
of this group.  As regards the difference between English and Urdu 
medium children is concerned there is no perceptible difference between 
in children of the two groups referred to earlier. English loans are treated 
in section C. total number of English loans used by these children is 331. 
A negligible difference is seen in the use of English loans between Urdu 
and English medium school children. English medium children are given 
to use more English words in their speech the total number of words used 
by middle income group children is 972.         
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CHAPTER – 4 
REPERTOIRE OF WORDS OF CHILDREN OF  HIGH 
INCOME PARENTS EDUCATED AT ENGLISH MEDIUM 
SCHOOLS 
 
 It is generally held that language varies in relation to social class and 
socio-economic status of its speakers. There is a close relationship between 
language and society by which the sense of sociolinguistics comes out as a 
branch of the study of language in terms of society in which language is 
used. It studies the effects of any and all aspects of society including 
expectation, cultural norms and context on language.  
 Language as a social practice occupies all aspects of social life and 
will continue to hold on them in future. Thus, to understand a language, one 
has to understand the trap of social networks in which a language is 
embedded. There is a very close relationship between language and social 
class. Sociolinguists rely on the indicators of social status i.e. education, 
occupation income, group individuals into social class and then try to see 
how certain linguistic features are used by each group. Social class is a 
major influence on children’s vocabulary because acquisition of vocabulary 
is an extraordinary process, since it entails the acquisition of a vast number 
of words from large variety of different categories 
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The difference in the social class are correlated with children’s 
vocabulary particularly the size of their vocabulary. This chapter analyses 
the vocabulary item collected from high- income/upper class children 
educated at English medium schools. Often the use of the term upper- class/ 
upper- middle class is also used for the economically affluent, very well 
educated people. Some avoid calling them upper. The high income or so 
called upper class people form a very low percentage of population. The  
analysis  is taken up in 3sections. Section A deals with words of Perso 
Arabic and Indic origin. While section B takes-up English loan-words. The 
last section i.e.c Presents a summary of the whole chapter. 
 Section: – Perso-Arabic and Indic – Words: 
 Perso-Arabic and words form the bulk of all the children’s vocabulary 
from whom data was collected. These words constitute an important 
segment of day-to-day vocabulary of all the children under study. There are 
559 perso- Arabic and Indic words in high- income group children’s 
vocabulary. In this group of children no phonological variant forms were 
found. The pronunciation of all the children was well according to standard 
form retaining the correct articulation of perso- Arabic sound ie x ʃ ᴕ q z Ʒ. 
All the words are shown on list IV A1.  
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List IV A 
Perso- Arabic and Indic words 
S.No. Urdu Words Phonemic  
Transcription 
Gloss 
1.  جح haj 
Seasonal pilgrimage to 
macca 
2.  ﺓﺎکظ zka:t Alms  
3.  ﻡﺍطح hara:m Unlawful 
4.  ﻝلاح hala:l 
Killed as prescribed by 
Islamic low 
5.  ﮦزضﭙ parda Vel going about veil 
6.  ہﺑطﻣ murabba Jam, jelly, marmalade 
7.  کﺍﻮؽﻣ misva:k Tooth- brush 
8.  ﻞحض rehal 
Folding stand for the holy 
Quran 
9.  ﻡطک karam Fate, desting 
10.  ضﺍزےﺋﺍطک kara:eda:r Ping guest  
11.  ﻞﻤک kamal Lotus  
12.  ںٔﻭﺎپ pã:v Leg 
13.  زضز dard Pain 
14.  یٹﻣ miṭṭi Dust 
15.  سجؽﻣ masjid Mosque 
16.  ضﺎﻬکﺑ bikhar spread 
17.  ﻞیکﻭ vakil Advocate 
18.  ہﻤﻠک kalma Word Islamic Creed 
19.  کﺎپ pa:k Pure undo field spotless 
20.  فﺎص sa:f Clean 
21.  یﺋﺎفص safa:i cleanliness 
22.  یﻧﺎیطﺑ briya:ni A dish of meat and rice  
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23.  ﺎﻤﻧؿﺋ  numa:i exhibition 
24.  ؿﺋﺎﻣٓظﺍ a:zma:i Trial test examination 
25.  یضﺎہﻧ neha:ri 
Breakfast, a kind of bit or 
bridle, raw sugar mixed 
with spices given to 
horses 
26.  ؿﺋﺎﻣطف farma:i 
Request, order (for some 
thing) 
27.  ؿﺋﺎجﻨگ gunja:i Capacity room ability 
28.  ﺏصج jazb Attraction absorption 
29.  ﺏﺍطـ ara:b Liquor, wine 
30.  ﺏلاﺎت ta:la:b Pond, pool  water river 
31.  ﺏﺎﺒک kaba:b Roasted meat, a roast 
32.  ہﺒﻠﻣ malba: Rubbisn, debries 
33.  یﻮﻟﻮﻣ molvi 
A learned man, a Muslim 
doctor of low  
34.  یﺑﺎچ ca;bi Key 
35.  ظﻮﺑطت tarbuz Watermelon 
36.  یعیعع a:jizi Helplessness humbleness 
37.  ﻥﺎعﻣض ramza:n 
In which muslims fast 
and are prohibited from 
eating 
38.  طیﻤظ zamir Conscience 
39.  ﺏﺍصع aza:b Punishment 
40.  ﺐعغ ṛazab Wrath anger 
41.  ظﻭطفﺍ afroz Igniting enlightening 
42.  صغﺎک kaɤaz Paper 
43.  ﻡﺍعﻟﺍ ilza:m 
Accusation charge 
allegation imputation 
blame 
44.  ظﺍسﻧﺍ anda:z Blandishment way 
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45.  عﺍﻮططﭙ parwa:z Flying 
46.  تﺍضش zarra:t 
Particular speaks 
molecular 
47.  طکﺍش zakir Gratedful 
48.  سہﺍظ za:hid 
Surplus escen extra 
reductant 
49.  ﻥﻮتیظ zaitūn On olive 
50.  کظﺎﻧ na:zuk Delicate tender elegant 
51.  ﻝﻭعﻧ nuzu:l Descent 
52.  ﻥظﻭ wazan Weight 
53.  ٹیکضﺎﻣ ba:za:r Market 
54.  تصﻟ lazzat A pleasure joy taste 
55.  عیعﻟ laziz Tasteful, delicious 
56.  ظﺎیﻧ niya:z supplication 
57.  ﻭظﺎﺑ ba:zu 
Humility meekness need 
meeting acquaintance 
58.  ضﺍظﺎﺑ baza:r 
Disgusted displaced 
annoyed bored  
59.  ﻭظٓضﺍ a:rzu Wish 
60.  ﻩظﺎت ta:za: Latest recent new fresh 
61.  عیﻤت tamiz Manner etiquette sense 
62.  خظﻭز dozax Hell stomach misery 
63.  ضطغ ṛarz Object purpose 
64.  عﻠظ zila: A part, a district 
65.  ﻢﻟﺎظ za:lim Cruel unjust  tyrannical 
66.  ﻢﻠظ zulm 
Crusty oppression 
tyranny harm 
67.  طیف faiz 
Favour bounty 
beneficence good 
influence 
68.  ﻝﻮﺒل qubool Acceptance consent 
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69.  طﺒل qabar Grave tomb 
70.  ﻞﺑﺎل qa:bil Able capable 
71.  ضزﺎل qadr Lot divine decreases 
72.  ﻞتل qatal Murder 
73.  ضطف farz Duty, an ordinance 
74.  ﻢﻠل qalam Pen, pen holder 
75.  ﻡﻮیل qaum Nation, people 
76.  تﻣﺎیل qeya:m Stay, residence 
77.  ﻥﻮﻧﺎل qa:noon Law act stat 
78.  ﻢیسل qadim 
Old ancient formed by 
gone antiquated 
79.  ﻡسل qadam Antiquity, oldness 
80.  ﻥﺎتؼطﺒل qabrista:n Grave yard, burial  
81.  سل qad Stature, height 
82.  تﻤیل qimat Price, value workd cost 
83.  یچﻨیل qainci Scissors tress 
84.  ضﻮصل qusoor Failure omission 
85.  تﻤؽل qismat Luck, fortunes fate 
86.  ﻡﺎیل qa:yam Stay, residence  
87.  ﻢؼﺎل qa:sim 
Distribution allotting 
official 
88.  ٓﻥﺍطل qura:n 
Revealed book of the 
Muslim  
89.  ﻮلہﻣض  qorma: Seasoned splay stew 
90.  ﻝﺎﺒلﺍ iqba:l Prosperity luck 
91.  ضسﻨمچ cūqandar Beet, sugar 
92.  طیلﻮت tauqir Veneration honour 
93.  ضﺎلﻭ vaqa:r Prestige dignity race 
94.  فلﻭ vaqf 
Trust endowment for 
public foundation paste 
devoting 
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95.  ﻞمﺑ ba:qla Vegetable potherb 
96.  طیسمت taqdir Lot, fate 
97.  یﻟﻮﺒل qobili 
Rice  boiled wilia whole 
gram 
98.  تحل qehet Famine draught 
99.  یظﺎﺑلال qala:ba:zi Some sault 
100.  تﻣﺎیل qeya:mat 
Doomsday, day of 
resurrection 
101.  طؽل qost 
Calamity scene of trouble 
of distance excessive 
instrument justice 
102.  ؼہمیﻠ  saliqa: 
Good disposition, method 
drxterity 
103.  یﻧﺎﺑطل qūrbani Sacrifice 
104.  سیعطمﺑ baqrid Sacrifial festival 
105.  ہعلطﺑ buraqa: 
A veil a kind of mantle of 
veil covering the whole 
body from reed to food  
106.  قضﻭ varaq Leaf, leaf foil 
107.  ّہمؼ saqqa A water carrier  
108.  گضعﺑ buzurg Old 
109.  ﺏﺎطذ khita:b Title, address 
110.  عفحت tahafuz 
Safeguard preservation 
conservation 
111.  ﻢظﻧ nazm Poetry 
112.  كفﻣ ma∫q Exercise 
113.  ظﺎﻧ na:z 
Coquetry blan distinct of 
alliance 
114.  ہمح hūqqa A smoking pipe 
115.  كح haq God truth right equity 
116.  قطف farq 
Difference distinction 
distance 
117.  ضﺍطل qara:r 
Rest ranquielity 
consistence stability  
118.  طﻤل qamar Moon 
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119.  ہعﻠل qila Fort, castle 
120.  ﻢؽل qism Kind, sort 
121.  ؾﻮﻣﺎذ xamo∫ Silent, reticent 
122.  سیـضﻮذ xur∫id The sun 
123.  ﻞیﻠذ xalil Friend 
124.  كیﻠذ xali:q 
Polite, civil suave 
amiable 
125.  ﻡطج jurm A crime, fault 
126.  چطذ xarc Spending, expenses 
127.  ؾظﺍﻮﻧ nava:zi∫ Favour, courpsy  
128.  یہﺎـ ∫a:hi Reign, dominion 
129.  ہﻟﺎذ xa:lah Mother’s sister 
130.  یﻟﺎذ xa:li Unoccupied blank 
131.  ﻝﻮذ xol A case, a cover 
132.  ﺎفذ xafa: Displace of offends angry 
133.  ہﻨتذ xatna Circumcision 
134.  ﻩططذ xatrah Danger periol risk 
135.  طذ xat Letter 
136.  طچذ xacar Mule 
137.  ﻩظﻮﺑطذ xarbu:za The musk- melon  
138.  کﺎذ xa:k 
Dust earth turret land 
naught  
139.  طﺒذ xabar News 
140.  طتذﺍ axtar Star luckmen 
141.  ضﺎﺒذﺍ axba:r Newspaper 
142.  زﻮذ xud Self, personal 
143.  ؾﻮگطذ xargo∫ Rabbit 
144.  ﻞذﺍز da:xil Admitted 
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145.  ہذطچ carxa: Spinning wheel 
146.  ںﺎففﺍ af∫an 
tinsel strips for bedecking 
face 
147.  ؾطف far∫ Floor pavement carpet 
148.  ﺏﺎﺒـ ∫a:ba:∫ Brave, welldone 
149.  طیفﺑ ba∫i:r Harbinger of lad tidings 
150.  ؿیپ pe∫ Frond 
151.  ﻦـﻭض ro∫an Lighed 
152.  ﺐـ ∫ab Night 
153.  تفﺍطـ ∫ara:fat 
Virtue viruous character 
good manner 
154.  تسـ ∫iddat 
Intensity vehemence 
severity rigours 
155.  یﻣٓزﺍ a:dmi Man 
156.  تضﻮع aurat Woman 
157.  ہچﺑ bacca: Baby 
158.  ﺍﻮہ hava: air 
159.  ﺎﻧلاﻮﻣ ma:lu:m 
Distinguished, clear, 
obvious  
160.  جﻮف fauj An army, a crowd 
161.  ﺏﺎؽح hisa:b Counting, calculation  
162.  ﻮلﺎچ ca:qu: Knife 
163.  ہچﻤچ camca: Spoon 
164.  ﻢجﻠـ ∫aljam A turnip 
165.  قﻮـ ∫ok Adour 
166.  ﻦیلﻮـ ∫auqin Fond of 
167.  كـﺎع a:∫iq Lover 
168.  ؾﻣـک ki∫mi∫ Raisins, currants 
169.  ﺏﺍزﺎـ ∫a:da:b Full of water 
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170.  فطـ ∫arf 
Honors rank dignity of 
lady nobility excellence  
171.  ؿفرﺑ bax∫i∫ Salvation forgiven 
172.  فطـﺍ a∫raf Most distinguished 
173.  کفﻣ ma∫ak A water bag 
174.  ضﻮکفﻣ ma∫ku:r Thankful 
175.  سہﺎـ ∫a:hid 
Witness dependent 
sweetheart  
176.  ﺐیع aib Defect 
177.  ﻥﺎفیطپ pare∫a:n 
Confused, dispersed, 
distracted  
178.  ؿیپ pe∫i Court hearing 
179.  ؾظضﻭ varzi∫ Athletic exercise 
180.  ﻥﺎطیـ ∫aita:n Stan devil 
181.  فیطفت ta∫rif Exaltation, investiture  
182.  یتﺎﭙـﺎﻧ na:∫pa:ti Pear 
183.  ﻞکفﻣ mu∫kil Difficult, hard 
184.  تـﻮگ go∫t Meat 
185.  ؿﻟﺎﻣ ma:li∫ Massage nausea 
186.  ضﺎکـ ∫ika:r Hunting the chase 
187.  ﻡطـ ےﺑ be∫aram Immodest impudent 
188.  ضﻮـ ∫or Noise uproar 
189.  ہﺑضﻮـ ∫orba: Broth, soup 
190.  تفﺍطـ ∫ara:rat Naughtiness wickedness 
191.  طکـ ∫akar Sugar 
192.  طکُـ  ∫ūkar Thanks gratitude 
193.  قضﺎـ ∫a:riq Radiant, shining, bright 
194.  یظﺎل qa:zi A judge, magistrate 
195.  ﻦفز dafan Burial, internets 
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196.  ﻝﻮغ ɤol  Accompany, band 
197.  ﻝﻭﺎچ ca:val Rice 
198.  ﻥﺎپ pa:n 
Betal- leaf, starch use by 
weavers 
199.  ﻥﺎکﻭز dūka:n Shop 
200.  ﻢگ Gum Missing, lost  
201.  ﺎﻧﻭض rona: crying 
202.  ﻮؽٓﻧﺍ ã:su A tear 
203.  ڑﺑض rabaṛ Eraser, rubber 
204.  ﻝﺎﻣﻭض ruma:l A napkin, a towel  
205.  ّﺎٹﻬﺑ baṭṭa: An oven, a furance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
206.  ٹﻨیﺍ inṭ A brick  
207.  ﻩطﻤک kamra Room 
208.  یضﺎﻤﻟﺍ alma:ri Almirah, a cabinet 
209.  ﻮٓﻟﺍ a:lu: Potato 
210.  سﻨیﻧ ni:nd Sleep  
211.  سﻧﺎچ cã:nd Moon 
212.   ٔﻭلاپ pula:o 
A dish made of rice 
boiled in soup with flesh 
213.  یعﺒؼ sabzi Vegetable 
214.  ﻦﻟﺎؼ salan 
Meat, fish or vegetable 
curry  
215.  ہتﺋﺍض ra:eta: A salad, pumpkin  
216.  ﻩﻮﻠہ halva 
A kind of sweet dish 
made of floor, ghee and 
sugar 
217.  یضﻮپ pu:ri Complete, powerfull  
218.  ﺎﻬٹﻧﺍطپ parãṭha: 
Bread made with butter 
or ghee, like pic- crust 
219.  عیﻣ Mez Table 
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220.  یؼطک kursi Chair 
221.  ﻩظﺍﻭضز darva:za: Door 
222.  یکڑﻬک khiṛki Window 
223.  ﻦحص sehan A courtyard, open space  
224.  ﻩڈﻧﺍضﺍﻭ vara:nḍa: verandah 
225.  تﻬچ chat Roof ceiling  
226.  طیپ pi:r Monday 
227.  ﻬتﺎہ ha:th Hand 
228.  یﻠگﻧﺍ ungli Finger 
229.  یﻨہک kohni Elbow 
230.  گﻧﺎٹ ta:ng Leg 
231.  ﻥزطگ gardan Neck 
232.  ﺎﻧﻮؼ sona To sleep 
233.  ﺎﻧﺎﻬک kha:na: To eat 
234.  ﺎﻨؽﻨہ hãsna: To laugh 
235.  ﺎﻧطگ girna: To fall, to drop, to be fall 
236.  ﺎﻧﺎج ja:na: To go, to set out 
237.  ﺎﻨہض rehna: To live, to stop 
238.  ﺎﻧﺎﻬُٹﺍ u:tha:na: To left, to raise up 
239.  ﺎﻧﺎﻬکؼ sukha:na: To dry up, to evaporable 
240.  ﺎﻨﻫڑپ paṛhna: Reading 
241.  ﺎﻨﻬکﻟ likhna: Write 
242.  ﺎﻧطﻣ marna: Death 
243.  ﻩڑیپ peḍa Birth 
244.  ﺎﻫسیؼ si:dha Right 
245.  ﺎٹﻟﺍ ūlṭa: Left 
246.  ہفکض rik∫a: Rickshaw  
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247.  ﻭڑﺎﻬج jha:ṛu: A broom, whisk 
248.  ﺎﻨیز dena: To grant, to offer 
249.  ﺎﻨیﻟ lena: To receive, to take 
250.  ﺎﻨچﺎﻧ na:can: Dance 
251.  ﺎﻨﻬکض rakhna To keep, to put down 
252.  ﺎﻧﻮﺑ bouna: Dwarf-fish, a dwarf 
253.  ہتؼﺍض ra:sta Road, way 
254.  ﻥﻮذ ku:n Blood 
255.  ﻝلا la:l Red 
256.  گﻧض rang Colour 
257.  لایپ pi:la: Yellow 
258.  ػﻨﺋﺎؼ sã:ins Science 
259.  ٹِﻣ miṭ Remove 
260.  ضﻭڈ ṭor Thread 
261.  گﻨتپ patang Kite 
262.  ﻩڑیک kiṛa: Insect 
263.  ﺍڑﭙک kapṛa: Cloth 
264.  طﻬگ ghar House 
265.  ﺍڑﻮﻬگ ghoṛa: Horse trigger 
266.  ﺎٹﻧﺎک kã:ṭa: 
Thorn fork quill spur 
bone fishing hook small 
balance 
267.  ڑیپ peṛ Foot prints track 
268.  ﻩزﻮپ pauda Sapling 
269.  ﻞگﻨج jãngal Wood forest 
270.  ںیہﻧ nahĩ Not 
271.  ﻮﻬپﻮﻬپ phuphu Paternal aunt  
272.  ﺎﻬپﻮﻬپ phuppa Husband of paternal aunt 
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273.  ﻮﻟﺎذ xa:lu: An uncle 
274.  ﺎچچ caca: A paternal uncle 
275.  یچچ caci: A paternal aunt 
276.  ﻦہﺑ bhen sister 
277.  یﺋﺎﻧ na:i A barber 
278.  ضﺎطفﺍ ifta:r 
Breaking a fast, a light 
breakfast 
279.  یطحؼ sehri 
Food taken by Muslims a 
little before down during 
the fasting month of 
ramazan  
280.  ﺎﻧ na: Not 
281.  یزﺍز da:di Grand mother 
282.  یٹﻮض roṭi A cake or bread 
283.  ﻫسﻮس du:d milk 
284.  کﻤﻨ namak salt 
285.  یﻨﺍﭙ pa:ni water 
286.  ﺍﻨﺍﻬک kha:na To eat 
287.  ںﺍﻤ ma: mother 
288.  ﭗﺍﺒ ba:p father 
289.  ﺍﺒﺍ abba father 
290.    ںﺍﻤﺍ amma mother 
291.  کﻠﭙ palak The eyelashes 
292.  کﮅ tak Till, to, up to 
293.  ضﻮﺍ aur And  
294.  ﺍﻬﻠﻮﮁ cula:h A fire place, a hearth 
295.  کﻤﮁ camak Glitter, flash,gleam 
296.  ﺍﻨﻮؽ sona gold 
297.  ﻯسﻨﺍﮁ ca:di silvar 
298.  تﺍض ra:t night 
299.  ﻥس din Day  
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300.  ﻪیﭙﻮض rupya Price  
301.  ضﺍﻮیس di:va:r A wall 
302.  ضﻬگ ghar House 
303.  ﺍؽیﭙ paisa Money, cash  
304.  ﻰﻠجﺒ bijli Lightning, thunderbolt 
305.  طﺍت ta:r A thread, awire 
306.  ﭗﻮﻬس dhu:p Sunshine, sun light 
307.  ٹیپ peṭ Belly,womb 
308.  ﻰﻬکﻤ makkhi A fly 
309.  طﻬچﻤ macchar A mosquito 
310.  ڑﻮج joṛ joint 
311.  فطﺒ baraf Ice, snow, very cold 
312.  ﻯسﻟج jaldi Harry, rashness 
313.  طیس der Delay, slowness 
314.  ﺉﺍفص safa:i Purity, cleanliness 
315.  ﺍسﻨگ ganda Dirty, fetid 
316.  ﺍٹﻮﻤ moṭa fat 
317.  ﺍسﮜ gadda cushion 
318.  ﺍﻨﺍﮜ ga:na To sing, to celebrate 
319.  ﻰﻟﺍﮜ ga:li Abusive language  
320.  ﻰطﻮﮁ cori Theft, stealth 
321.  ﻪٹﻨﻬگ ghanṭa Period 
322.  لاﺍت ta:la A lock  
323.  ﻞﻮگ gol Roundish 
324.  تؽﻮس dost Friend 
325.  ﭻؽ sac Truth, veritable 
326.  ٹﻮﻬج jhu:ṭ A lie, a falsehood 
327.  یٹﻬچ chuṭṭi Leave, holiday 
328.  ﻞﺍس da:l Pulse, a crust 
329.  ﻞﻮﺍچ ca:val Rice 
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330.  ﻮﻠﺍ a:lu: Potato 
331.  ﺍﻨﻠچ calna To move, to go 
332.  ﻞﭙچ cappal selaper 
333.  ےﮅﻮج jute shoes 
334.  ﻮسڑﺍﻨ doṛna To run fast, to speed 
335.  چﻬﻜڑﻯ  khicṛi A dish made of split pulse 
and rice boiled together 
336.  ﮮطﺍﭜ کﻤﻨ namakpare Namakpare is a crunchy 
savoury sank of India  
337.  طیچﻩ  cehra Face 
338.  ﻰﻟﺒ billi cat 
339.  ﻰﻟتت titli Butter fly 
340.  طﻭﺍط  tota Parrot 
341.  ﻦتطﺒ bartan A vessel, utensil 
342.  طﺍﺒؾ  ba:ri∫ Rain, shower 
343.  ﺍﻨﺍکﭜ paka:na To bake, to cook 
344.  ﺍکﭜ pakka Strong, exact, veritable 
345.  ﺍچک kacca Unsound, rough, cureless 
346.  تﻨحﻤ mehnat Labour , difficulty, 
application 
347.  سعﻤﻭط  mazdu:r labour 
348.  ﻪچﺒ bacca Baby 
349.  ﷲA alla: God 
350.  ﺍسر xuda God 
351.  ﺍﻬچﺍ accha Good 
352.  ﺍٹﻬﺒ bhuṭṭa Ear of Indian corn  
353.  طﻬﮄپ pathar A stone, rock stone 
354.  یطٹپ paṭri A plank to sit on, the 
bank of a canal or road 
355.  ﻫسﻭﺍﻨ dhona To wash 
356.  ﻞﺍﺒ ba:l Hair 
357.  طٹیﻤ mi:ṭar Meter 
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358.  ﻞﻬپ phal fruit 
359.  ﻬﺒﻭک  bhu:k Hunger, desire 
360.  ﻬپﻭﻞ phu:l Flower  
361.  طﮅک kutar  
362.  کﻤڑی  makṛi A spider 
363.  ﺍٹچط  torc Torch 
364.  ﻦﺍﺒع zaba:n Language 
365.  عﻭط  zor Force, violence 
366.  تمﺍط ta:qat Strength, power 
367.  طحﺍﺒ ba:har Spring, glory 
368.   طسﻨﺍ  andar in 
369.  ػﻭچ cu:s suck 
370.  ﺍتـﺍﻨ na:∫ta Break fast 
371.  ﺍیطز darya A large river 
372.  کﻨکﭜ piknik picnic 
373.  ﻰجﺍﺒ ba:ji Elder sister 
374.  ﺍﭜﺍ  a:pa An elder sister 
375.  ﻬگﻨﻜﺍ kangha A comb (used by man) 
376.  یڑﻮچ cu:ṛi Bangles or rings made of 
glass or lack 
377.  ﻩطﮄﻮﺒچ cabu:tra A plat form 
378.  چﺍﻠﺍک  ca:lak Active, expert 
379.  ﻪﻤیم qi:ma Minced meat 
380.  ﻪﻤﻠک kalma A word, saying, part of 
speech 
381.  ﻪﻟحﻤ mohalla A quarter or part of a 
town 
382.  سﻠج jild The skin, leather 
383.  ﻫڈﺍﺒﺍ  ḍha:ba Dhaba  
384.  ﻨﻮؽﺍ  sona Sleep  
385.  جﺍﻨﮜﺍ ja:gna To wake up 
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386.  ﻠجﺍﻨﺍ  jala:na To burn, to kindle 
387.  ﻨڑﻮجﺍ  joṛna To joint 
388.  ﻨﻮطﺍ  rona To cry 
389.  ﻨؽہﺍ  hasna To laugh 
390.  ڑﻠﺍﺊ  laṛa:i War, fight 
391.  ہجﺍظ  jaha:z To sheep 
392.  
ﻤطؽﺍ  surma Antimony reduced to fine 
powder for appling to the 
eyes  
393.  ﻜﺍﻞج kajal Lamp black 
394.  ڈﻨڈﺍ  ḍanḍa A staff, a road 
395.  ﺍڈﻨﺍ  anḍa Egg 
396.  ﻠیکﺍ  kela Banana 
397.  ﺍسﻭطﻤ  amru:d Guava 
398.  ؽﺍغط  sa:ras A species of heron, a 
crane  
399.  ﮜﺍﮰ  ga:ye Cow 
400.  ﻫڑپﺉﺍ  paṛha:i Reading 
401.  ﻬکﻠﺉﺍ  likha:i Act of writing 
402.  ﻧطﻤﺍ  marna Death 
403.  تﺍدیط ta:ri:x Date, epoch 
404.  طیﻭصت tasvi:r Picture 
405.  ﻧﻠچﺍ  calna Activate, walk, migratory 
406.  ﭻﻧﻭحپ pohõc Access, range, atainment 
407.  ﻠﺒﺍ  balla Cricket bat 
408.  یﻠﻭہ holi A Hindu festival  
409.  ﻭیسﺍیﻠ  di:va:li A Hindu festival  
410.  ﻢطحﻤ moharram The first month of the 
Hijra  year 
411.  ﻤﺍػچ  ma:cis Match box 
412.  ﻭﻠحﺍﺊ  halva:i A confectioner, a 
sweetmele- selle 
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413.  یﮜﻨﻬﺒ bhangi A sweeper 
414.  سﻭؽﺍ  soda Marketing, goods wares 
415.  ؽﺍﻤﺍﻦ  sa:ma:n Instruments, tools, habit 
416.  ﮮڑﭙﻜ kapṛae Clothes, dress 
417.  ؽﺍیڑ  sa:ṛi: The spring harvest  
418.  ٹطف ∫arṭ Shirt 
419.  ﻭﻟفﺍط  ∫alba:r Breeches, pantaloon  
420.  ﱡﻭﻜﺍ  kavva A crow 
421.  ﻞﺌﻭﻜ koyal The Indian cuckoo 
422.  چﻜﺍﱡ  kacca Unripe, crude 
423.  ﻜﻤﺍﻦ  maka:n A house 
424.  طسﺍظ  dara:z Drawers  
425.  طﻤع umar Age  
426.  ؽﺍﻞ  sa:l Year 
427.  ﻨﺍﻰﻟ  na:li A drain, a vein 
428.  ﻨﺍﻟﺍ  na:la: A brook, a ravine 
429.  تیط ret Sand, dust 
430.  ﻤﺍﻢت  ma:tam Mourning, grief 
431.  ؽیعﺍﺉ  i:sa:i Christian 
432.  ﻮسﻨہ hindu A native of India a slabe 
433.  ﻤﻠؽﻤﺍﻦ  
musalman A Muslim, a follower of 
islam  
434.  ﻫﻜؽ sikh A follower of guru nanak 
435.  ﺐہعﻤ mazhab religion 
436.  ﻮسﺍﺉ dava:i Medicine 
437.  ﻤیﺒﺍط bi:ma:r Ailing, a patient  
438.  طتؽﺒ bistar Bedding 
439.  ﻪﻨتر xatna circumcision 
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440.  کﻨﺍﺡ  nika:h Marriage, nuptials 
441.  ﻨطیتﺍ  terna To swim 
442.  طسﻨﺒ bandar Monkey  
443.  ﻟۇ  lu: A hot wind 
444.  ﻰﻤطگ garmi Heat, summer 
445.  ﺊﻨ nai New 
446.  ﻰتؽﺒ basti A village, a city 
447.  ﺒﻤﻬکﺍ khamba Stone 
448.  سﻨﺒﻤگ gumband Dome 
449.  طسﻨﻤ mandir Mander 
450.  ﻤﺍؿﻟ ma:li∫ Rubbing, polish 
451.  طکﻮﻨ nokar A servant 
452.  طﻮیظ zevar Jewel, ornament 
453.  ﺐتطک kartab circus 
454.  ہﺍﻫت  ha:t Hand 
455.  یپط  per Leg 
456.  ﻥسطﮜ gardan The neck 
457.  ﻫٹیﺒ beṭh To sit 
458.  ڑﻫﻜﺍ  khaṛa Stand, headlong 
459.  کﻫت thak Exhaust, tired 
460.  ﺍطﺍﻢ  a:ra:m Rest, comfort 
461.  تـﻠﺍﺒ ba:li∫t A span 
462.  ﻨپﺍ  na:p Measurement 
463.  ﻜﻫسﺍ  dhakka Impulse, push, just ling 
464.  ﻜﻤﺍﱡ  mukka A blow, with the fist 
465.  ںﻮہیگ gehũ: Wheat 
466.  تیﻬﻜ khet A field, breed 
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467.  ؽﻜﺍﻦ kisa:n A farmer, agriculturist  
468.  ﻯضتﻧﻤ 
mantri An adviser, a minister of 
state 
469.  سےتفطﺍض  ri∫teda:r Relation, kinsman 
470.  ﻫجﻤؽ samaj Knowledge, mind 
471.  ﻝمع aqal Opinion, sense 
472.  جﺍضﻮﻨ  ja:nvar An animal, a bird 
473.  جﺍﻰﻠ  ja:li A network, a coil 
474.  ﻧیﭙﺍ  pi:na To drink 
475.  ﻪصغ ɤussa Anger, rage 
476.  ڈﻧﻬٹﺍ  ṭhanḍa Cold 
477.  ﻢضگ garam Warm, active 
478.  ضﻮسﻧﮄ tandu:r An oven, a stove 
479.  صمﺍﺉ  
qasa:i A butcher, a merciless 
person 
480.  ﻧڑﻮسﺍ doṛna To run fast 
481.  ﻬکﻮﻬکﺍ  
khokha An empty wooden box 
used for packing things 
482.  ﻯسیم qedi A prisoner 
483.  ﻧضڈﺍ  ɤarna To fear 
484.  ﺍضیﻫسﻧﺍ  andhera Gloomy, dusky obscure 
485.  ﻰﻨفﻮض ro∫ni Light, brightness 
486.  ﻦعﻮ vazan Weist 
487.  ﺒﺍﻰچضﻮ  ba:varci To cook 
488.  یڈﻧک kunḍi A staple, a door chain 
489.  گﻟﺍﻨﺍ  laga:na To apply, to attach 
490.  سﻧﺒ band joint 
491.  ﻨﻠﻮﻬکﺍ  kholna To open 
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492.  ﻣجﺍﻨﺍ jama:na To freeze, to impress 
493.  ترطس daraxt a tree 
494.  ڑیپ peṛ A tree 
495.  کﭙﺍﻨﺍ  paka:na To cook 
496.  ﻨﻠﻮﺒﺍ  bolna To speak to talk 
497.  ﮜﺍﻞ  ga:l The cheek 
498.  ڑﻣچﺍ camṛa Skin, hide 
499.  ﻯضتﻬچ chatri A small umbrella 
500.  ﻬٹﻬٹکﺍﻨﺍ  khaṭkhaṭa:na To knock 
501.  یکتﺍ  takiya A pillow 
502.  ﻞﺒﻣک kambal blanket 
503.  ﻬجﺍﻮڑ  jha:ṛu A broom, a whisk 
504.  طہف ∫eher City 
505.  ٹﻮﻠ loṭ To return 
506.  ُﻮﻠٹ  lu:ṭ To loot 
507.  طتفس daftar Office 
508.  ٹﻬﻜﺍ  khaṭṭa Sour 
509.  ﻬٹیﻤﺍ  miṭha Sweet 
510.  ﻰﻨٹچ caṭni Chutney 
511.  ﺍﻨﻠہ hilna To move 
512.  ٹﻮچ coṭ A hurt, a blow 
513.  ﻢحطﻤ marham Plaster, cure 
514.  ﺍﻮس dava Medicine, a cure 
515.  جﺍﻟع ila:j Medical, treatment 
516.  گﻨﻠپ palᾶng A bed 
517.  یڑﻬچ chaṛi A walk stick 
518.  کﻤچ camak Brilliance, flash 
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519.  ترؽ saxt Hard, strong 
520.  ﻞسﺍﺒ ba:dal A cloud 
521.  ﻢطﻨ naram Soft 
522.  
عمطﺒ burqa A veil, a kind of mantle 
or veil covering the 
whole body from head to 
foot 
523.  ڑﺍہﭙ paha:ṛ A mountain 
524.  ڑﺍﻬﭙ pha:ṛ  
525.  ﺍسﻨیگ gẽ:da merrygold 
526.  ﺐلاگ gula:b The rose 
527.  ےٹﻨﺍﻜ kᾶ:ṭe  
528.  ﻫﺑچ cubh  
529.  تﺒطف ʃarbat Beverage, drink 
530.  ﻫﻜﻨﺁ ᾶ:kh Eye 
531.  کﺍﻨ na:k Nose 
532.  ﻦﺍک kᾶ:n ear 
533.  تﻨﺍس dᾶ:t A teeth 
534.  ٹﻨﻮہ Hõ:ṭ The leep 
535.  ﻮﻠﺍت 
ta:lu: The ridge or slit in the 
roof of the mouth 
536.  لاﺍﮜ gala: Throat, neck 
537.  كﻠح halaq A ring, a loop 
538.  ﭗﻨﺍؽ sᾶ:p Snake 
539.  ﻞﺒ bil Hole of rat 
540.  ﻭﻬچﺒ bicchu A scorpion 
541.  ﻰتـﻜ kaʃti boat 
542.  ﻰتـﻜ kuʃti Wrestling 
543.  طﻭعﻤﻜ kamzor weak 
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544.  لاﺒس dubla thin 
545.  ﻭطﺍس da:ru Remedy, cure 
546.  تؽس dast Loose motion 
547.  ﻰﻬگ ghi: Butter, clarified butter 
548.  ﻝیت tel Oil 
549.  ﺉﺍﻟﺍﺒ ba:la:i Over and above, cream 
550.  ﺍﻨﻟﻭﺒ bolna To speak 
551.  ﻰگﻨﻟ lungi A turban 
552.  ﻟﺍﻬچﺊی  cha:lye Betnut  
553.  تﻭعس da:vat Invitation, a treat 
554.  گﺁ a:g Fire, heat 
555.  ﺍﻨﺍجﻬﺒ bujha:na quench 
556.  غﺒ bas Enough 
557.  ﻞﻬﻜ khil To bloon 
558.  سﻭﻬﻜ khod To dig 
559.  ﺍﻨچ cana Gram, vetches 
560.  ﮮضﻤضﻤ murmure Swolleh parched rice 
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SECTION – B 
 
 
English loan - words    
Present section is an attempt to analyses English loan – words used by 
children of high – income group. It is stressed that the speech of high – 
income group children hardly shows any variation from standard \ correct 
pronunciation.  
Since English has been a great source of lexical supplementation and 
extension, it is borne out even from a cursory glance at English loan – words 
list that majority of the words used by children of this group are related to 
daily chores and school life as well. The total number of English loans in the 
vocabulary high income children is 520; therefore the number of English 
loans used by them far exceeds expectations. The reason for more English 
words in the speech of children of affluent class may be due to their earlier 
exposure to them at home. They pick up them (quickly) when they hear 
them at school. It is observed that high – income group children have a much 
richer English vocabulary than children of low – income group or middle – 
income group e.g. 
Low – income group -           319                                                                                           
(Urdu medium + English medium) 
Middle – income group -        331 
 (Urdu medium + English medium) 
High – income group -           520                                                                                                           
(English medium)                                                                                                     
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The total numbers of vocabulary items of these social groups are as 
follows:                                                                                                                                                                    
Total number of in the words low – income group: -      748 
Total number of in the words Middle – income group: -  972 
Total number of words in high – income group: -          1080 
The above figures reveal that high – income upper and English 
medium children have a very rich vocabulary compared to those of low – 
income and middle – income group children. It was also noted that there are 
many words which are frequently use by high income group children but 
surprisingly they are not found in the vocabulary of either low income group 
or middle income group children. We have shown some of these words on 
the list IV – B2 of all the words on the list no word is found in low income 
(parents) children’s vocabulary. In the speech of middle income group 
children group only a small number of words are seen i.e. 26.                                          
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List – IV – B2 
High – income English loans not found in middle income\ 
Low income groups: 
 
S.NO Phonemic 
Transcription 
Low income Middle                 
income 
Gloss 
1   sa: ft X X Soft 
2     dressing ṭebil X X Dressing table 
3 refa:rm X X Reform 
4 iskenḍal X  Scandal 
5   indeks X  Index 
6   bren X X Brian 
7 ka:rṭu:n X X Carton 
8 ḍasting X X Dusting 
9 ha:f taim X X Half time 
10 hol X X Hole 
11 liza:rd X X Lizard 
12 ha:us X  House 
 13 kold X X Cold 
14 deth X X Death 
15 niuzpepar X X Newspaper 
16 fanḍ X X Fund 
17 difikalt X X difficult 
18 mi:nu X X Menu 
19 kra:s X X Cross 
20 fa:st X X Fast 
21 ba:l pen X  Ball pen 
22 ku∫an X X Cushion 
23 va:c  X  Watch 
24 va:cmen X X Watch man 
25 gavarmenṭ X  Government 
26 toilit X  Toilet  
27 biren X X Brain 
28 kicin X X Kitchen 
29 sa:lt X X Salt 
30 roḍ X  Road 
31 forth X X Fourth 
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32 sekinḍ X  Second 
33 kenḍil X  Candle 
34 braun X  Brown 
35 kampli:ṭ X X Complete 
36 so∫al sa:ins X X Social science 
37 mani X X Money 
38 ṭop X  Top 
39 fa:sṭ X  Fast 
40 ma:rbil X  Marble 
41 iskin X X Skin 
42 lazi X X Lazy 
43 menar X X Manner 
44 boil X X Boil 
45 ha:f ṭaim X X Half time 
46 gesṭ ha:us X X Gust house 
47 ka:nsṭbil X X Constable 
48 ga:ḍ X  God 
49 ful X  Full 
50 cok X X Choke 
51 va:iral X X Viral 
52 flu X X Flew 
53 ni:ḍil X  Needle 
54 esemes X   
55 aidia X X Idea 
56 avan X X  
57 gril X  Grill 
58 bogi X  Bogy 
59 niṭ X X Knit 
60 pareḍ X  Pared 
61 parfiu:m X X Perfume 
62 prinṭid X X Printed 
63 ḍim X X Dim 
64 ha:kar X X Hawker 
65 fla:varpa:t X X Flower pot 
66 begar X X Beggar 
67 ∫a:in X X Shine 
68 ka:l X X Call 
69 ḍrink X X Shrink 
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70 pizza X X Pizza 
71 pra:fiṭ X X Profit 
72 ḍa:rk X X Dark 
73 mango X  Mango 
74 si:zan X X Season 
75 kalarḍ X X Colored 
76 nebar X X Neighbor 
77 nai X X  
78 fiar X X Fear 
79 brekfa:sṭ X X Breakfast 
80 len X X Lane 
81 a:is X X Ice 
82 pani∫ment X X punishment 
83 thi:f X X Thief 
84 karṭen X X Cotton 
85 pra:is X X Price 
86 klevar X X Clever 
87 li:k X X Leak 
88 plag X  Plug 
89 tuin X  Twin 
90 ci:p X  Cheap 
91 ja:b X X Job 
92 ḍa:un loḍ X X Down load 
93 koṭ X X Coat 
94 ∫ep X X Shape 
95 mi:nu X X Menu 
96 gi:zar X X Gezer 
97 isṭadi X X Study 
98 mirar X X Mirror 
99 link X X Link 
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100 vulen X X Woolen 
101 tharmas X X Thermos 
102 gri:n X X Green 
103 iskil X X Skill 
104 dik∫nari X X Dictionary 
105 kalar X  Colour 
106 ismel X X Smell 
107 pa:inepil X X Pineapple 
108 aṭlas X X Atlas 
109 bed∫i:ṭ X X Bed sheet 
110 nelpa:li∫ X X Nail polish 
111 zi:ro X X Zero 
112 hil X X hill 
113 gãm X X Gum 
114 thri:iḍiaṭs X X Name of a movie 
115 lav X X Love 
116 ispu:n X X spun 
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Upper Class English Loan – Words 
S.No. Urdu Words Transcription Gloss 
1.  ٹفﻮؼ  Soft 
2.  ٹیﻧطٹﻧﺍ  internet 
3.  ﻦیپ ﻝﻮﺑ ba:l pen Ball pen 
4.  طٹﻮیﭙﻤک  Computer 
5.  ﭻیﻮؼ suic Switch 
6.  ٹﺋلا  Light 
7.  طٹکﺍڈ o  Doctor 
8.  طﺌﻨیجﻧﺍ injinier Engineer 
9.  ضڈﻨﻠیک kalandar calendar 
10.  ڈﺋﺍﻮؼ  Suicide 
11.  غﺎﻣطﻬت tharma:s Thermas 
12.  ﻡﺍطگﻭطپ program:m Programme 
13.  ﺏﻮیٹ  Tub 
14.  طﺋﺎٹ  Tyre 
15.  ػﻨﺋﺎؼ sa:ĩns Science 
16.  گﻨﺋﺍضڈ  Drawing 
17.  یطیطﺒﺋلا laebreri Liberary 
18.  ﻞﺒیٹ گﻨؼِضڈ dressing tabil Dressing table 
19.  ٹکطٹؼڈ  District 
20.  ﻞکیٹٓضﺍ  Article 
21.  ﻞؽﻧﻮک konsil Council 
22.  ﻦیطگ grien Green 
23.  ڈیض  Red 
24.  کیﻨکت teknik Technic 
25.  یظﻮکٹ  Teko 
26.  یٹپڈ  Deputy 
27.  ٹفﺍضڈ  Draft 
28.  گﻨیٹ  Teng 
29.  ﻦفیِڈﺍ  Addition 
30.  پﺎٹِؼﺍ  Stop 
31.  ﻦـﻮک ku∫an costion 
32.  ﻞﺋﺎٹِؼﺍ ista:il Style 
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33.  ﻦفکیﻠیﺍ a:ilike∫an Application 
34.  ڈطٹؽک  Casterd 
35.  ڈضﺎکیض  Record 
36.  کضﺎپ pa:rk Park 
37.  چﺍﻭ va:c Watch 
38.  ﺍڈﻮؼ  Soda 
39.  ﻦفکجﻧﺍ injak∫an injection 
40.  ﻥڈضﺎگ  Garden 
41.  ﻦیف fen Fan 
42.  ﻭڈﻨیﻭ vindo Window 
43.  ﭗﻤیﻟ lemp Lamp 
44.  ﻞٹﻮٹ  Total 
45.  غلاک kila:s Class 
46.  ػکﺎؼ sa:ks Socks 
47.  عﻤیگ gemz Games 
48.  جﻨﻠیچ celenj Challenge 
49.  ٹیﻠکﺎچ  Chocolate 
50.  یﺋﺍطف firai  
51.  ػکضﺎﻣ ma:rks Marks 
52.  غﺎپ pa:s Pass 
53.  ﻦکیچ cikin Chicken  
54.  پﺎـ ∫op Shop 
55.  ﻞتﻮﺑ botal Bottle 
56.  ﻢیطک ػیٓﺋﺍ a:iskirim Ice cream 
57.  کٹؽﭙﻟ lipistik Lipstick 
58.  ضڈﻮپ  Powder 
59.  ﻬتیﻣ meth Math 
60.  طﺌیچ cear Chair 
61.  گﻣ mag Mug 
62.  ﻞٹﻮہ  Hotal 
63.  گج jag jug 
64.  ٹضﻮپض  Report 
65.  ٹکﻭ  Wicket 
66.  ﻡضﺎفیض refa:rm Reform 
67.  ﻦفیﻤک kamis∫an Commission 
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68.  فﺍطگﻮٓٹﺍ  Autograph 
69.  ﻦگٓضﺍ organ Organ 
70.  ﻝڈیﻣ  Medal 
71.  ۱ﻞفیﭙؼ  ispe∫al Special 
72.  ضﺎٹِؼﺍ  Star 
73.  ٹضﺎٹِؼﺍ  Start 
74.  کﺎٹِؼﺍ  Stock 
75.  ﻞﺋﺎٹِؼﺍ  Stall 
76.  ﻡﺎٹؼﺍ  Stamp 
77.  ﻞﭙیٹؼﺍ  Stipple 
78.  ٹیطٹؼﺍ  Strate 
79.  طچیطٹِؼﺍ cer Stretcher 
80.  ٹﻨٹِؼﺍ  Stunt 
81.  ﻮیڈﻮٹِؼﺍ  Studio 
82.  جیٹِؼﺍ  stage 
83.  ﻮچیٹِؼﺍ  Statue 
84.  طﻤیٹِؼﺍ  Steamer 
85.  ڈضڈﻨیٹؼﺍ  Standard 
86.   ِﺍﻝکؼﺍ  iskil skill 
87.  ٹﺅﺍکؼﺍ Iiska:uṭ scout 
88.  ضﻮکِؼﺍ iskor Score 
89.  ﻝﻮکِؼﺍ iskul School 
90.  ﻝڈﻨیکؼﺍ  Scandal 
91.  یﻠﺒﻤؼﺍ asmbli Assembly 
92.  طﻠگﻤؼﺍ ismegaler Smuggler 
93.  ٹطﭙؽکﺍ akspart Expert 
94.  ٹﻨﻤجیﻟﺎﻨکیﺍ iknolijment Acknowledgemen
t 
95.  یﻣڈیِکﺍ ikedmi: Academic 
96.  جضﺎچﻧﺍ inca:rj Incharge 
97.  ضڈﻧﺍ  Under 
98.  ػکیڈﻧﺍ indeks Index 
99.  یﺋﺎؽﻧِﺍﺎیڈیپﻮﻠک  insaikiopidiya Encyclopedia 
100.  طٹکﭙؽﻧِﺍ inspaktor Inspector 
101.  ﻡضلاِﺍ ilarm Alarm 
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102.  ػﻧﻭﺍلاﺍ ilauns Allowance 
103.  یجطِﻟﺍ elerji Allergy 
104.  ػکیٹ ﻢکﻧِﺍ inkam taks Income tax 
105.  ؿﻠگﻧِﺍ ingli∫ English 
106.   کﭙﻤﻟﻭﺍ olampik Olympic 
107.  ٹﻨجیﺍ  Agent 
108.  ؾُطﺑ bura∫ Bursh 
109.  یطﻨفکڈ dik∫nari Dictionary 
110.  لاﻮﻣضﺎف fa:rmu:la Formula 
111.  ﻡضﺎف fa:rm Farm 
112.  ٹﻧٔﻭﺎک  Count 
113.  ٹﻨﻤﻧضﻮگ  Government 
114.  یضڈﻧلا  Laundry 
115.  گﻧڈپ  Pudding 
116.  ﻦفکﻨج  Junction 
117.  یطٹیﻣﻮیج  Geometry 
118.  طگﻨیہ hangar Hanger 
119.  ٹﻭﻭ  Vote 
120.  ﻝﻭض rol Role 
121.  ﻦیپ pen Pen 
122.  طﻠک kalar Colour 
123.  ضﻮیف fi:var Fever 
124.  ﭗیک kep Cap 
125.  ٓﻥﺍ a:n On 
126.  ٓفﺍ a:f of 
127.  ﻡڈیﻣ medam Madam 
128.  کلا la:k Luck 
129.  ضڈﻨﻠیؼ  Cylinder 
130.  ﻞیپﺍ ﻦﺋﺎپ paineppil Pineapple 
131.  ظطف frij Freez 
132.  ٹیﻟﻮٹ  Toilet 
133.  ﻦیطﺑ bren Brain 
134.  ﻦچیک kicin kitchen 
135.  ٹﻟﺎؼ sa:lt Salf 
136.  ﻞﭙؽﻧطپ principal Principal 
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137.  جج jaj Judge 
138.  طٹیﻣﺎﻣطﻬت  Thermometer 
139.  ﮮڈ ﻬتطﺑ barthde Birthday 
140.  ڈﻭض  Road 
141.  ٹؼطف  First 
142.  ﻬتضﻮف forth Fourth 
143.  ڈﻨیکؼ  Second 
144.  فیطٹکی   Factory 
145.  غﻮج jus Juice 
146.  ٹؽیٹ  Test 
147.  ٹﻠکفیڈ  Difficult 
148.  ﻥضﻮک پﻮپ popcorn Popcorn 
149.  ﻦیﻣﻮچ ca:umi:n Chomeen 
150.  ڈضﺎک  Card 
151.  ﻞیﺋﺎﺑﻮﻣ moba:il Mobile 
152.  ڈیطﺑ  Bread 
153.  ضﺎگﻨؼ singa:r Singer 
154.  ﻝڈﻨیک kendel Candle 
155.  طﺒﻤﻧ nambar Number 
156.  ﻦیپ گﻨﺋﺍطف fraing pen Frangipani  
157.  ػیگ ges Gas 
158.  ٹضﻮپطﺋﺍ  Airport 
159.  طٹﺑ  Butter 
160.  یگیﻣ megi Magi 
161.  ﻥٔﻭﺍطﺑ braun Brown 
162.  ٹیﻠﭙﻤک  Complete 
163.  ػﻨﺋﺎؼ ﻞـﻮؼ so∫al sains Social science 
164.  ػﻠٹﺍ  Atlas 
165.  طٹیِڈﺍ  Editor 
166.  ﻞیضﻮٹیِڈﺍ  editorial 
167.  ﻦیطکِؼﺍ iskrin screen 
168.  طیﺋﺎﭙﻣﺍ ampa:yar Empire 
169.  ﻦیﻣ چﺍﻭ wa:cmen Watchman 
170.  ﻮگﻨیﻣ mengo Mango 
171.  یﻭ یٹ tivi TV 
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172.  یفﻮک kafi Coffee 
173.  طیﻨپ pani:r Paneer 
174.  یﻨﻣ mani Money 
175.  ﻢﻠف film Film 
176.  ٹیکطک  Football 
177.  ﻝﺎﺑ ٹف  Football 
178.  ػﻨیٹ  Tennis 
179.  ﻡضﺎف ٹیﻠپ  Platefarm 
180.  طچیٹ  Teacher 
181.  ﻥﻮفیﻠیٹ  Telephone 
182.  پﺎٹ ﭗیﻟ  Laptop 
183.  ٹیکؼﺎﺑ  Basket  
184.  ﻞﺒیٹ ﻢﺋﺎٹ  Time table 
185.  کیک kek Cake 
186.  ﮮڈﻨؼ  Sunday 
187.  ﮮڈﻨﻣ m  Monday 
188.  ﻞیکؼﺍ iskel Scale 
189.  ﻦیف fa:in Fine 
190.  ضﻭﺎٹ  Tower 
191.  ﻮﻠیپ pilo Pillow 
192.  گﻧض ring Ring 
193.  ٹﺋﺎﻫﻭ  White 
194.  ﮮطٹ  Try 
195.  طﻟﻮک ku:lar Cooler 
196.  ﻦیﻤٹؼﻮپ  Postman 
197.  ﻡﻭض ru:m Room 
198.  طٹیﻧﺎﻣ  Monitor 
199.  جﻟﺎک ka:lij College 
200.  ضﻭلاف fila:var Flower 
201.  ﻢیٹؼﺍ  Steam 
202.  گﻨٹیﻣ miting Meeting 
203.  ﻦیعگیﻣ megzin Magazine 
204.  یٹؼضﻮیﻧﻮی  University 
205.  غٔﻭﺎہ haus House 
206.  ٹیـ ٹیﺑ  Bed sheet 
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207.  ﻡﻭض ﻬتﺎﺑ bath ru:m Bath room 
208.  ﻦیفﻣ گﻨـﺍﻭ va:∫ing ma∫in Washing machine 
209.  ڈیﻠﺑ  Blade 
210.  ﮮطؽکیﺍ ekssre x-ray 
211.  پﻮٹ  Top 
212.  ٹؼﺎف  Fast 
213.  ؿﻟﻮپ ﻞیﻧ nel poli∫ Nail polish 
214.  ﻞیﺑضﺎﻣ ma:rbil Marbil 
215.  ﻦیکؼﺍ iskin Skin 
216.  ٹیﻠف  Flate 
217.  ڈضﺎکیض  Record 
218.  یعیﻟ lezi Lazy 
219.  طﻨیﻣ menar Manner 
220.  ﻞﺋﺍﻮﺑ bo:l Boil 
221.  ٹیہ h  Hat 
222.  ﻢیطک kirim Cream 
223.  یٹفﺎؼ  Softy 
224.  ﻞؼضﺎپ pa:rsal Parcel 
225.  ﻢیﺋﺎٹ فﺎہ ha:f taim Half time 
226.  ؿﻟﺎپ pa:li∫ Polish 
227.  طﺑضﺎﺑ ba:rbar Barbar 
228.  ﻭطیظ zi:ro Zero 
229.  ضﺎک ka:r Car 
230.  ػکیٹ reks Tax 
231.  ٹﻨیٹ  Tent 
232.  طکﻮک طفیطپ pre∫ar kukar Pressure cocker  
233.  غٔﻭﺎہ ٹؽیگ  Gest house 
234.  ٹطـ  Shirt 
235.  ﻞﺒیٹؽﻧﺎک  Constable 
236.  ﻦیطٹ  Train 
237.       ضﻛﺍﻭ  va:kar waker 
238.  ڑﺑض  Reasar  
239.  ڈﻮگ  God 
240.  ُﻞف ful Full 
241.  ہفکض rik∫a: Rickshaw 
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242.  طؼﻮج jusa:r Jusar 
243.  ڈﻭض  Road 
244.  ػیگ ges Gass  
245.  ﻞیﺑ bel Bell  
246.  ﻝڈﻨیک  Candle  
247.  یؼ ﮮﺍ e:si: A c 
248.  کﻮچ cok Chock  
249.  ﻝطﺋﺍﻭ vairal Viral  
250.  ﻮﻠف flu: Flew  
251.  ﻢﺋﻮپ poyam Poem  
252.  ﻝڈیﻧ  Niddle  
253.  چﺍﻭ va:c Watch  
254.  ػیﺍ ﻢیﺍ ػیﺍ sms Measage  
255.  ﺎیڈیٓﺋﺍ aidia Idea 
256.  ﻥَﻭﺍ ava:n Oven  
257.  ﻝطگ gril Grill  
258.  یگﻮﺑ bogi Boggi  
259.  ڈﻟﻮگ gold Gold 
260.  ٹﻨجضﺍ arjent Argent 
261.  طٹﻧﻭ  Winter 
262.  کلا lauk Lock 
263.  ﻝڈیﻧ  Needle 
264.  ڈﻨیطف  Friend 
265.  ڈیطپ  Prade 
266.  ﻡﻮیفطپ perfiūm Perfume 
267.  ِﻞہ hi:l Hill 
268.  ﺐیﻟ leb Lab 
269.  ڈیٹﻧطپ  Printed 
270.  کٹؼﺍ i  Stick 
271.  ﻢگ gam Gam 
272.  ٹؼﻭض  Rost 
273.  ﻡِڈ  Deam 
274.  ٹؼطﺑ  Brast 
275.  ڈضﻮﺑ  Board 
276.  ظﻮﻟ lu:z Loose  
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277.  گﻨکﻮﺑ buking Booking 
278.  طکﺎہ ha:kar Hoker 
279.  گﻨٹیکؼﺍ  Skating  
280.  ٹﺎپ ضﻭلاف  Flower pot 
281.  طگیﺑ beggar Begger  
282.  ﻞیﺑ bel Bell 
283.  ٹفگ  Gift 
284.  ﻦﺋﺎـ ∫a:in Shain  
285.  ﭗیٹ  Tap 
286.  ﻝﺎک ka:l Calling 
287.  ﻢیﻣ me:m Mem 
288.  طؼ sar Sir 
289.  ﺎﻧﺎﻨﺑ bana:na: Banana 
290.  ﻞﭙیﺍ epil Apple 
291.  ٹﺋﻮؼ  Sweet 
292.  عیچ ci:z Things 
293.  ٹیکضﺎﻣ  Market 
294.  ﻝڈﻮﻧ  Neddle  
295.  گﻨٹﺋﺍض  Writing 
296.  ﭻﻨﻟ lanc Lunch 
297.  ےکﻭﺍ oke OK 
298.  ٹﺋﺍض ra:it right 
299.  ﺐﻠک kalab Club 
300.  ڈﻨیہ  Hand 
301.  ﻡٓضﺍ a:rm Arm 
302.  طگﻨف finger Finger 
303.  ﻮﻠگ gla:v Glove 
304.  ﻝﻮٹ ta:vel Towel 
305.  کﻧطـ ∫rink Shrink  
306.  ﺍعپ pizza Pizza 
307.  ڈٔﻭﺍطک  Crowd 
308.  ٹیفﺍطپ proaifet Profit 
309.  ﻬتیڈ deth Death 
310.  ػﻧطیپ parents Parents 
311.  کضﺍڈ  Dark 
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312.  ػیڈیﺍ یطﻬت  Three idiots 
313.  کﻮﻤؼﺍ ismok Smoke 
314.  چض ric Rich 
315.  ضﻮپ puar Poor 
316.  ٹیچ  Cheet 
317.  طﭙیپ ظﻮیﻧ niuz paper Newspaper 
318.  ﻝﻮہ hol Hall 
319.  کﻮج jok Joke 
320.  ﻥعیؼ si:zan Season 
321.  ڈطﻠک kal  Coloured 
322.  ﻞیﻤؼﺍ simel Smale 
323.  طﺒیﻧ nebar Nebar 
324.  یﺋﺎـ ∫a:i  
325.  گﻧڈﺍض  Riding  
326.  ٹؼلاﺑ  Blast 
327.  طیف fiar Fear 
328.  ﻮَﻟ lav Love 
329.  ٹؼﺎف کیطﺑ  Breakfast 
330.  ﻥیٹ ten Ten  
331.  طﻨیڈ  Dinner 
332.  ﺎیڈٓﺋﺍ aidia Idea 
333.  ػٓﺋﺍ a:is Ice 
334.  ﻟﻮکڈ  kold Cold 
335.  طٹﻧﻭ  Winter 
336.  طﻤؼ samara Summer 
337.  ٹﻨﻤفﻨپ pani∫ment Punishment 
338.  ﻦیﻣ ػیﻟﻮپ pulismen Policemen 
339.  فیﻬت thi:f Theaf 
340.  کﺍﻭ va:k Walk 
341.  ﻥیٹﻧیﻛ  Canteen  
342.  ُکﺑ buk Book 
343.  ػﺋﺍطپ prais Price 
344.  ٹﻧلاپ  Plant 
345.  ڈﻮﻣ  Mood 
346.  ػیف fi:s Fees 
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347.  ضﻮیﻠک klevar Clever 
348.  ﻦیﻣ ٹؼﻮپ postmen Postman 
349.  ٹؼطﺑ  Brast 
350.  یپﺎک ka:pi Copy 
351.  ﻞؽﻨیپ pensil pencil 
352.  ﻨﻤؼٹ   Cement 
353.  طٹؼلاپ  Plaster 
354.  ﻡطف farm Farm 
355.  پظ zip Zip 
356.  کیﻟ li:k Leak 
357.  گﻠپ plag Plug 
358.  ٹکٹ  Ticket 
359.  ٹؼﺍﻦفی   Station 
360.  ﻥضﻮک پﺎپ pa:p korn Pop corn 
361.  ﭗﻤپ pa:mp Pump 
362.  ُکہ huk Hook 
363.  ﻦﺋﺎؼ sa:in Sign 
364.  ﻡضﺎف ٹیﻠپ  Platefarm 
365.  ﭗﻤیک kemp Camp 
366.  ﻦیﻮٹ tuin Twin 
367.  ﭗیچ ci:p Cheep 
368.  ضﻮیﺍضڈ  Driver 
369.  ﻦگ ga:n Gun 
370.  ﻝﻮتؽپ  Pistol 
371.  ﻮکﻟﺎﺑیﻧ  ba:lkoni Balconky  
372.  ﻝڈﻨیؼ  Sandle  
373.  ٹیﻧ  Net 
374.  ﻦیﻠپ plen Plane 
375.  ﻦفیٹ  Tiffin 
376.  ﻦیٹﻨیک   
377.  ضﻮٹ  Tour 
378.  ٹﻮﺑ  Bot 
379.  گﻨٹؼڈ  Dusting 
380.  کٹؼلاپ  Plastic 
381.  ﺏﺎج ja:b job 
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382.  ڈﻮﻟ ﻥٔﻭﺍڈ  Download 
383.  ٹیﻠؼ si   
384.  ػیطپ pres Press 
385.  ٹﻮک  Cot 
386.  ﭗیـ ∫ep Shape 
387.  کیﻨؼﺍ isnkek Snake 
388.  ڈضﺍعیﻟ liza:rd  Lizard 
389.  غﺍطک kra:s Cross 
390.  ضﻮک kavar Cover 
391.  ﻞﺋﻮک koil Coil 
392.  ﻞیطیؼ siryal Serial 
393.  ٹؼﺎف  Fast 
394.  یﻨﻣ mani Money 
395.  ﻦؼ san Sun 
396.  ﻥﻮﻣ mu:n Moon 
397.  طچکیطف frekcar Fracture  
398.  ڈﻨف  Fund 
399.  ﻮﻨیﻣ minu: Minu 
400.  ﻡﻭض ﻬتﺎﺑ baith ru:m Bath room 
401.  ضعیگ gi:zar Gesar  
402.  ﻥﻭﺍ ū:n On  
403.  ٹکﺎپ  Pocket  
404.  ﻡﺍعکیﺍ ikza:m Exam 
405.  یڈٹِؼﺍ  Study 
406.  ﻥﻮٹضﺎک  Cortoon  
407.  کﻨپ pink Pink 
408.  ضطیﻣ mirar Mirror 
409.  ﻥعک kazin Cousin 
410.  طٹؼڈ  Dastar 
411.  ﻥﻮﭙؼﺍ ispu:n Spoon 
412.  طٹؼﻮپ  Poster 
413.  پﻮؼ su:p Soop 
414.  گﻨﻟ lang Lang  
415.  ڈﻨﺋلاﺑ  Blind 
416.  ٹﺋﺎف  Fight 
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417.  طٹیﻟ  Letter 
418.  طٹیﻟ  Litar 
419.  ﻝﻮﺑ bol Ball 
420.  کیﻠﺑ blek Black 
421. ﻦیﻠﻮﻮ vu:len Woolen 
422. چط ric Rich 
423. طﻜﻮج jokar Joker 
424. ﻞطﮜ gril    Grill 
425. طٹف ∫aṭar Shutter 
426. طٹﻜ kaṭar Cutter 
427. کﻨؽ sink Sink 
428. ؿﺍﻮ ﻥؽیﺒ  va:∫ besin washbasin 
429. ٹﺌﺍﺒ baiṭ Bite 
430. ٹﻜﺒ bukṭ Bucket 
431. طٹؽیﭙ pesṭar Pester 
432. طٹؽﻮٹ ṭosṭar Toaster 
433 ﻭفڈ  fu:ḍ Food 
434 کﻟﻣ milk Milk 
435 ﻥﺋﺍـ ∫ain Shine 
436 ضﻧیﻟک kli:nar    Klinar 
437 ﻧﻭپڈ  ponḍ Pond 
438 ﻧیؼڈ  senḍ Sand 
439 غیف fes Face 
440 ضﻧیٹﻧک kanṭenar Container 
441 ﺍﻧیﻣٹؼﺍ isṭemina Stamina 
442 ﻰؼ si: Sea 
443 یﺑےﺑ bebi Baby 
444 کؼ sak Suck 
445 ﻥﺋﺍج join Join 
446 کٹؼﺍ isṭik Stick 
447 ضچکپ pikcar Picture 
448 ضیﺍ iar Year 
449 ٹیض reṭ Rate 
450 کؼ sik Ill 
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451 ٹﻧﻭضؼ sarvenṭ Servant 
452 ضٹﺍﻭک kva:ṭar Quarter 
453 ؼﺍڈی  isṭaḍi Study 
454 ضٹﺋﺍﻟ liṭer Lighter 
455 ﻡج jim Gym 
456 ضﺋﺍٹ ta:yar To tire, fatigue 
457 ﭻﻧﺍ inc Inch 
458 ٹف fuṭ Foot 
459 ﻟیفڈ  fi:lḍ Field 
460 ضﻣضﺍف fa:rmar Farmer 
461 ﻰؼﻛﻣ miksi Miksi 
462 ضزیﻟ ledar Leather 
463 ﻡﻭف fom Foam 
464    کﺍﻧ na:k Knock 
465    کیﻧ nek Neck 
466    ﻥﻬت thin Thin 
467   ﻝﺋﺁ a:il Oil 
468    ﻥـیٹیﻭﻧﺍ inviṭe∫an Invitation 
469   ضﺋﺍف fa:yer Fire 
470   ﺍﺑڈی  ba:ḍi Body 
471  ضﺍﮜڈ  ga:rḍ Guard 
472   غﻭضؼ sarvis Service 
473 ضٹﺌﺍﻠ laiṭar Lighter 
474 ػﻛﺍﺒ ba:ks Box 
475 ٹیﺒ beṭ Bat 
476 ػﺒ bas Bus 
477 ﻮٹؽﺍ isṭov Stove 
478 ﻞیج jail Jail 
479 ػضﭙ pars Purse 
480 ػیفﺍ a:fis Office 
481 ﻞﺒ bil Bill 
482 کﻨیﺒ bank Bank 
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483 ػضﻮف fors force 
484 ﻞﺍﺒ ba:l Ball 
485 یکﺍہ ha:ki Hockey 
486 ﻞؽﻨیﭙ pensil Pencil 
487 ڈیﺒ bed Bed 
488 ﻦڈﺒ baṭan Button 
489 ٹﻮﺍ a:uṭ Out 
490 ﺍفﻮؽ sofa: Sofa 
491 طچیﻨطف fernica:r  Furniture  
492 ػیک kes Case 
493 گﻨڈﻟﺒ bilḍing Building 
494 ٹﻨﻤطﺍﭙیڈ ḍi:pa:rtmenṭ Department 
495 ﻞﺍڈ ḍa:l Doll 
496 ﻢطڈ ḍram Drum 
497 ٹہ hiṭ Hit 
498 طٹیہ hi:ṭar Heater 
499 ٹفﻟ lifṭ Lift 
500 طٹیﻮ veṭar Waiter 
501 ﻦﭙ Pin Pin 
502 ﭗف ∫ip Sheep 
503 ﻞگﺍگ gogil Sunglasses 
504 ﻦﺌﺍﻠ La:in line 
505 ﻞﭙ pil Elephant  
506 جطﺒ brij Bridge 
507 جطیگ gerij Garage 
508 طﻟیج jelar Jailer 
509 ػﻜف fiks Fix 
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510 ػﭙچ cips Cheeps 
511 ٹﻠﻮﺒ bolt Bolt 
512 ٹطف ∫irṭ Shirt 
513 ٹﻨیﭙ painṭ Paint 
514 ﻢﻮطﻮف ∫oru:m Showroom 
515 ﻞﺍہﺍﻤﻨؽ senama:ha:l Theater  
516 ؿڈ ḍi∫ Dish 
517 ﻞﺒیﻜ kebil Cable 
518 چﻮﻜ koc Coach  
519 کﻨطڈ ڈﻠﻮﻜ kolḍḍrink Cold drink 
520 طﺌﺍطڈ dra:yar drawer 
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SECTION – C 
Summary and Conclusions 
This section summarizes the results of chapter IV. The present chapter 
brings out an analysis of word hoard of children of high income group 
parents educated at English medium schools.                                                                             
            It focuses attention on the impact of social class variables such as 
income, education, social status, profession etc and points out how these 
social factors affect vocabulary of young children of English medium 
schools. Upper – class is generally associated with wealth, culture, higher 
education and social status. It is very interesting to note that there is a 
striking disparity in vocabulary of the children of different social classes.                
       As regards the total number of vocabulary items of high income group 
children it is quite high and it comes to 1080. Low income group children 
shows up just 748 words, whereas the vocabulary of middle income group 
children consists of about 972. It is evident that high income group children 
have richer vocabulary than lower income and middle income group 
children. As expected the number of English loans is much greater in the 
vocabulary of high – income group children i.e. 520, whereas total of 
English loans used by middle income group children just 331. This account 
of stock of words given above is rather different from the data collected 
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from English medium school children of the middle income group parents. It 
is brought out by the study of stock of words of middle income and high 
income group children both studying at English medium schools that young 
children pick up words more and more from their home environment rather 
than from their school surroundings or peer groups. It is stressed that high 
income group children have more English loans compared to middle income. 
It is also important to note that speech of high income group children shows 
no phonological variant forms.   
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CHAPTER – 5 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A linguistic analysis of the basic vocabulary of Urdu speaking 
children of class V in Aligarh is carried out in this thesis. This analysis is 
based upon the vast amount of data collected from five reputed English 
and Urdu medium schools of Aligarh.                                                 
It has been observed that children belonging to different socio – 
economic strata display different types of vocabulary patterns. Children 
of the middle and upper social strata have more exposure to language 
than low – income group children. The difference in amount of time spent 
by the middle and high income group parents with their children 
considerably affects and determines range and size of children’s 
vocabulary. Low –income group children consequently lag behind the 
other children in respect of their vocabulary that becomes smaller in size 
than the middle income and high – income group children. The presence 
of more English words in the vocabulary of high income and middle 
income group children greatly adds to the richness of their vocabulary. 
Furthermore, class room vocabularies and language use are closer to 
upper income group and middle income group usage than lower income 
group usage.  
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The present study is conducted with a view to determining the 
sociolinguistic aspects of the acquisition of children’s vocabulary 
belonging to different socio – economic strata. It also assesses the impact 
of school atmosphere, medium of instruction and peer group on 
children’s vocabulary. The work has been organized into four chapters.  
Chapter I deal with the theoretical background and takes up the 
terms: acquisition, learning, theories of language acquisition, learning of 
language skills and elements. It also embodies some theoretical 
observations about acquisition of vocabulary and social determinants of 
vocabulary acquisition. It also throws a good deal of light on its scope of 
study. Research procedures are also described in details.  
Chapter II of the thesis covers the word hoard of low – income 
group children studying at Urdu medium schools. The low – income 
group parent’s children have the smallest vocabulary. In the speech of 
these children we have found phonological variant forms. The low 
income group children freely substitute the five perso – Arabic 
consonants | ∫ z q ɤ x | with | s j k kh g |. Their speech also contains 
substitution of v, with b and b with v. Instances of contraction of longer 
words to shorter form and breaking of consonants clusters are pervasive 
in their speech. Low – income group children’s vocabulary shows 384 
perso – Arabic and Indic words and 319 English loans. Interestingly 
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enough their vocabulary also shows some typical words which are 
entirely different in meaning and pronunciations, from the standard 
words. Such words are exclusively used by them and their vocabulary 
contains 45 class – specific terms such as: pi: lak , ‘egg yolk’ , ‘sikaṛ’ , 
‘shrink’ etc.  
Chapter III analyses the vocabulary items belonging to children of 
middle – income groups studying at Urdu and English medium schools. 
The middle – income group children display the total number of 992 
words of these 992 words there are 659 perso – Arabic and Indic words 
and 331 English loans. An imperceptible difference is noted between 
English medium and Urdu medium school children with regard to the use 
of English loan – words. English medium school children like to use 
more and more English words in their day to day conversation. As 
regards perso – Arabic and Indic words there is almost no difference 
found between the two groups. Some middle income group children of 
Urdu medium schools coming from the localities mostly peopled by 
laborers, factory worker have phonological variant forms in their speech. 
Such as the substitutions of ∫ z q kh with s j k kh and breaking of 
consonant clusters. It is important to note that the speech of middle 
income group children shows fewer phonological variant forms compared 
to lower – income group children.  
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Chapter IV of the thesis focuses attention on the word – hoard of 
children of high – income groups studying at English medium schools. 
An attempt is made to assess the impact of social factors such as home 
atmosphere, good income and good schooling etc on children’s 
vocabulary. The total number of words used by the high income group 
children’s is 1080. Out of 1080 words there are 520 English loan words 
that comes approximately to 50% of the total words, which is a clear 
manifestation of the fact that half of their (basic) vocabulary consists of 
English words. It is that the high income group children’s word hoard is 
1080, whereas the middle income group and lower income group 
children’s stock of words is 972 and 748 respectively. This comparative 
study of the word hoard of Urdu speaking children studying in Urdu and 
English medium schools belonging to different social classes is confined 
to only class V students in Aligarh.  
The analysis is based on extensively collected data. Our analysis 
leads us to conclude that there is wide disparity between different groups 
of children’s vocabulary.  
It is found out that phonological variables tend to show fine 
stratification and there is more socially significant variation in the 
pronunciation of perso – Arabic consonants e.g. ∫ z x ɤ g.  
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It is observed that variations are more marked between lower 
income group and middle income group children than between middle 
income and higher income group children.  
The thesis is based on the analysis of variations in children’s 
vocabulary and focuses on several factors that account for differences 
between children’s word hoard. Since the thesis uses words that operate 
in real life of children and are concerned with their day to day experience, 
it gives us a fascinating insight into children’s vocabulary. The work has 
great possibilities of further work on vocabulary expansion by virtue of 
scrutinizing many words that do not belong to books and some of them 
are not frequently used. It is concluded that such an analysis of words, 
used by children in their conversation may be of great assistance to 
teachers for developing new paradigms and tools for enriching children’s 
repertoire of words.           
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